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PREFACE

The study which follows 1S an attempt to approach the

question of Greek word order 1n a contemporary perspective

and from a linguistic viewpoint. The topic of word order

was chosen because it is one of the major outstanding

problems of Greek philology and there is very little

written about it in English.

The data on which the study is based have been taken

from the Oxford Text of Herodotus I. The choice of author

was dictated partly by personal preference, partly by the

fact that Herodotus writes in a simple, unaffected style

which is relatively free from the influence of rhetoric.

This has encouraged the hope that conclusions made

regarding the Greek of Herodotus can be generalised to

cover other forms of ancient Greek. In any case the

validity of this assumption will not affect the value of

the work as a study of Herodotean Greek.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the thesis is to determine whether

Greek word order is free in terms of syntax. The word

order of most natural languages is subject to two formal

syntactic restrictions which are referred to here as the

typological constraint (requiring modifiers to consistently

precede or follow their heads), and the syntactic

integrity constraint (requiring modifiers to be united
•

with and not split off from their heads, ).

Although the typological constraint is not really

observed in Greek certain statistical tendencies or

norms can be identified. Some modifiers mostly but not

always precede their heads; others mostly but not

always follow their heads; others again precede and

follow their heads with almost equal frequency. The

behaviour of the three classes is explained by what is

called in the text a theory of polarities. This theory

claims that the various classes of modifiers are

attracted with varying degrees of force towards the

front of the sentence, the back of the sentence, or

both front and backJin which case the two tendencies

cancel each other out. Where several modifiers are

attached to a single head their relative placement is

determined by numerical subscripts based on the frequency

with which they precede or follow their heads. The order

so established is treated as a conventional order.

When it is violated the violation is attributed to

special intervention by the author. The argument then

turns to breaches of the syntactic integrity constrai.nt
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which are also explained by the theory of polarities.

Next the mechanism of fronting is investigated with a

review of recent work. Finally it 1S concluded that word

order in Herodotus I is free in the abstract but

restricted by conventions in the concrete. Some of the

conventions identified are not confined to Greek but are

found also in other languages.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Essentially there are two ways in which

one may approach the problem of Greek word order:

i.e. from the viewpoint of either

(1) Greek word order as an art

or

(2) Greek word order as a science.

1.2 Of these the art of Greek word order 1S

concerned with the subjective interpretation of individual

examples with a view to understanding the intentions

of the author 1n particular instances. Work of this kind

falls within the ambit of literary criticism and con-

tributes to an awareness of the uniqueness of creative

writing. The scholar relies above all on his feel for

the language and on his sensitivity to text and context.

1.3 '1'he science of Greek word order, on the other

hand, is the objective study of sequential word order

patterns en masse in order to describe and explain

word order behaviour in general.

1.4 In any scientific enquiry there are at least

three stages:

(1) the formulation of an hypothesis

(2) the collection of data

(3) the testing of the hypothesis against the data.

The first requirement is to find a good hypothesis.
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Often an hypothesis can be formed on the basis of

work by previous scholars whose views have not yet been

rigorously tested. But sometimes a completely new

hypothesis is required. When this is so intuition comes

into play. The faculty of intuition has been defined as

"knowing without knowing how you know" (Humphreys 1962:

183) or as " a sort of divination 0" a function by which

you sec around corners" (Jung 1968:13f.). The importance

of intuition in scientific work. is that it provides

-the s-tuden-t with a "hunch" or belief about. his subject

which can be rigorously reformulated and converted into

a theory or hypothesis. But not all hypotheses are of

equal value. Some are better than others. The main

features of a goo~ hypothesis are:

(a) explanatory power (including generality)

(b) testability

1.5 Particularly desirable is that the hypothesis

should make predictions which can be tested and if

necessary, falsified by appropriate evidence. For as

Popper (1963:36) has argued, it is never really possible

to prove that a given hypothesis is true. The essential

activity of the scientific method is not to verify that

which is true, but to refute that which is false. And·

if an hypothesis is not disproved by testing, it is

assumed provisionally to be true, until such time as

evidence is found to contradict it, and a new hypothesis

has to be formulated. Thus science proceeds towards the

truth by the gradual elimination of error.

1.6 Once an hypothesis has been found it becomes
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possible to collect data. For until a hypothesis has been

formulated it is not possible to collect data system

atically because it is only in the light of an hypothesis

that one can determine what data are relevant and should

be collected. Relevant data are data which might

disprove the hypothesis. Finally, when the data have been

collected, it becomes possible to test the hypothesis.

1.7 In testing the validity of hypotheses against

data it is customary to employ standard statistical

procedures which make it possible to quantify the prob

ability that the data do or do not accord with the

hypothesis being tested.

1.8 Another important aspect of scientific work

is that the description of methods and materials should

be as formal and as explicit as possible. This enables

other investigators to repeat the work in order to

independently verify the results.

1.9 Since the present study approaches Greek word

order within a scientific, not a literary framework, it

will be appropriate to declare at the outset the nature

of the central hypothesis which is to be tested in the

chapters which follow.

1.,10 The starting point for the enquiry is a

statement made in Dover's book, Greek Word Order. In his

chapter ent:.i tIed "Syntactic Determinants" Dover presents

and examines statistics on the relative position of

subject, verb and object in Greek and comes to the

conclusion that syntax is not a primary determinant of
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word order in Greek. His remarks on page 31 may be quoted:

"It is clear", he says, "that these statistics are

very far indeed from establishing for 'Classical Greek'

~~.!~p~.:.i~i~:_~E anything worth calling a syntactical rule

of word order. Extended to a much greater variety of

authors and texts they would no doubt give us an

interesting picture of the vagaries of individual

preference and thereby suggest with increasing force

that all patterns of order which are describable in

syntactical terms are secondary phenomena. ':

1.11 In the light of the fact that most contemporary

work on word order in natural languages is syntactically

oriented it would seem opportune to critically re

examine the validity of Dover's remarks as cited above.

This can be done by formulating a suitable hypothesis

and testing it against a range of Greek data. The approach

to the problem adopted here is to state the null

hypo-thesis,

that syntax does not determine word order in Greek,

and to test this hypothesis against statistical data

taken from Book I of the Histories of Herodotus. In

this way it will be demonstrated, beyond reasonable doubt,

that Dover's views about the impact of syntax on

Greek word order are incorrect. Not only is syntax

important as a determinant of Greek word order. Syntax

is primary.

1.12 Since matter~ of syntax are central to the

argument of this thesis it will be useful as a preliminary

to explain some of the theoretical assumptions about
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syntax upon which the work which follows is based.

This is particularly necessary in view of the fact that

certain modern developments in syntax depart radically

from the doctrines of traditional grammar.
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CHAPTER II

THE SYNTACTIC MODEL

2.1 Syntax may be defined as the study of

word groups within the sentence. To take an example:

6 BaoLA8~C 6p~ ~6v V~OV t~~ov

The grouping of words may be shown by a tree diagram

of constituent structure, as in Figure 1; or by brackets:

The example analysed consists of the lower level noun

phrases 6 \
(30,0 LAGUe:; and ~ov V80V r~~OV which combine

wit:h
, N

oPq, to form a larger word group or verb phrase

at a higher level.

2.2 A feature of the word groups illustrated is

that they are endocentric. In endocentric constructions

not all the components have the same status. It is

necessary in constructions of this kind to distinguish

wha-t is referred to as the head, which is syntactically

the most important item in the construction, and

determines its function, from the modifiers, which are

elements syntactically subordinate to the head, and are

often, though not always, optional.

2,3 'I'hus in the group (; (3ao L A8VC:;; the word

is the head and
,
o is the modifier; in the

9 CC)llP TOV veov t~~ov the word rx~ov is the head and

and VEOV are modifiers; in the larger group

t (.). '\' 'r~' , \I the "'ord 0' pn.o I->O,Ol,tt8Ue:; opel' '1'OV V80V L'70I:OV " y is ,the head

and the phrases 6 BC10L~8~e:; and '10V VEOV t~~ov
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are modifiers.

2.4 In speaking of endocentric constructions it

is customary to classify the construction as a whole

according to the word class of the head. Thus constructions

with a noun as head are referred to as noun phrases,

constructions with an adjective as head are referred

to as adjective phrases, and constructions with an

adverb as head are referred to as adverb phrases. The
o

range of modifiers available to be governed by a given

head may be referred to as the valency of that head.

2.5 Grammars which give priority to head/modifier

relationships and represent those relationships directly

are known as dependency grammars. Other types of grammar

may incorporate the head/modifier distinction or produce

structures which can be converted into or related to

dependency relationships.

2.6 To provide an adequate basis for the study

of word order which follows it will be necessary not only

to describe the composition of word groups but also to

assign syntactic functions as appropriate to the word

groups described. The functions recognised here are

familiar: subject, direbt object, indirect object,

complement, instrumental, sociative, locative, directional,

temporal etc. Theoretically distinct but likewise

necessary are the traditional cases: nominative, vocative,

accusative, genitive, dative. To these can be added th~

adverbial markers such as prepositions.

2.7 In the not so distant past descriptions of
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syntax were taxonomic, i.e. they provided a static

description of items and their arrangement. The approach

was essentially analytic. In more recent times however

it has become evident above all through the work of

Chomsky and his followers, that the taxonomic approach

does not provide an adequate account of the creative

behaviour of speakers of natural languages.

2.8 To meet this objection many linguists now
o

use a dynamic syntactic model with generative notation.

The essence of generative notation is the rewrite rule

whereby a symbol representing a higher level syntactic

entity can be rewritten in terms of symbols representing

lower level syntactic entities. The initial high level

symbol is SENT, which represents "sentence", and the

ultimate output is an actual sentence in the concrete.

2.9 In constructing syntactic rules it is necessary

to distinguish between the generative rules of the base

component, which are used to produce the deep structure

of the sentence, and the transformational rules which

operate on the deep structure to produce the surface

structure. The type of grammatical device envisaged is

illustrated in Figure 2. The overt grammatical features

of the finished sentence constitute the surface structure.

But no sentence can be understood without a knowledge

of its deep structure also. Some examples and diagrams

will illustrate what is involved.

2.l0 The use of simple rewrite rules to generate

deep structure will be cons~dered first. The convention

of notation adopted here is as follows. The higher level
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symbol to the left of the arrow is rewritten as the

lower level symbol(s) to the right of the arrow.

When modifiers are generated with a head the modifiers

are enclosed in brackets to the right of their heads

and are separated by commas. Thus the rule

W +X(Y,Z)

indicates that a higher syntactic entity W is to

be rewritten as a lower level syntactic construction

X(Y,Z) in which X is the head and Y and Z are the

modifiers. The result may be shown by a tree

diagram (Figure 3). Here W is said to dominate X, Y

and Z. Alternatively one might say that W has developed

into X(Y,Z), or that X(Y,Z) is a construction which

can be described as a W. The arrow represents the

dynamics of the generative process.

2.11 For the sake of clarity in Figure 3 and

subsequent diagrams modifiers will be shown beneath

diagonal lines to the right of their heads, whereas

heads of constructions will be found beneath vertical

lines.

2.12 The adoption of the preceding notational

conventions implies a claim that modifiers follow their

heads in the deep structure and that the deep structure

develops from left to right with higher level elements

preceding lower level elements. Whether this is true of

Greek is obviously open to question. The reasons for

positing a left to right sequence in the syntactic

base of ancient Greek will be presented in subsequent

chapters. For the present it will be sufficient to
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indicate that an important theoretical assumption has

been made, namely that the deep structure of natural

languages is sequenced. This viewpoint is contrary to

that of Staal 01967: 70f.) who argued in a study based on

Sanskrit that the deep structure of all natural languages

is unsequenced and consists of unordered sets.

2.13 Since deep structure cannot be observed

directly the question of whether or not it is sequenced

is bound to remain controversial. The reasons for the

stand taken on the matter here are as follows:

(1) The surface structure of language is sequenced:

thus the phonology, morphology and surface syntax are

sequenced; linear ordering would appear to be one of the

most prominent features of language in so far as it can

be observed.

(2) The human brain processes its contents sequentially.

For example the operation of recall (memory) is perceived

as sequential through time (Penfield 1952). Since the

description of deep structure is an attempt to approximate

the working of the brain when it is handling syntactic

phenomena, the asswnption of a linear process would

seem to be reasonable.

2.14 The use of the notation may now be illustrated

by a Greek example. The deep structure of the sentence

6 paoL~8~' 6p~ ~~v vtov t~~ov

can be produced by rewrite rules as follows:

011 SENT

02) VP

~ MCONJ(VP)

~ V(SUBJ,DOBJ)
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(3) V -7 VSUP(VSTEM)

(4 ) SUBJ -7 Npl

(5) DOBL1" -)- Np2

(6) Npl -7 NOUN 1 (DEP 1 )

(7) Np2 -7 NOUN 2 (QUAL, DEp 2 )

(8) NOUN 1 -+ NSUp l (NS'rEM 1 )

( 9) NOUN 2 -7 NSUP 2 (NsrrEM2 )

(10 ) DEp l -7 DET l

(11) DEF 2
-7 DET 2

(12) QUAI. -7 ADJ

(13) DET l -7 DSUF 1 (DSTEM 1 )

(14 ) DET 2
-7 DSUP 2 (DSTEM 2 )

(15) ADJ -7 ASUF (ASTEM)

(16) NSUF l -7 Nlnom

masc

sing

(17) NSUF 2 -7 N2 acc

masc

sing

(18 ) VSUF -7 V third

sing

(19 ) vs'rEM +~ V pres

cant:

(20) DSUF l -7 Dinom

masc

sing

(21) DSUP 2 -+ D2 acc

masc

sing



(22) A,SU,F'

(23) MCONJ

'f A acc

masc

sing

22

(24) V third f -8L

sing

(25) V pres f

cont

,
opa,~

(26) NInom f ~,

masc

sing

(27) NSTEMI f l3a,cH A.8U-

(28) DInom f rj

masc

sing

(29) DSTEM1f '1:'0-

(30) N 2 acc -+ --v

masc

sing

(31) NSTEM2 ,
-+ L?C?CO-

(32) A ace -+ •.. v

masc ~

sing

(33) ASTEM -+ V80~

(34) D2 acc -+ ~V

masc

sing

2.15 Rules (1) to (35) as they stand are capable of

producing the deep structure of the target sentence seen
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in Figure 4~ but in fact this is the only sentence

which they can produce in their present form. To produce

a variety of deep structures for different sentences it

is necessary to incorporate alternatives into the output

of the rules. The alternatives are exclusive and are here

separated by diagonal slashes. Thus in a complete

generative base rule (1) would be represented by

SEwr+ MCONJ (VP) /SCONJ (VP)

Similarly rule (23) would appear as:

'}

MCONJ -> )WL/o8/yap/wv/ etc.

and rule (27) would be reformulated as

NSTEM -> pCLaL~Eu-/&VOp-/Z8U-/

and so on.

etc. ,

2.16 Another aspect of the generative base which

must be mentioned is that some elements, and in particular

some modifiers, are optional. This feature can be indicated

by placing a question mark before each optional element.

Thus rule (2) could be reformulated as:

VP -> V (?SUBJ, ?DOBJ, ?IOBJ, ?TEMP, ?etc.)

This form of the rule recognises that all arguments

attached to the verb are merely optional, whereas the

verb itself is an obligatory part of the verb phrase.

2.17 It will be noticed that the rules have been

nwnbered. This is because the order in which they

are applied is sometimes significant. To take some

examples v the number of the verb is determined by that

of lts subject noun. So rule (18), which assigns number

to the verb, cannot be applied until after rule (16)

has assigned number to the appropriate noun. Similarly
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the number, gender and case of adjectives and articles

are det.ermined by the number, gender and case of their

head nouns. So rules (20) f (21) and (22), which assign

these categories to adjectives and articles cannot

operate until rules (16) and (17) have produced number,

gender and case in the relevant nouns.

To return to the exemplar sentence the result

of the derivation can be seen in Figure 4. But Figure

4 cannot be described as a complete Greek sentence. It

is merely the deep structure of a Greek sentence. To

obtain an appropriate surface structure it is necessary

to apply some rules from the transformational component

of the grammar.

2.19 The transformational rules are more powerful

than the generative rules of the base. They have access

to all of the deep structure and can operate on several

elements at a time. Unlike the generative rules the

transformational rules may be used to permute, delete

or add symbols in the structure produced by the base.

In the syntactic model adopted here each transformational

•
rule consists of an operation command followed by one

or more operands in brackets.

2.20

DELETE (X)

Take for example the rule:

Here "delete\! specifies ·the formal operation and X is

the operand which is deleted. Another example can be

seen in the fronting rule which moves an element at a

given level past the preceding element at "the same level
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and towards the front of the sentence. E.g.

FRON'r (MODI)

will move MODI to the left of a preceding modifier or

head at the same level. Similarly the rule

BACK (ELEM1 )

will move element i to the right of a following element at

the same le\7el. In practice ·the units front.od or backed

are often simply words.

So the rules might be stated more informally as

FRON/.r (WORD
I

)

BACK (WOl~.DI )

2.21 A common feature of transformational rules

is that a rule may operate only if some special condition

applies. This can be indicated by an "if" - clause which

precedes the rule. E.g.

IF (CONDITION
1

) THEN

DELETE (X)

On the other hand a rulo may operate more than once.

Here the possibility arises that it must koep operating

until some special condition is fulfilled. This

situation can be dealt with by attaching an "until fl ~

clause after the rule. E.g.

INCREMENT (Il

UNTIL (I = .::r + 1)

2,.22 A more powerful device for controlling the

number of times a rule operates is the "do" - loop"

'This consists of the command DO followed by a rule .-

schema with a control variable and BEGIN END
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brackets which enclose the rule or rules activated

by the loop. E.g.

DO I =" I u ,J

BEGIN

IF (WORUK
:= WORD I ) THEN

DELETE (WORD I )

END

The effect of the example is that the variable I is

assigned the value of l the first time the loop operates,

the value of 2 the second time the loop operates and

so on until it finally reaches the value of J, whereupon

the loop is activated for the last time.

In practice it is sometimes necessary to place a "do"

_.. loop within a "do" - loop; this is known as "nesting".

2.23 More simply the number of times a rule

operates may be shown by a note, e.g.

INVERT (X,Y) : applies once

This indicates that the rule applies once only to each

appropriate input.

2.24 Another aspect of the transformational rules

lS that they may be formalised at a high level or at a

low level. In general low level rules provide a complete,

detailed description of what happens when a transformation

is activated. They provide an explicit formalisation in

-terms of a very limited number of simple operations.

High level rules on the contrary do not specify all the

d~tails. They provide a convenient shorthand notation

which can reduce a complex of conditions and processes to

simple unity. One high level rule may invoke several
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low level operations en bloc. rrhe use of a high level

rule always implies that an equivalent low level formal

isation is possible.

2.25 To take an example; it is possible to

represent the conversion of an active sentence into the

corresponding passive by means of a high level rule such

as

IF (CONDITION
1

) THEN

PASSIVISE (SENT) .

This rule makes the claim that passive sentences can

under certain conditions (not specified) be produced

from active sentences by means of one or more simple

formal operations which can be made explicit. The high

level rule can be broken down into low level rules as

follows~

IF (DOBJ) THEN

SET(VNO := DOBJNO) AND

NOMINATIVISE(DOBJ) AND

PASSFORM(VERB)

IF (SUBJ) THEN EITHER

AGENTISE(SUBJ) OR

DELE'I'E (SUBJ)

The low level rules indicate that passivisation of a

transitive sentence may be produced by the following

opera-tions ~

(1) changing the number of the verb -to make it agree

with -the number of the direct object

(2) putting the direct object in the nominative case

(3) converting the verb to passive form
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(4) converting the subject, if there is one, to an

agent phrase or deleting the subject

2.26 The result of applying these rules is that

a sentence such as

o ~aaL~8VS Op~ ~OV ~~~OV

is converted into:

~~O ~oD pQaL~~W' Opa~QL 6 txxo,

or simply

oper,1:"a. I, 0 t'7I:1COt;

2.27 Compare the high level and low level rules

for gapping main clauses. First the high level rules:

(a) IF (CONDITIONI ) THEN

RGAP(SENT)

This rule will gap appropriate sentences to the right.

(b) IF (CONDITION I ) THEN

(LGAP (SENT}

This rule will gap appropriate sentences to the left.

(c) IF (CONDITIONJ
) THEN

BGAP (SEN'l')

This will gap appropriate sentences both to the right an,

to the"left.

The lower level fdrmulations are more complex and

involve the use of the "do" -- loop:

(a) DO J = 2,N

BEGIN

IF(ELEM1 OF MCLAUSE1 = ELEM
I

OF MCLAUSE
J

) THEN

DELETE(ELEM1 OF MCLAUSEJ
)

END: N is the total number of relevant successive

main clauses in the sentence.
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The effect of this rule is that if two or more successive

main clauses have a major element in common, all occur-

rences of that element except the leftmost are deleted.

Thus the sentence:

t
~8V e100v

,
t'JI:'JCOY ~ot. rcov

,
68 eLoov -1;0 V )<.poxooe t AOV j10(,

,
08 eToov 1;0)) 8AE(jKJ"V'tO,ot,

will become, after the rule has been applied:

ot 08 'tOV 8~8~av'ta

Next the low level formalisation of (b):

(b) DO J = 1 0 N - 1

BEGIN

IF(ELEMI OF MCLAUSEN = ELEMI OF MCLAUSEJ
) THEN

DELETE(ELEM1 OF MCLAUSEJ
)

END: N is the total number of relevant successive

main clauses in the sentence 0

The effect of this rule is that if two or more successive

main clauses have a major element in common all occur-

rences of that element except the rightmost are deleted.
-.

The output for the exemplar sentence will be:

ot ~8V 'tov r~~ovJ

at 68 'tov xpox60eL~ov,

, ~ I ,'~ ,ot. o~ eLOOV 1;OV e~e~av1;a

Finally, the low level formulation of (cl:

BEGIN

T J
IF(ELEM~ OF MCLAUSE
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DELETE(ELEM1 OF MCLAUSEJ
)

END

DO J - K + 1, N

BEGIN

IF(ELEMI OF MCLAUSEJ = ELEMI OF MCLAUSEK) THEN

DELETE(ELEMI OF MCLAUSEJ
)

END: N is the total number of relevant successive

main clauses in the sentence; K is an integer greater than

one and less than N.

The effect of applying this rule is that if three or

more successive main clauses h~ve a major element

in common, deletion occurs both to the right and to

the left and the fl111 form of the clause is found in the

middle. The result for the exemplar sentence is as

follows:

at ~~v ~~v r~~av,

at 6~ cT60v ~~v xpox66cL~OV

at 6~ ~~v t~~~~v~a

Needless to say rules (a) r (b) and (c) are mutually

exclusive.

2.28 The advantage of using high level rules is

that they make it possible to focus attention on the

logical sequence of transformational processing without

being distracted by minutiae. But to find out exactly

what a high level rule is doing and the conditions

under which it operates it is necessary to convert it

into low level notation. Attention will be devoted

to this matter in chapter XII.
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Another distinction made with regard to

transformational rules is between those which are optional

and those which are obligatory. Thus the rule to produce

the passive is optional because transitive sentences

can always be left in their active form. On the other

hand it is not possible to leave suffix + stem sequences

in that order because they would be unacceptable in the

surface structure.

Consequently an inversion rule is necessary and its

application t~o all suffix + stem sequences from the deep

structure is obligatory. The rule takes the form:

INVERT (SUF, STEM): applies once.

The rule applies once only to each suffix + stem

sequence. The result of its application to the sentence

in Figure 4 is as follows:

+ r3CLOI,A.8U- becomes

«·91 -} TO becomes 1;0 + 0'
,
~ 'le'!I: 0 -+ .- v

-v -} rco- becomes rco- + ~V

Once the stems and suffixes are in the correct

order they can be assembled into words by a joining rule:

,JOIN (STEM, SUF).

This is another rule which operates once only on each

stem + suffix sequence. The rule is again obligatory. The

output from the rule is as follows:

For various rc;ascns this is not acceptable as a surface

struc·ture.
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Firstly, it is necessary in the surface

structure for the articles to precede their nouns. The

appropriate order can be produced by another obligatory

application of an inversion rule:

INVERT (NOUN, DET): applies once.

This converts

2.32 Some problems remain. For is not

acceptable and must be changed to 6p~; likewise ~o

(:la,oLAcUe;; must. be changed to 6 13a,(jLA8Ue;;. Chan.ges of

this kind can be made by a phonological adjustment rule:

ADJUST (SENT)

which will deal with these morphophonemic problems.

2.33 Another phonological transformation is also

needed in order to supply the accents. The result of

applying the adjustment rule followed by the rule

ACCENT (SENT)

is that a valid surface structure emerges:

2.34 It will of course be noticed that the adjustment

and accentuation rules are high level rules. As they stand

they imply the claim that morphophonemic adjustment and

accentuation can be formalised by sets of low level

operational rules. The matter will not be pursued further

here because it is not relevant to word order.

Instead it will be useful to look at the

surface syntax of the finished sentence:
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The surface syntax may be established by parsing:

xut co-ordinating conjunction

6 nom sing masc article

BuaLAEUS nom sing masc anim noun

6pq third pers sing pres indic verb

~6v acc sing masc article

Vi:~OV acc sing masc adj

~?C1COY ace sing masc anim noun

2.36 This information is not sufficient, however,

for the syntax of the sentence to be correctly understood.

Thus it is necessary to realise that
I ,\'
o [3CLa!.11.8ut;;

is in subject function, ~s opposed to various other

functions (e.g. complement) which may underlie a

nominative case. Likewise the accusative must be recog-

nised as derived from an underlying object as opposed

to the other functions (e.g. duration)

manifested by a surface accusative.

which may be

2.37 In other words it is not sufficie~t to identify

the su'rface syntax to understand the sentence. Under-

standing requires~ a knowledge of the deep structure

also.

2.38 An important feature of the syntax of natural

languages which must now be dealt with is the device

of recursion, which makes it theoretically possible for

the native speaker to produce a potentially infinite

number of different sen'tences. Recursion involves

'the reactiva'tion of a higher level symbol or process
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when a lower level has been reached; it may be compared

to the notion of wheels within wheels, or, typically,

sentences within sentences. Examples of recursion are

sufficiently familiar:

"~['he dog which saw the cat which saw -the rat II

In generative grammars -this phenomenon is formalised by

rules which operate on the deep structure of a matrix

sentence SENTI to embed into it a lower level sentence

SENT 2 • The way in which this lS accomplished can be

seen from Figures 5 and 6. In Figure 5 SENT 2 is embedded

below DOBJ by the rule:

DOBJ -)- SENT 2 •

Figure 6 illustrates the deep structure of SENT 2

which is intended to develop into an object clause.

The end result, once the appropriate transformational

rules have been applied, is the surface structure of

the complex sentence which follows:

2.39 In general all subordinate clauses are

produced by embedding. The same procedure is also used

to develop infinitival and participial constructions.

One consequence of these expedients is that Greek

has a wide range of surface manifestations which

reflect more limited resources of deep structure.

Compare e.g.

(11 xut 6 puaL~8~' 6p~ ~~v t~~ov

(.2). 6 PCLOLA.8U, opwv 'l;~V Y,iCiCOV

U) -"OV BaOLA.8CL opltv '"ov t7\.'lCOV

(4) ~~L "OV t7\.7\.OV 6p~ 0 paOLA.8~'
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The list could be extended with ease.

2,,40 Inevitably various transformations are

required to produce the variety of surface structures.

Thus with infinitives and participles it is often but

not always necessary to delete the conjunction by a rule

of t:he form ~

IF (CONDITION
1

) THEN

DELE'rE (CONJ)

Similarly in example (5) an optional relativisation rule

is required to introduce the relative, e.g.

o I
IF(CONDITION ) THEN

RELATIV (SENT)

Needless to say all modifications of word order, such

as the final placement of the subject in example (4),

will be dealt with by suitable transformational rules.

2.41 Much more could be said about the transform-

ational component, but only one final observation will

be made. The transformational rules, like the generative

rules, °must be arranged so that they are applied in

a particular order. The question of the order in

which the word order transformations are applied in

Greek will be taken up again in chapter XII.

2.42 At this point it must be said that the type

of syntactic model which has been postulated here is

not to be regarded as in any way orthodox. In technical

terms it may be described as a transformational

generative functional dependency grammar. Its purpose
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is to provide a formal and explicit account of the

theoretical stance adopted towards syntax in this

t:hesis 0

2.43 It should be added that at the present day

a great variety of syntactic models is available. The

most widely known (but not the most recent) is the

phrase structure model propounded in Chomsky (1957). The

principal differences between Chomsky's model and the

one adopted here are as follows:

(l) The phrase structure model makes its first major

division of the sentence into NP and VP as shown in the

diagTam (Figure 7).

(2) In the phrase structure grammar there is no

direct incorporation of functional nodes. Thus subject,

object, sociative etc. do not occur as syntactic entities

but are reduced to implicational relationships between

phrase markers.

(3) The modifier/head distinction is not explicitly

recognised.

2.44 For a syntactic theory of word 'order such

as the one assumed in this thesis characteristics (2)

and (3) ,at least, must be regarded as serious defects.

2.45 In general the syntactic model which has been

preferred owes a debt to the work of De Groot (1949),

Harris (1957 & 1965), Chomsky (1957 & 1965), Tesni~re

(1959), Martinet (1962), Cook (1964 & 1969) and Pike

(1967). Certain affinities with the case grammar of

Fillmore (1968) and Anderson (1971) will also be noticed.
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The model also draws freely on concepts from traditional

grammar and, in the instance of "the transformational rules,

on methods of formalisation used in computer programming

languages such as Fortran (McCracken 1961) and Algol

(Souza & Manley 1973). The result is therefore eclectic

and would not necessarily meet with the approval of the

scholars whose work has inspired it.

2 0 46 Finally the model proposed is not intended as

a definitive or" in any way complete description of Greek

syntax. It is merely an example of some of the procedures

which might be used in constructing a transformational

generative functional dependency grammar. For obvious

reasons there has been an emphasis on syntactic entities

and operations which are relevant to problems of word

order.
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CHAPTER III

IS GREEK WORD ORDER FREE?

3.1 Is Greek word order free? In order to answer

this question it is necessary to distinguish between

two meanings of the word "freedom", Freedom may be

either absolute or relative. If Greek word order were

free in the absolute sense, it would be possible to

shuffle the words in a Greek sentence and deal them in

random sequence like a hand of cards. In such circum

stances there would be no restrictions on order \vhatsoever.

The practical significance of absolute freedom in word

order is best appreciated if it is restated in statistical

terms. A simple law governing stochastic processes

tells us that for any string of n units (or words) ,

the number of different possible arrangements under

absolute freedom of permutation may be found by the

calcula·tion of n factorial. Thus

if n = 1, n factorial = 1

if n 2, n factorial = 2

if n 3 n factorial = 6,

if n = 4, n factorial = 24

if 11 = ~? ,~n factorial = 120

if n = 6, n factorial 720

if 11 7 , 11 factorial = '5,040

if n 8, 11 factorial = 40,320

if 11 = 9, 11 factorial =: 362,880

if n =: 10, n factorial = 3,628,800

and so on. In a senJcence with no more than ten words the
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number of possible arrangements is already over three

million. As the number of words increases, the number of

possible orders grows in geometric progression.

3.2 At this point a question must be asked. Does

the speaker or writer of Greek really need 3,628,800 ways

of ordering a sentence of ten words? The answer to this

lS obviously "no"~

3.3 Another question. Does the speaker or writer of

Greek really enjoy absolute freedom of word order?

3.4 When free word order is attributed to Greek

(e.g. Kuhner 1898 - 1904: II, 2, 595) it is customary to

explain the phenomenon in terms of Greek morphological

structure. Greek is an inflexional language in which the

syntactic relationships between words within the sentence

are indicated, not by order rules, but by the use of

gramma tical suffixes. A result of 'this structural

characteristic is that the order of words within the

sentence can be manipulated for stylistic purposes without

altering the syntax or meaning.

3.5 However, not all of the words in Greek are

inflected. One need only mention the various particles,

studied by Denniston (1954), the numerous enclitic words,

the negatives au (')() and !-,v(j, the modal particle t),v

the exclamatives, including ~ , and the main and sub

ordinate conjunctions. All such words, which lack

morphological complexity, have a position which is either

fixed, Or almost fixed, within the sentence. The facts are
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well--known and will not be repeated here 0

3.6 But what of the inflected words? For them

mobility is the norm. Nevertheless there are some obvious

restrictions. So it is that the relative, being a

conjunction, always stands at the front of its clause, and

th.e article always precedes its noun. (Articles which

appear to follow their nouns are to be treated as

introducing an apposition). Likewise the patronymic

genitive always follows its nominal head.

3.7 Also relevant here is the existence of

formulae (Dover 1960: 56fJ or fixed phrases which always,

or nearly always show the same words in the same order.

Examples from Herodotus I include the following:

SUPERLATIVE .} rr;wv ~!J.8·CC; 'CO!J.8V

rr;(j') OUVO!J.CL DV + PROPER NOUN

~?1:81.1\V8 11!J.8CLC; -I- PROPEH NOUN

'CQUrea wC; 0,71:8V8 (,XEl8V'tCL '~){o1)(Je

~806v'twv ~!J.~o'tipwv ~oXX~v

3.8 Although much of Herodotus' work is colloquial

in tone and designed to be read aloud, formulaic

expressions are relatively rare and do not affect the

stylistic colour to any great extent. There is no question

of ox'al composition of the kind established for Homer.

3.9 In any case the answer to the question posed

above is clear. No, Greek does not enjoy absolute

freedom of word order.

3.10 A weaker question may now be put. If Greek
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does not show absolute freedom, is it not true to say,

nevertheless, that Greek word order, as compared with that

of other languages, is free in a relative sense? A

preliminary answer to this question has already been

offered by Weil in his book entitled De l'ordre des
/

mots dans les langues anciennes comparees aux langues

~~~de_:~:n~~, and by Boldt in his De liberiore linguae

9:r~ecae et: latinae collocatione verborum capi ta selecta.

Both these authors show an awareness that Greek is

freer in its word order than familiar modern West European

languages such as English and French.

3 0 11 More recently, however, fundamental new work

In the field of language typology has made it possible to

approach the same problem in a wider perspective. This

work has underlined certain structural characteristics of

natural languages which tend to impose limits on the

freedom of word order within the sentence. The con-

s-train-ts which will be considered here are two in number

and will be referred to as:

(1) The typological constraint

(2) The syntactic integrity constraint.

Both these constraints can be defined in formal syntactic

-terms 0 Accordingly examples of their violation are readily

identifiable and can be treated statistically. Reference

to earlier discussion of similar constraints may be

found in Vennemann (1973: 40f.).
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CHAPTER IV

THE TYPOLOGICAL CONSTRAINT

4.1 In natural languages certain constraints

upon word order generally apply. The first of these

constraints may be called the typological constraint.

As Greenberg (1966a) pointed out in an important article

those of the world's languages which have been studied

so far tend to fall into classes according to the

sequential behaviour of subject(S), verb (V) and object

(0) • In all -there are six possibilities, which may be

set out as three binary choices:

(I) SV or vs

(2) SO or as

( 3) OV or va

In practice the majority of languages appear to favour

SV and SO over VS and as. In Greek also it is reasonably

clear that SV and SO are the dominant surface patterns,

although their alternatives VS and OS also do occur,

4.2 More important, however, is the typological

distinction between OV and VO languages, for this has

structural implications which affect the entire syn

tactic systems of the languages concerned.

4.3 It has been argued by Greenberg, followed by

Lehmann and Vennemann, that OV languages most often show

a general preference, throughout their syntax, for the

placement of modifiers or adjuncts before their heads,
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whereas VO languages show a contrasting predilection

for the opposite pattern ln which modifiers or adjuncts

follow their heads.

4.4 The selection of certain morphological features

also correlates positively with OV or VO. The concrete

implications of this dichotomy will be more readily

appreciated if they are tabulated as a series of state

ments. Thus, in OV languages, the following assertions

apply:

I The Verb Phrase

(1) Objects precede their verbs

(2) Indirect objects precede their verbs

(3) Instrumentals precede their verbs

(4) Sociatives precede their verbs

(5) Temporal phrases precede their verbs

(6) Locatives precede their verbs

(7) Adverbial phrases of manner precede their verbs

(8) Infinitives precede their leading verbs

(9) Subordinate clauses precede their leading verbs

(10) The subject of the verb t~ be precedes its complement

(11) The verb is anchored at the end of its clause

(12) Gapped constructions are gapped to the left

(13) Interrogative words follow their sentences

(14) Sentence negatives follow their sentences

(15) The sentence accent falls at the end of the sentence

II The Noun Phrase

(16) Adjectives precede their nouns

(17) Demonstratives precede their nouns

(18) Numerals precede their nouns
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(19) Quantifiers precede their nouns

(20)

(21 )

(22)

III

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

Genitives precede their nouns

Relative clauses precede their nouns

Common nouns precede -their proper nouns in apposition"

The Adjective Phrase

Adverbs precede their adjectives

Inflected modifiers of adjectives precede ,their

adjectives

Standards precede their comparatives

Standards precede their superlatives

IV The Adverb Phrase

(27) Modifying adverbs precede their adverbs

(28) Inflected modifiers of adverbs precede their adverbs.

(29) Inflected words precede their postpositional heads;

i.e. postpositional, not prepositional phrases

are used.

V The Word

(30) Obj ects precede -their verbs In compounds

(31) Adverbs precede their verbs In compounds

(32) Adjectives precede their nouns in compounds

(33) Numerals precede their nouns in compounds

(34) Genitives precede their nouns in compounds

(35) Middle forms of the verb occur, but there are no

reflexive or reciprocal pronouns

(36) Separate personal pronouns do not occur as subjects

of the verb; the subject, in such instances, is

"contained in the verb."

(37) The verb to be as copula is omissible
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(38) The structure of the word shows suffixes rather

than prefixes

(39) Modal affixes do not precede but follow the root

of the verb

4.5 But in va languages, on the contrary, the

following statements apply~

I The Verb Phrase

(1) Objects follow their verbs

(2) Indirect objects follow their verbs

(3) Instrumentals follow their verbs

(4) Sociatives follow their verbs

(5) Temporal phrases follow their verbs

(6) Locatives follow their verbs

(7) Adverbial phrases of manner follow their verbs

(8) Infinitives follow their leading verbs

(9) Subordinate clauses follow their leading verbs

(10) The subject of the verb

complement

to be follows its

(11) The verb is mobile, i.e. freely occupies different

positions within the clause

(12) Gapped constructions are gapped to the right

(13) Interrogative words precede their sentences

(14) Sentence negatives precede their sentences

(15) The sentence accent falls at the beginning of the

sentence

II The Noun Phrase

(16) Adjectives follow their noun~

(17) Demonstratives follow their nouns

(18) Numerals follow their nouns
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(19) Quantifiers follow their nouns

(20) Genitives follow their nouns

(21) Relative clauses follow their nouns

(22) Common nouns follow their proper nouns in apposition

III The Adjective Phrase

(23) Adverbs follow their adjectives

(24) Inflected modifiers of adjectives follow their

adjectives

(25) Standards follow their comparatives

(26) Standards follow their superlatives

IV The Adverb Phrase

(27) Modifying adverbs follow their adverbs

(28) Inflected modifiers of adverbs follow their adverbs

(29) Inflected words follow their prepositional heads;

i.e. prepositional, not postpositional phrases are

used

V The Word

(30) Objects follow their verbs in compounds

(31) Adverbs follow their verbs in compounds

(32) Adjectives follow their nouns in compounds

(33) Numerals follow their nouns in compounds

(34) Geni tives follow their nouns in compounds

(35) Middle forms of the verb do not occur; instead

reflexive and reciprocal pronouns are used.

(36) Separate personal pronouns do occur as subjects of

the verb

(37) The verb to be as copula is not omissible

(38) The structure of the word shows prefixes rather
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than suffixes

(39) Modal affixes do not follow but precede the root

of the verb

4.6 What, it must now be asked, is the situation

in Greek? In Greek, the following statements apply:

I The Verb Phrase

(1) Objects both precede and follow their verbs

(2) Indirect objects both precede and follow their verbs

(3) Instrumentals both precede and follow their verbs

(4) Sociatives both precede and follow their verbs

(5) Temporal phrases both precede and follow their verbs

(6) Locatives both precede and follow their verbs

(7) Adverbial phrases of manner both precede and follow

their verbs

(8) Infinitives both precede and follow their leading

verbs

(9) Subordinate clauses both precede and follow their

leading verbs

(10) The subject of the verb to be both precedes and

follows its complement

(11) The verb is mobile, i~e. freely occupies different

positions within the clause (VO)

(12) Gapped constructions are gapped both to the left

and to the right

(13) Interrogative words precede their sentences (VO)

(14) Sentence negatives precede their sentences (VO)

(15) The sentence accent falls at the beginning of the

sentence (VO)
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II The Noun Phrase

(16) Adjectives both precede and follow their nouns

(17) Demonstratives both precede and follow their nouns

(18) Numerals both precede and follow their nouns

(19) Quantifiers both precede and follow their nouns

(20) Genitives both precede and follow their nouns

(21) Relative clauses both precede and follow their

nouns

(22) Common nouns both precede and follow their proper

nouns in apposition

III The Adjective Phrase

(23) Adverbs both precede and follow their adjectives

(24) Inflected modifiers of adjectives both precede and

follow their adjectives

(25) Standards both precede and follow their comparatives

(26) Standards both precede and follow their superlatives

IV The Adverb Phrase

(27) Modifying adverbs both precede and follow their

adverbs

(28) Inflected modifiers of adverbs both precede and

follow their adverbs

(29) Inflected words both precede and follow their

postpositional or prepositional heads; i.e. both

postpositional and prepositional phrases are used.

V The Word

(30) Objects both precede and follow their verbs in

compounds

(31) Adverbs precede their verbs in compounds(OV)
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(32) Adjectives precede their nouns in compounds(OV)

(33) Numerals precede their nouns in compounds (OV)

(34) Genitives precede their nouns in compounds(OV)

(35) Middle forms of the verb occur, but reflexive and

reciprocal pronouns are also used

(36) Separate personal pronouns do occur as subjects

of the verb, but their use is not obligatory

(37) The verb to be as copula is omissible, but omission

is not obligatory

(38) The structure of the word shows both prefixes and

suffixes, but only the suffixes are grammatical(OV}

(39) Modal affixes do not precede but follow the root

of the verb(OV)

4.7 It remains to mention one modifier which

normally stands outside the OV/VO typology.

(40) Final constructions, whatever their surface form,

generally follow their leading clauses in most of

the world's languages. But in Greek final construc~

tions may either precede or follow their leading

clauses.

4.8 What conclusion can be drawn from these tables?

It will be irmnediately evident that Greek does not

conform to either the standard OV or the standard VO

type. Greek is ambivalent and shmvs churacteristics of

both.

4.9 How is this situation t:o be explained? 1\

solution to the problem has been suggested by Lehmann,

who argues that Greek is in the process of changing
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over from an av to a va typology. The data appear to

support this contention. Thus on characteristics (11)

position of the verb, (13) position of the interrogative,

(14) position of the sentence negative and (15) position

of the sentence accent Greek follows the va pattern.

However it is noteworthy that all these characteristics

concern the syntax of the verb phrase, which is a

relatively innovative domain. The structure of the

compound word, on the other hand, is notoriously conser

vative (Givon 1971: 413), and here we find the

preservation of six archaic av patterns: (31) the position

of the adverb in compounds, (32) the position of the

adjective in compounds, (33) -the position of the numeral

in compounds, (34) the position of the genitive in

compounds, (38) the selection of suffixes to express

syntactic relationships, and (39) the position of the

modal affixes.

4.10 Another interesting facet of Greek structure,

i.e. its abundant resources of infinitives and

participles is also relevant here. As Lehmann(1974:

22 ~ 23 &209 -211) again has pointed out, the noteworthy

presence of verbal nouns and the like seems to be

typical of languages which are in transition from the av

to the va type. Absolute constructions are also

associated with mixed or transitional typology.

4.11 The difficult question of why Greek is changing

from an av to a va structure may also be put, but at

present admits of no secure answer. Relevant factors

include not only the possibility of substrate, i.e.
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influence from the languages of conquered populations v

but also the fact that other Indo-European languages v

such as Latin and Sanskrit v show a similar tendency.

Some comments regarding the position of Greek wi t~hin the

Indo-European context will be presented in the concluding

chapter of the thesis.

4.12 Meanwhile it will be sufficient to point out

that, viewed in the light of the typological constraint,

Greek word order is remarkably free. Nevertheless, with

this statement, the question cannot be regarded as closed.

For there remains a further method of investigation, the

statistical method, which can be used to demonstrate

that certain limits to the freedom of head/modifier

behaviour do exist in Greek, and can be measured. The

application of this method forms the subject of the

following chapter.
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CHAPTER V

MODIFIER - HEAD STATISTICS

5.1 Given that in Greek modifiers may either

precede or follow their heads, as has been stated ln

the previous chapter, two possibilities remain to be

investigated~

(1) that modifiers precede and follow their heads at

random, i.e. with roughly equal frequency;

(2) that modifiers show a measurable preference for

either the preceding or the following position.

What is the situation in Greek?

5.2 An answer to this question can be found by

testing against a broad range of modifiers the null

hypothesis that a given modifier m precedes and follows

its head H with equal frequency. The method employed here

is to ascertain whether the actual frequencies of a

given modifier before and after its head differ

significantly from the theoretical frequencies which

would occur if it preceded and followed with equal

frequency.

5.3 The test is conducted by calculating the

value of the X2 statistic for a 2 x 2 table which compares

the observed frequencies with the frequencies to be

expected if the null hypothesis is valid~ Thus if a -

the no. of times the modifier precedes its head, and

b ~ the no. of times the modifier follows its head, and

C := a + b

2
then the table may be constructed as follows~
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Observed Values

Expected Values
(null hypothesis)

a

c

b

c

5.4 To obtain X2 it is necessary to find the

sum of the squares of the differences between the

observed frequencies and the expected frequencies divided

by the expected frequencies. I.e., if e = expected

frequencies and a = observed frequencies,

X2 = L: (0 ~ e) 2

e

5.5 In the special case which is relevant here

the previous symbols a, band c may be inserted as follows:

x2 = (a - C)2

C + c

Or, in this instance, X2

c

5.6 Once X2 has been calculated it may be looked

up ln a table of percentage points of the X2 distribution

with 1 degree of freedom to find the probability that the

observed frequencies are related to the expected frequencies.

A small value of X2 indicates a high probability that the

pairs of numbers are related; a large value of X2 indicates

a low probability that the pairs of numbers are related.

This can be shown by tabulating some representative

values of X2 and the percentage probabilities that they

indicate (Lindley & Miller 1970: 7):

Value of X2

0.00393

2.71

9 c
.)

10

5

%

%

%



Value of X2
(cont~

5.02

6.63

7.88

10.83
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Perce~tage ProbabilitY(con~)

2.5 %

1 %

0.5 %

5.7 It can be seen from the table that when X2

reaches 10.83, or exceeds it, the probability that the

pairs of observed frequencies are related to the pairs

of expected frequencies as required by the null hypothesis

is one in a thousand, or less, as the case may be.

5.8 It is customary in statistical work of this

kind to fix a level of probability at which the null

hypothesis will be rejected. For the purposes of this

study it is proposed to take the 5% level (i.e. any X2

of 3.84 or greater) as significant and sufficient

grounds for rejecting the null hypothesis. This is an

exacting requirement which will introduce considerable

rigour into the scrutiny of the results.

5.9 Since the significance test will be satisfied

only when the modifier tested shows a clear and

unquestionable departure from the 50/50 distribution

expected under the null hypothesis, it will be reasonable,

when the null hypothesis is rejected, to claim that a

primary determinant of word order has been identified.

The expression "primary determinant" is here tak.en in

the sense of a determinant which influences the behaviour

of the larger part of the sample.
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At this juncture a word of warning 1S necessary.

The X2 test cannot be applied with accurate results to

small samples. For this reason when the sample size

n falls below 20 an adjustment known as Yates' correction

has been used. This involves subtracting .5 from the

positive discrepancies (0 e) and adding .5 to the

negative discrepancies before these values are squared.

The only appropriate instances of low numbers where

Yates' Correction has not been used are those which

give an uncorrected X2 of zero. A further note. When the

sample size n falls below 10 the data have not been tested

statistically because the chances of a significant

result are too small.

5.11 In the past it has been the exception (Frisk

1933: 17 - 22) rather than the rule for studies of Greek

word order to include statistical analysis and significance

tests. In work of this kind philologists have usually

limited their numerical endeavours to the quoting of

percentages. It must be pointed out that such an approach

1S not fully satisfactory. The value of raw percentages

is entirely dependent on sample size. Thus with a very

small sample a high percentage may be worthless; with a

very large sample a much lower percentage may be

conclusive. Between these extremes there is an entire

spectrum of possibilities to be evaluated. So no apologies

are made here for the use of significance tests. They

are the only accurate instruments available for controlling

the data. Furthermore, as will become evident, the very

nature of Greek word order is statistical.
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A comment now about ·the examples. The examples

quoted in the text which follows were chosen for two main

reasons:

(1) to clarify the basis on which the statistics

were taken

(2) to demonstrate that in Greek a vast range of

modifiers is used both before and after construction

heads.

5.13 One of the problems encountered in exemplifying

syntactic phenomena is ·the large number of variables:

differences of word class, surface form, grammatical

function, arrangement and so on. It would be quite

impossible in a study of this kind to provide a corpus

of examples which would be in any way complete and

exhaustive. It is hoped nevertheless that the examples

presented will be sufficiently suggestive, and will not

mislead in any obvious way.

5.14 A further preliminary point must also be made.

The statistics which follow have been based on the

behavio~r of mobile inflected elements in Herodotus r.

In general non-mobiles and such have not been counted.

Thus the relative pronoun and the article have been

excluded. Likewise the demonstrative 0 . Articular

constructions with the infinitive and participle have

also been omitted.

5.15 In the examples which follow the relevant

modifiers have been underlined for easy recognition, but

their heads have not been indicated in any special way.
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Wherever possible the examples have been arranged in

pairs to exemplify both modifier + head and head +

modifier sequences.
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I THE VERB PHRASE

5016 The position of the subject noun phrase in

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(~) 11,3.0 o.s ru'cn;;, '(;8WC;; 1J.8V Q,?t80w!lCLl,;8 '(;0, A,syo!leva.

23, - 8'T:vpdvve{l8 os 0 IT8 P L.£.VQ.Q9...£. Kop CvGOl)

(y) 76,3 ~IWV8~ !lev VVV oux 8?tSCGOV'(;o

98,2 ?toteUet o~ ~CLU~a ot Mf]o~

(0) 184,-. a{)'Ill !l8V 8')te68r;a.~O XW!-1Cv~a. a.va. ~O 7Ce6Cov

:L80,1 8t;Cel. 08 .9~§'(;9~s;. 8(; '(;'rjv 'Epvep~v 6cL\o,ooo.v

(8) 209,3 we; 08 ~aU'{;"u Q,'(;P8X8WC;; oToa., /~::L.W 0'T11J.UV8 (1)

112,2 '(;8'(;Q){(1 yap ')Cut .§:f!f2

(~) 38,1 oJ\}..a o 'p ,
~4) u?Cvw 8'J\.t.O't"a.Oa.~to L _j~~£...QlJ§_~iL1? 8V •

~CPYl
' f... ,. ~08GeCLf.,08 a r,yoxpO!JLOV

34,1
, os :zo}..wva, o t XOfJ_.s vav ~A.a13.s

,
Gso'\)IJ. 8'(;0. 8')(

, 'A. KPOLOOV}! S fl ~S:!~LLS_L~.__n

(Yl) 43,3 801::~s ()8 .:I f._C;. CLYYS}..ewv rr{)) I(po Coq) ~O
p

• ysyovoe;

Statistics

subject precedes

subject follows

517 (71,31%)

208 (28069%)·



total

average

chi square

Conclusion

725

13L70
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The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the subject normally precedes

the verb in main clauses.

5.17 The position of the subject noun phrase in

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

() 11 1 t 1'.s' II: II' P 11"a. ,. we;; u 1Jll§J2.J:l Tax t. a'ro, sysyovee

( 13) 11,2 we;; 08 2...Tu:'L'!l~ 0,11: ',)(S'"I:O

35,2 81CS C't"s 08 't"c1 V OIl, t.t;;o/lsva. 87\0 enos Q.~_KQ"QlQ.Q£;.

(y) 1,3 't"WU1:0 't"o )Co,t v~i\~I)Vf~<;. A.8'(OUOI.

186,3 I;UA.a Ts'rpdywvo, 81\' (})v 1;"1)V Ol,d13CLOC,V ~hCO('8UV't0

statistics

subject precedes

subject follows

200 (66.45%)

101 (33.55%)



total

average

chi square

Conclusion

301

l50.5

32.56
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The value of chi square is significant: the null hypothesis

is rejected, the subject normally precedes the verb in

subordinate clauses.

5.18 The position of the subject noun phrase in

relation to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

(a) 78,1 2...L.'C'lt'7CO~o I..LC'l:l,8V't'8<; 'ceL; VOllas V81.1eOea"

36,2 'r8AO<; 08 Ct.?cl,Xollevo(, 'lto,pcl 'rov l\:po'LooY :rwy,

Mu oWL!i:f.::L~,Q!!..

(f3) 14,1 ruy,!J..G. 08 't;Upo,VV.C1JOo,C;

41 , 1 C t 7C 0.<; 68 'r0.tho. .Q,~l~£Q.:~g 0 ~.

(y) 36,1 7COAA(LJCLC;; 68 Q.LJ~.t~Qot S'll:' aU'GoY ef;cA8ov'rcC;

1,2 O.7C (,)COIl8VOVe;; 08 'ro:~~S....~P.9JV (,'X<2:s.;. 8(, 011 '1::0 'J'ApyoC;

'roU't'o

(0) 1,4

36,1

p

:EQj.'C"o.,£ O'ro.Oo.(, xa'rQ, ?I:PUIlVYlV 'rfJe;; vcoc;

(~) 34,1 ot E~OOV'rL

41,1 . G.7C (, )(0 IJ.8 V{t) 08 () ~•

statistics

subject precedes 439 (71.04%)



subject follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

65

179 (28.96%)

618

309

109.39

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the subject normally precedes the

verb in participial constructions.

The position of the subject noun phrase in

relation to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

E!-L£ '68 f..81YCf}08 I, V

120 ,4 C~1)xG L V 't 8 'l:"Q~~.,_Q_~li"lQ2J;~.

«(3) 24,4 u?tCl,f..nBS V17a at :Iov_~A-QLQY~. E(, cbcopl:r}'v

?tapa L 't"TjoCL'JBcl, L

59,3 o~x ~v '6aU17a ?tapaLv~aav170(, XCf..oovo(, ?t8CBGoBaL

Be f..8 L V :t"0 ~_~~J2S2~.Q2~2.c1::£_~~

0'60AOV !-LSYUV oDvaYGLpUL

150,2 £1CA L?t8 tv Zp:OPVTlV A122:.~~Q£

&

27~3 CA?tLOUV'6CL AGYCtV
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7' 3,4 ovV'fP'8 (, )(8 11: AB L)) g.9?..~ ll.T)08 v

Statistics

subject precedes

subject follows

total

average

chi. square

Conclusion

291 (79.5-1%)

75 (20.49%)

366

183

127.48

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the subject normally precedes

the verb in infinitival constructions.

The position of the sUbject noun phrase in

relation to the verb in genitive absolute constructions

Examples_

( 0, ) :I.9 ~ 2 ~fj.:G_..QIJ2.cYl; r.J'k;. a.?CL x0 lJ,8V 'qs 1:; (, Zap 0 L<;

92$'4 60v'coe;; :IoU 7CQ....::£20£.

un 103,1 cjJQSt6[J'~, 08 't:8A.81YC"1ioQ.V~I;O<;

26,1 T,8A8V~~Oa.V't:oc;; 08 )A1v4~'t:8~

(y) 84 9 3 T~~~~2yS(DY OLXa.OUV't:wv

82 J 3 POllchWc.LVTWV 08 ) ;iQY~.i!D~ '1:'1\ o~8'tepl1
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(8) 41,2~.! 'J1:P07COLrlOa,V't'oS; XP'f)01;'O, 8S; 08

90,1 ava,p'C"Ylll-8VO'l) gE~~, Q,v6po(; [3no!'A.80S; Xp'qo'l;O,

~pya xa,t Bnsa no!,s8tV

Statistics

subject precedes

subject follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

45 (39,47%)

69 (60,'53%)

114

57

5.05

The value of chi square is significant.i. the null

hypothesis is rejected; the subject normally follows

the verb in genitive absolute constructions. In this

respect the word order of the genitive absolute differs

from that of other clause types.

Note

The reason for the postposing of the subject in genitive

absolute constructions may be the need to make it clear

from th~ outset that a verbal construction is being used

and not e.g. an adnominal genitive.

5.21 The position of the direct object noun phrase

in relation to the verb 1n main clauses.

Examples

, , b

X.P.Y 0 Q~ (;)v (; 0 V 'I;()

17~1 ~nv!,xo:,D~a,to8[3o:,AA.S ~TIV ~'~~~
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(13) 15,- )cCLt L:cXJ?..21.,S, 'KII.TJV 'c-7j(, c(,)cpo'}c<SII.(,o(, :;;'tll.OV

1 7 , 1 t?1: 0 A. L c5 PX 8 :;; :"f:mLJ1L?;.11~::2"~, 1.: p ()7C (~) rc() t (PO f;~ ,

(0) 24,8 '(;"CL'\J'1:~ flSV vuv :KopCvEhoC 'r;:;; 'JWJL .1\sor31.0e,

ASyOUOI. .

(e) 53,2 XCLt vUv ~.:Lf.CL~ 81Cel,pUJCt} et orcpu'C"eUT)rcat

8?1: t II8POCL(, .,

69,2 ~?1:qL1)!8 ~~ Kpot'ao(, 0 Auowv 't8 '){,(l,t

[II.AWV tSvtwv 13CLOLA8V(,

(~) 30,5 xue ~ PA6T)vULOr, 0T)!J.OOL11 '"(;8 ~6Ul~(:W uU'G"oU

117,2 we; os ot 1\CLP11V 6 ""Ap7CUYO(" e'Cpw(;o l:!d~.~

• 'A •o o'tuuYY}(,'

Statistics

object precedes

object follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

270 (49.09%)

280 (50.91%)

550

275

0.18

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the object is equally frequent

before and after the verb in main clauses.
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The position of the direct object noun phrase

in relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

( C1 ) 94 , 1 01:" t. 'tCt ~"§~Cl_.~E!~]i_':"~ X Q,'[;O,1C 0 PV c~ \) 01> 0 t,

" '1. EJ ~ • \lP A . e ,I,111,1 o't"t. OU)( c.;W (JJ(: 0 ..p'iCO-YO(; P'('~'(;OJ'lC€,"l'l'ai.rn)

0,u't"f)s :co~..2:..'!""2Q5:~,·

(~) 102,2 'tOU1:"OUs ot NCvov €txov.
155,3 'r0 au bU~'LPE;\jJo,s I:~J2.9_~~(;"

(y) 129,3 o'tt. 1:"015 O€L'l\VOU 8LV€XE;V l'kO{?O}).£, Xo,'t"€OOVAWOB ..

103,3 Ws OUj..L(:3o,'A.wv 8V CXYj08 :I25>£_--P J~p~~J2 CQ2~

(0) 100,1 8'JC8 C'L€ 08 :I2-217o, 6 (. €XOOIU10B

119,1 u Ap7\:o,yos p,sv Ws YjJ<OU08 :t'Cl:.'I3~_c.%

Statistics

object precedes

object follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

79 (55.24%)

64 (44.76%)

143

71.5

1.57

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the object is equally frequent

before and after the verb in subordinate clauses.
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5.23 The position of the direct object noun phrase

in relation to the verb in participial constructions

Examples

(0,) ~a~ 7COLnad~8VO~

71:0, p A, <5 8 t;dl.l S V 0 ~ :E:~Yc«.:Lc"Q2::.~g"}!, '1mp Q, <f;015 'iCa <qX)~ .

.1QV -~.J2.~2:. ~;}{j'3Cl'A.6vr,a<:

sf;8 A.d a a V~ s <: ll,S:.l"~.(9:!:.f?Q::IS;L~ ,

(y) 126,3

77,1

~ouc;; n8QQ~.s' XCl1:O-)CA. (vac;;

7Co,po,xo,~80ac;; ~8v ~_~YQ~'TCojL~

(0) 18,1

24,2

<(;aU--ra ~OL8WY

ou v8v'ra .:E2..1L'TQ,

111,5

190,1

1;,.g! ~P07C8J.l')CWV €l;<,) ?C6At.O~

KUpo, ~, ~pLnXoaCa~ Kat l~~KOV~Cl 6L~puXd,

!lU!. 0 LClA.CLf3wv

214,5 xat vLxmodv 08 ~dX~.

226 (44 .. 49%)

282 (55.51%)

508

254

6.17

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

Statistics

object precedes

object follows

total

hypothesis is rejected; the object normally follows

the verb in participial constructions. In this respect
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the word order of the participle differs from that of

other clause types.

5.24 The position of the direct object noun phrase

in relation to the verb in infinitive constructions.

Examples

10,2 ~8CoaOeaL ~~v Kav6a~~8a,
C~""''''=--=~~''''_~'=~=''''~''''.o'"==---=.-.o="""""","~~,._

(y) 65,5 ~aD~Q ~~ ~apU~QCV8LV

158,2 ~~. ~OL~OQL :~9~~~'

(0) 76 9 3 O(P8~ 0,71:0 KpoCoou a:JcLOcfavaL

112,1 ~Y]68P-Lll ~exv1,1 Gxos'C'vaC lLJ:Y.

Statistics

object precedes

object follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

138 (56.79%)

105 (43.21%)

243

121.5

4.48

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the object normally precedes the

verb in infinitival constructions.

5 0 25 The position of the subject noun phrase in

relation to the direct object noun phrase in main clauses.
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Examples

( )
• '\ ' t ' .. '1'

Q, 112 9 2 081YL 8 PQ, 1\ 8 Y 8!, :rLX:.~..2:..:!1 'C" at)e

8,3 OllV8X0158'[;"0,I, ')Co,t r[;'llV a,LoGS .LQ~~ti

(y) 161,- XtoL ~~v VllV nQ,~{;15~V t~600oQ,v

(6) 171,1 oD'[;"OL ~EV oij OepL yvwjJ-o,s 'COLo.008 0'?C808~Q,V1:0
~

(8) 87,3 b/u rr;o.tha ~7CP'l1~Q,

121,1 7CO!l?WU(; 08 J:.xw (.t!-La ?C8jJ-~rw

Statistics

subject precedes

subject follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

197 (71.12%)

80 (28.88%)

277

138.5

49.42

The value of chi square lS significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected, the subject normally precedes the

object in main clauses.

5.26 The position of the subject noun phrase in

relation to the direct object noun phrase in subordinate

clauses.
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Examples

(a,) :1.45 9

, &

8VLXT)004V

67~5 we; 08 xat ''1;0,13'(;"0, rpwuoa.v oL Ao,,){80CLU0y~.!;.~

(0)

(8)

43,1

155,3

Statistics

subject precedes

subject follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

30 (57.69%)

22 (42.31%)

52

26

L23

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the subject is equally frequent

before and af"ter the object in subordinate clauses.

In this respect the word order of subordinate clauses

differs from that of other clause types.
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The position of the subject noun phrase in

relation to the direct object noun phrase in participial

constructions.

Examples

( (3 ) 51 ~ 1 [; 7t ~ 1;8 A. ~ aC1 <;; 0 £; 2~..lif?_9:fg2_£~ '1;0,151;0,

78 1 '6' '. D' K '~ ~ 0 v rc [, 68 rco 'l; 0 !'fl_Q.!~_2~1~

(y) 73,6 ot ~X~eC1~ 'l;C1Urca XOL~aavrc8'

86,1 A.af3c5v'~8c; OB C1fnov at 11~ga_~

Statistics

subject precedes

subject follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

143 (76.88%)

43 (23.12%)

186

93

53.76

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the subject normally precedes

the object in participial constructions.
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The position of the subject noun phrase in

relation to the direct object noun phrase in

infinitival constructions 0

Examples

(y) 98 3 ~ M - J:.. " j' P •

~ 17Ql)~':::!S)l) ~> T1V ayxClGE t'; V 'lCO A L OjJ>Cl ?CO L T1 (JClGea. e,

150,2 tKI- L7\:C LV ZjJ>VpVTjV :61Q~~~~

(6) 27,3 A~YELV txet'vov ~A~e~Cl___'.'~~~"'''''''='''=O>

(c) 90,3 B'Ju::LvaC oi. 'r(~ e8(p '{;01)'1:0 OVCLOCOa.t,

53,3 I-LEyciA~v apxilv 1:L..1]L ')W'1:ClA voc LV

Statistics

subject precedes

subject follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

79 (80.61%)

19 (19.39%)

98

49

36.73

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the subject normally precedes

the object 1n infinitival constructions.

The position of the subjectival direct object

noun phrase in relation to the verb in main clauses. (By
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subjectival direct object is meant a direct object

which serves as subject of an infinitive).

Examples

( Y) u.'" ~ 'l, Jl r-::t
'"::> 196,5 U>AAO _~~ GGsvprpw,(J L vswo<t"I, ys vsovut,

40,~ 1-1,S'l;LYjI-LC 'l;8 ~2S2. Levu" 8?CL 't"Y]v CiYPYJv

Statistics

subjectival object precedes

subjectival object follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

37 (44.05%)

47 (55.95%)

84

42

1.19

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the subjectival object is equally

frequent before and after the verb in main clauses.
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The position of the subjectival direct object

noun phrase ln relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

(a) 120,1

125,1
pC'.

O,1( L O'LOJ oElOJ L

UV(1'Jtc~ C08 t,

1'10,2 OC; lJ<.8A.8Ut~ )(HV(~ CVt"O'A<.p s#I~.~,~s:,o£, u8p8ev'Lo,c;

'K i\8 8 L 11 t C; 1~(1P OC),)

(y) 128,2 o'C ~ aveyvwoCLv 1J.8'L8'C·VCLL '(;OV KOpov

39,2 el, IJ.EV yap 1>7CO ooov'mc; 'Lot. 8'['JC8 't'8i\8U't;'DOc;LV 118

Statistics

subjectival object precedes

subjectival object follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

9 (50%)

9 (50%)

18

9

0.00

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the subjectival object

is equally frequent before and after the verb in sub-

ordinate clauses.

5.31 The position of the subjectival direct object

noun phrase in relation to the verb in participial

constructions.
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Examples

191 5 'A»;'~ j' P

• , OL u uV ~CPLL00V~E'

&, ~l1v '}COALV

(0)

(8) 89,3

Statistics

subjectival object precedes

subjectival object follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

3 (13.04%)

20 (86.96%)

23

11.5

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the subjectival object normally

follows the verb in participial constructions.

5.32 The position of the subjectival direct object

noun phrase in relation to the verb in infinitival

constructions.
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Examples

(a) 3,1 ~6B~~oaC ot ~x ~~~ IE~~~6o~ 6L
1
~p~ay~~

y 8 V 806a L :I~,}!~~E2~~.

(y) 112,2 OB ~8C6BLV M~ ~xe8tvaL

24,3 au~ov 6Laxpuo6aC ~l~

Statistics

subjectival object precedes

subjectival object follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

2 (14.29%)

12 (85.71%)

14

7

5.79

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the subjectival object normally

follows the verb in infinitival constructions.

5.33 The position of the noun clause direct

object in relation to the verb in main clauses. (This

category includes indirect questions.)

Examples

( ) 'r..e.. ' 9 ,,' , , A P(3 119,6 8 _PB1;O u8 CLl)'!:OV OO''C1JayYjC;

01;~~ E2llP (Q~~oi~fl~€g~"(312J}E~?f;,Q,~",
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Statistics

noun clause precedes

noun clause follows

t.otal

average

chi square

Conclusion

o (0%)

46 (100%)

46

23

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the noun clause object

normally follows the verb in main clauses.

5.34 The position of the noun clause direct

object in relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

(Q, ) 207 , 2 8 L {)' 8y V ()))W<;; .Q:~~l:_Q,_~~J?~S0 ~~~){Q,l_.Q:~~,iL£.

?i.a,t,j'1 ~ Pu.'~....:E2~~.~~~Q,f~Ji22'"E"'!; ..~

Statistics

noun clause precedes

noun clause follows

total

average

chi square

o (0%)

4 (100%)

4

2
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Conclusion

The number of examples is too small for the

calculation of a valid chi square. The raw figures

appear to offer some support to the result obtained

for main clauses.

The position of the noun clause direct object in

relation to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

(a) 96,2

( ~ ) 193,4 !;x os xc.yx (2 0~~l_qnacil:l:~..2-Q.Q.L~~£~0 po v.

~~~~B2~ YiV8~aL, 8~8~tO~a~8vo~

173,5 8tpO~svou 6t 8~8POU 't"ov ?CAYjOCOV ~lJ.n

statistics

noun clause precedes

noun clause follows

total

average"

chi square

Conclusion

1 (3.03%)

32 (96.97%)

33

16.5

29.12

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected, the noun clause object

normally follows the verb in participial constructions.
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The position of the noun clause direct object

in relation to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

" :1 .." 'q>P8XW o,'1"pSX 8WC; c~ {,7U:: l. V.

oxo~tt\,V 6~ Xp~ xav'1"6c; xp~~a'1"o, '1"~V +S\EU~~~
I .

Statistics

noun clause precedes

noun clause follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

1 (5%)

19 (95%)

20

10

16.2

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the noun clause object normally

follows the verb in infinitival constructions.

5.37 'l'he position of the "nominative" participial

complement in relation to the verb in main clauses.
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Examples

Statistics

nominative complement precedes

nominative complement follows

·total

average

chi square

Conclusion

2 (6.66%)

28 (93.33%)

30

15

22.53

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the "nominative" complement

normally follows the verb in main clauses.

5.38 The position of the "nominative" participial

complement in relation to the verb in subordinate

clauses.

Examples

K· - t. 1\"; ,po l, ooC;; 0 kUI.'l>O/(;'LE(I).

68,2 ~xou vUv oB'LOO 'LDYX~VCLC;; em~u

~~v tpyaoC~v 'LoU oL6~pou~
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Statistics

3 (33.33%)

6 (66.66%)

9

4.5

nominative complement precedes

nominative complement follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The number of examples is -too small for the calculation

of a significant chi square. The raw figures appear to

offer some support to the result obtained for main

clauses.

5.39 The position of -the "nominative" participial

complement in relation to the verb in infinitival

constructions.

Examples

(a.) :137,2 .,-;o.'\)-rCl l.1v d>pd)f)VClI, J~"J;O t. l>7cof3oA 1.!J.o.l:'Cl t9':::~o..

11 f-LOI.XLOI.a.,

(f3) 111,3 tX~AeU8 'l;~V 1;~XC01;~V ~vo.Aaf36v-rC1 1;5 ~a.1.6'ov

o t X8 06Cll. 09)s.2g~:I~~~

Statistics

nominative complement precedes

nominative complement follows

total

average

chi square

o (0 %)

6 (100%)

6

3
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Conclusion

The number of examples is too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. The raw figures appear to offer

some support to the result obtained for main clauses.

5.40 The position of the accusative participial

complement in relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(a,) 10,2 8a8~~£oUc:JC1V of!; xut ::~:J~~~JLQ~Y 'f<l 8'Cp.u'ro, t0rj8'i:'I;o

o ruyY)t;

10,2 )(at f] Yl)V~ C?t.OP9- p,I.V f_S_!'_~~

1 (3.70%)

26 (96.30%)

27

13.5

23.15

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

Statistics

accusative complement precedes

accusative complement follows

total

hypothesis is rejected, the accusative complement

normally follows the verb in mai~ clauses.

5.41 The position of the accusative participial

complement in relation to the verb in subordinate

clauses.
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Examples

( (1) 32,5

127,1

'lCp t v .:.EEA.8~~~~,ilqg,"l:'r;q, )(o,f,JJX; 't'OV o,L(i)voJ 'JC'\)e().)~l(J,t"

~~ 8~De8~o Kupov ~(J,u~o, ~2~QQ2~I~

Statistics

1 (5.55%)

17 (94.44%)

18

9

12.50

accusative complement precedes

accusative complement follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the accusative complement

normally follows the verb in subordinate clauses.

5.42 The position of the accusative participial

complement in relation to the verb in participial

constructions.

Examples

Statistics

accusative complement precedes

accusative complement follows

total

o (0%)

21 (100%)

21

average

chi square

10 " ~)

2:L 00
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the accusative complement normally

follows the verb in participial constructions.

5.43 The position of the accusative participial

complement in relation to the verb in infinitival

constructions.

Examples

Statistics

accusative complement precedes

accusative complement follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

o (0 %)

3 (100%)

3

1.5

The number of examples 1S too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. The raw figures appear to offer

some support to the results obtained for other clause

types.

5.44 The position of the passive "subject" 1n

relation to the verb in main clauses: (The passive

"subject" is derived from a direct object in the deep

structure. )
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Examples

(OJ)' 84~5 xOJ!, ~Q ...SiS~:'LI2, 8'JCOpOte'I;O

98,4 ~E~nxdvn~aL ·b~ oB~oo

( ~) 209.2 x I ~~n( A'A 'v n' LI " OJ, ~~ xw[.e I:; E L7C'r,O e EP01~(j

51,2 l_l8~EXLVile'()oav of!; '}mt QJ'.IQ..!: {)'lCO 'l;'OV vYjov

Statistics

passive "subject" precedes

passive "subject" follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

45 (69.23%)

20 (30.76%)

65

32.5

9.62

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null hypothesis

is rejected; the passive "subject" normally precedes the

verb in main clauses.

5.45 The position of the passive "subject" 1n

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.
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Examples

(a.) 179,4 eVe8V ilJi9"s~~~r(;Qj;~ 8G 't"O 8V Bo,f3uJ~WVL rL"8't'xO(~

8XOil Ca6T).

19 , 1 we:; Ci cp 6 'q 'ntXL01;0, ,3:,Q.. ,,~.tL~g,~.

( r) j 41 1 ' 'A.".' P P' ,'I - 9 we:; Q..L l\.1)_~;LQl" {];o.X L C1;o. Xo,rr;8orr;pa<pa.1;O V7W 118po€w'V'

63 ? 2 a){WC;; il ilrr; 8 <LA L0(:18 (; e v € rr; L gJ.,,_.:,,!i6~o, ~o l

21,1

Statistics

passive "subject" precedes

passive "subject" follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

21 (58.33%)

15 (41.66%)

36

18

1.00

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained. The passive "subject" is equally

frequent before and after the verb in subordinate

clauses. In this respect the word order of subordinate

clauses differs from that of other clause types.
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The position of the passive "subject" in

relation to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

(o~) 19,1 't<u 08 (1)(J)OEXcLT{}l t'T,-8L .:6:11.f.2.'!1, l:~I..tAL'i(P(lp.8V01J1)7CO

1;11(; O'fpa:r !,:~c;;;

( f3 ) 164 9 3 .:rlJ V~~~W}{_S!:.f~.<2:.Y. /:; P"flIJ.WtJ c 'L(J(lv c1 VO pwv

81 • " " 1 0, ~ W(; 7C 01\ (, 0 PJ{ E () IJC VOl) ~S.h~Q~LQS22?,

(e) 111,2 1:10) 08 b{'ltA(lYI:~t c;;;

Statistics

passlve "subject" precedes

passlve "subject" follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

72 (71.29%)

29 (28.71%)

101

50.5

18.31

The value of chi square lS significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the passive "subject" normally

precedes the verb in participial constructions.

The position of the passive "subject" in

relation to the verb in infinitival constructions.
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Examples

(0,)

(~)

22,3

8'1,2

1,4

170,3

'LOV ';\sc0'V" 'C8"~'p-()Oeo,(, ec, "LO ~oxcn·ov )(CLXOiJ

XCL'LQ0~S0e~Vo,C '1."8 ~~~-2~YP1~,

.IDv 68. I IO~J!, ouv ?i:A';\1JCH. ap7w-oGfjvCLt

6LQ~eCLP~VCL~ )l~~~n~

(y)

Statistics

8 (53.33%)

7 (46.66%)

15

7.5

0.00

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

passive "subject" precedes

passive "subject" follows

total

hypot.hesis is sustained; the passive "subject" is equally

frequent before and after the verb in infinitival

constructions. In this respect the word order of

infinitival constructions differs from that of other

clause types except subordinate clauses.

5.48 The position of the agent phrase In relation

to the verb in main clauses.
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Examples

(u) 114,5

"
( r3 ) 30 9 1 t i;8 L V Ci:;:s'r;o /:; v '[;0 L(J L pac; LAll Co f.• 0 (, .~2~2~."~.EQ.~~.JSf2.Q~fSLQ}2"

ci V 8 0 llx s y j22~Q.~.~o.f:2::-.~§ly', x a "1\8 s 'Lu to r 1)ydaa,~

80 y 6 871:0 ALOpXSOV'LO "~7C<2~~1.@"!!.,~g.~Q$C5S~Y,

Statistics

agent phrase precedes 3 (27.27%)

agent phrase follows 8 (72.73%)

total 11

average 5.5

chi square 0.73

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant~ the null

hypothesis is sustained~ the agent phrase is equally

freque~t before and after the verb in main clauses.

5.49 The position of the agent phrase in relation

to the verb in subordinate clauses.
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Examples

(U) 124 9 3 '){UL fjV '1:e tytu ~2~.Q.o~,~o.i~Q:f2~si:::'CQg~~;o U7cOoeX(JI:;(U orcpo/t7YjY()C;;

uvrrLu aeU

( f3 ) '70 9 3 we;; ail:U ~ PE B8 I: T} 0 (J, V ,}22sl2",~g~1J:,J22,,~,

4 (40%)

6 (60%)

10

5

0.10

Statistics

agent phrase precedes

agent phrase follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the agent phrase is equally

frequent before and after the verb in subordinate

clauses.

5.50 The position of the agent phrase in relation

to the verb In participial constructions.

Examples
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162,2

91,6

statistics

agent phrase precedes 6 (31.58%)

agent phrase follows 13 (68.42%)

total 19

average 9.5

chi square 1.89

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothe~is is sustained. The agent phrase is equally

frequent before and after the verb in participial

constructions.

5.51 The position of the agent phrase ln relation

to the verb in infinitival constructions.
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Examples

( CL ) 122 , 3 1: PCL <p 6 fl VCL t, 08 ~~ ."" CY8 .}!2S.Q....:~·n~..~:EQ.:g....J2Q:t22£c5.~2.·!!,

y'1)VCLLXO~

Statistics

agent phrase precedes

agent phrase follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

I (20%)

4 (80%)

5

2 1:'
• J

The number of examples is too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. No conclusion can be reached.

5.52 The position of the personal dative in

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(0,) 71,4 8ytl) 1l8V VUV fJ~~2J;:.Q~ 8XW XcLPI.V

113,1 rroD1;o V 118 V 7co,pO,0" 001: 1iL.. 8(Q.,!::1;01;L_Y.~_Y2:l2.~f~

( )
l: ~ ~, "F..." P )I G~r3 120,1 _Af27cCLX(fJ 1l8V Ao'L'uo:'('11s v L)('qv 1;CLU'G'11V 81(LvT)X8

26 , 2 ci V80 8 Co. V '17 11 V ')( <5 i\ I, V 15J._~~:i112.1§l!:J.2J._

(y)

87C~e'11XCLV,

32~1 hOi\WV 1l8V 0D 8UOa"1l0VC'11~ 08v1;8p8La ~V81l8
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(€: ) 53 9 2 ~ LV 1:8 (it; {,OJ oWpa. 80WXC 'C"WV Ct;8VP1lllcLrCW'V

36 9 2 DOC;; XPlllla lu~yr,O'(;()\! aV8<pavTl ~bj:!-J~..}!, E;V Ti;l XC0P'I;1

Statistics

dative precedes

dative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

129 (65.15%)

69 (34.85%)

198

99

18018

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the dative normally precedes

the verb in main clauses.

5.53 The position of the personal dative ln

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

( a. ) 34 , 3 1l1l 'l; COL )C p 811<5_IL E V 0 v ~E~)~,~~~12~.t 811'lC 8GlJ

183 9 2 8'7':80,V 1711V OP1:Y]V O,YCOG (, ~~~~~§~(it_~r::.Q.~~~

rGOV a veOYj)C8 'tOw »A'lco',\'A.CJ)'V t
"'"=""'~,·==7"""~'=~"-·~~"""."""_'''''=.·~'-===
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( 0) ~59,,2 l:~1CBC"B ;~~')' , ?~ ,,,- • - •
, \N I OU 'XPOs (L VvpCl,s ~ Y ~ V817a. [, 1)

41,2 ~~ 17LVBs xQ.17'606v x~ffi~c, xa.XOUPYOL t~t

OY1~'~(}L <pa.VCU)(;[, J2HI~,.

c/:;) 29,,2 Vc5P,OI,OI. 'l;OU, i1,v 5l~:t~" Zc5~wv 6fj17a.L

l20 11 l '1;"0 [:;xpr,vav .2.1 '1:111/ O\j!LV,

Statistics

dat:ive precedes

dative follows

average

chi square

Conclusion

78 (80041%)

19 (19059%)

97

48.5

35.89

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the dative normally precedes

the verb in subordinate clauses.

5.54 The position of the personal dative ln relation

to the verb ln participial constructions.

Examples

16:1.,
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(y) 155,4

156 1 1

.i\DOO L0 L os cn)YYVWW'lV ~XW'V

UiPE17Wrr;8PU 'w.th;c~ El)Pl:cnCW'V ~;~22"QI~lJ~.

(0) 182,1

209$3

sgo t /..u2v OU 'let. (nC1 ?I.8yo v'n~(;

8'J1. Lr3 0 D?l.8 ywv l~"Q<Lo<:~~~"~c:!<~.~}~,:':'on",<~Efi<,oQJ2Xfl

(8) 11~2

212jl3

iA3v 'IQj._ OU{;)V ()OWV 'JC(lpc~01)O(;(J)V

CVlC 000 15 (; h!:Q~. 'C0 'V 'Ie U 'C 0 (1,

Statistics

37 (50%)

37 (50%)

74

37

0.00

dative precedes

dative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the dative precedes and follows

the verb with equal frequency in participial constructions.

In this respect the word order of participial

constructions differs from that of main and

subordinate clauses.

5.55 The position of the personal dative in

relation to the verb in infinitival constructions.

( Q,) 90~3

144 9 2

~EJ2. 170f)'C'0 OV8LO,;OUt:.

U~~OU ~vu,[;LoivUL

liR~_(QS~ Q7I.UYY8L?l.UL

6ffipov ~OU?l.6~8VOL ~v~L6oUVUL KQoCQ~
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('1) 132,2 't"oL'aL 7I:Y,0.L..)HJ?_S~LIL~.~" ')(CL1;'SlJxcrW"L s:5 yCVS06CLI"

158 jl 1 8x0 L06 VC1 L nCL){'t" 15 r) v IIiJ2,.5L1JS2,1,

,

( 6 ) .2 , 3 0V08 ;r, v Q, \)'t"0 (, oC:)(J8 t. V ,~2~§.f,~Q,,~g"~,

(8) 87,3 7I:oi\SjJ.LOV o'V'l;t cpCi\ou ,~J~gJc, lw,rC'a,O't"fjvo,1o

36 9 3 aUV8t;si\stv ,i2gJLl', rro 6rjpLOV ex rrfis xwprjs

~ 1. ~ (;l

CPC1VCLL ~jJ.S 't"si\su't"nOSLVr

89,1 OLXC1LW, st 't"1, E:vopffi ';X:i\eov, anjJ.C1LvsLV 00"",:

statistics

dative precedes

dative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

48 (60.76%)

31 (39.24%)

79

39.5

3.66

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the dative precedes and

follows the verb with equal frequency in infinitival

constructions. In this respect the word order of

infinitival constructions differs from that of main

and subordinate clauses but agrees with that of

participial constructions.

5.56 The position of the equational subject in

relation to the verb in main clauses.
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Examples

.fJ!£6~H1.0[, yCVO))'t'aL 'qHlixo'Y't'a. 7Cl~V1:e

rrrl 1 'r - ,t R '\ ~ ~ ""o'\,'\(~.'.)" ~~'\,,.f;,(·','o"\"
I ~ l1v yap 0 L 0 (J1)EJ~5;~~~;£1l,~~2,:Ipa't'o<; ". 1\ 1\ " ,./IU I W ..

~ 6 Kt>po1).

(,,) 92 ~"1' < os ITav'ca/I.s WY,
'j'

, Ail1) 0;171: 8 W 1J,8V 11:a t' c;; 9 KpoCoo'U,) 0 l1V

aoe~<psoc;
, , ,

oux opooP-l1'T:P [, OC;; t

122,3 'r rr;e l tv 'tl15 i\C>yq.l 1:'0, 7\.clv't'u Kuvw,'(jv or,

(y) 207,6 Maooaye'T:(l[, sLot Qya6wv 'ts llSpOLXWV li7C8LPOL

xaL xa.~wv IJ,SYUAWV a~C1688C;;

143 ,1 2 'lco~AI;t of] nv cL08sV801:'C1'T:OV 'T:WV t6VEWV

:!o'_J~J~OVl,xov" xaL l\oYOl> 8i\aXL0170U,

..
( ) 16 '~r.-1 ~ ( , 1 ( .e... 01' t"'a 3,1 XC1L 'tov lap't'~ooov 9'D~~~ S~OL OLxa't'a.v8~a.v't'ec;;.

193,1 xaL 't'o 8X'T:PS<pov 't~v ~C~uv 'toU oC1:'OU to'T:L

(~) 195,2 a.V1:T/ [.tS)) ali ocp L ,~:.P-=c:.:!JSL~~£. 'ICe p t 'l:"O owp,ci t o't' L

35,2 eo'n 08 7mpU'ICATjo('(j iL2~St~2~ 'tOrOI, A'I)Ool:OL

xu t 't'o ra L vEi\'t\T)Ol,.

Statistics

equational subject precedes

equational subject follows

total

average

chi square

78 (70.91%)

32 (29.09%)

110

55

19.24
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the equational subject

normally precedes the verb in main clauses.

5.57 The position of the equational subject in

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

(a) 185,6

114,1

w~ 0 '1:8 '7W::!:£E:2.£' r:3paourmpo~ 8t'l1

'r p •

01;8 on Ylv 08XO,8'l:Yl~ .Q_2ill!"~

109,3([3) 01;(, 'Ao'l:uaYn~ ~ev to'l:L yepwv 'Kat [~aL~

!;p08VO~ "(OVO'\)

87,2 w~ 8'er] .Q~iLC2lQoS. 'Kat (Jso<pLAl1r; xo,t uvnp uyo,(Je5~

(y) 146,1 'l:WV v AQ a, V'l:S~ J.lS v tt; EU[3o CTlr; stat.
,

OU')(

€"A.QX L01;11 ~o t'po,

(0) 207,2 01;(, (ivEJpCJ..YTi:or; xo,t au 8I~

(8) 8'C ~
, " ~~?CYlpO C;;; ~v196,3 o,urr8WV

Statistics

equational subject precedes

equational subject follows

total

average

chi square

16 (32.65%)

49

24.5

5.90
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Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the equational subject normally

precedes the verb in subordinate clauses.

5.58 The position of the equational subject in

relation to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

({3) 73,2 'Ao'r~a::L8o, y<1P,~~:t"0v K'\)a~"sc~ilLe.~~ 80V'Lo, KpOCOOl)

~~v yo,~{3p6v, M~6wv 6~ {3aoL~~o,

XCLT(jAoyrlo8 'Tou~Cl we;; EOV a~o,xcSv 'rE )(0, t a:7CcS't"O~OV

Y8VO~8VOD 6e ~O~}_~~ 't"OLOV~OV

:129 1':1

(y) 76,2

153,1

(0) 84:,3

191,4

.
80V'L~ oS o,Lx~o,~w'L~ l0 'Ao~udX£l

(e;;;) :L29,3 ~ CL7C8lj)CLLV£ 't'(j) i\oyr~ O)(C'~t.o'l7a,'rc5v 'L8 xat

6,6 L)((,O't"a 'LO v 80V~o, ';eelvrr;wv UV8pWKu)V"

Statistics

equational subject precedes 69 (88.46%)

equational subject follows 9 (11054 %)

total 78



average

chi square

Conclusion

103

39

46.15

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; t~e equational subject

normally precedes the verb in participial constructions.

5.59 The position of the equational subject in

relation to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

(0,) 60~5 xEt6ol--tEvoL ::£fJ,Y_..J:!Lva,I2~_a ELvO,L o'lY1;ilv 't"y]v 6EOV

8,1 £Vc5!J.(~8 OL eLvaL 'yj)~~J!'J~CL. 7COAA.()V 1waswv

(B) 86,2 'iCu6o~evos ::£~~_K22520~ eLVO,L 6eooeBsO,

111,3 cpa, $ A01712.4x~CL, ELvO,L 't"ov r(;o'i3't"O, £?cL68p"evov fl0t.

(0) 8,4 1CEL6oIlO,L b~f(V!L\': ELva,L 'JW08WV yvva,Lxwv

XUAACO'"[;YjV

99,1 xO,t U7WOL eIvut. ~~:g.Q.I2. ye a{,oxpov

(8) 126,6 xu t~ f1y:qlla t. Uv6pu<; Mijou)v E rval, ou
tpO,UA017SPOV(,

(~;) 5:1.,3 cpaot 08 gLJ:~. 6eA(poL @eoodJpov '1;"015 .'ZCL!J.(OV

~pyov E1' VC1t.,

• Ixal, 'r)
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Statistics

equational subject precedes

equational subject follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

43 (82.69%)

9 (17.31%)

26

22 0 23

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the equational subject

normally precedes the verb in infinitival

constructions.

5.60 The position of the equational complement ln

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(a) 149,1 a~~QL ~~v

(~) 205,1 Tq~~ ot ~v OVVO~Q

34,2 ouvo~a 08 ot ~v uh2~Y~

(y) 2,1

(0) 111,5

( e) 80,6
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Statistics

equational complement precedes 54 (40.91%)

equational complement follows 78 (59.09%)

total 132

average 66

chi square 4036

Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the equational complement

normally follows the verb in main clauses.

5.61 The position of the equational complement in

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

()
(U ,~'Y

Q, 207,2 O'""G"L u,v62_'-:GEg"S. XC1l. au 81..<;;

122,2 we;; (30UXOAOU '(;0'(5 P AO't'uaY8os c:'Cl1 2S.9Jc,;

liAA.WV 'Iwvwv

(6)

,
(E;) 80,4 ~V(1, 1:"0 Kpo (. ocp ~);',J21j2:~Q1! :~ 1;0 L7C'}C 0,6v

Statistics

equational complement precedes

equational complement follows

16 (29.63%)



total

average

chi square

Conclusion

106

54

27

8.96

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the equational complement

normally follows the verb in subordinate clauses.

5 0 62 The position of the equational complement 1n

relation to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

(0,) 68 9 4 0130 OP8UJV CPl)Oo,(; .:I<l:Y.fb~""2:Y~1LOc})~£. dfpLOX8 l;ov'tu(;

114 9 3 EO.lV' b2 '17 qlJ3~c1o 89 C::;.2IQ..t' S.

(y) 124~3 we::; ~v 8'tOC~~~ 'taU y8 8v6aoc 80V'tOs

185 ~ 2 'tov EU<ppi}'tl)V ,}CO'1o,/-Lov tOV't-O, ?\:P01:CPOV lS3~uv

Statistics

equational complement precedes

equational complement follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

31 (32.63%)

64 (67.37%)

95

47.5

11.46

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the equational complement normally

follows the verb in participial constructions.
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The position of the equational complement in

relation to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

(a,) 74,2 't'T]V '~!J.8pY1V 8t;a'lCCVTb JL~.?~.::!::£, YEVSOEJcLi,
.~.

171,6 ~~v yap AU6~v xal ~~v Mua~v l6yoUOL sIvaL

([3) 68,3 OUV8~C£AAsrro :E!2)L,.,~QJ2_~,g:I§Q; xa'ca 'Co ElSO'lCP01CLOV

't"(1)TOV ELva!,

1,3 't'~ 6i ot o~vo~a ELVUL, xu't'd 't'w~'t'o 't'o xut

vEAA.Y]V8(; A' • I t5 ' • I 'syouo L , .;.~£L>~~".::E:Jll'>",_.~Y,2:X9-'2.

Statistics

equaticnal complement precedes 46 (63.88%)

equational complement follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

26 (36.11%)

72

36

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejecJced; the equa·tional complement

normally precedes the verb in infinitival constructions.
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In this respect the word order of infinitiv~l

constructions differs from that of other clause types.

5.64 The position of the equational subject in

relation to the equational complement in main clauses.

Examples

20[) :1.(0,) ''I''
T)V {)f; 'toU avopor;;; o:ll:06avov'Lo<;; .rJ2J!il 1;WV

IVlaOOo,'¥8'LEWV !3o,o CA.€; (, (1,0

199,4 yCV8'LO,L yup Lpav :~2~::fQ,,",,:EO aQXupt,o~

( (:J. ) 91 5 "r 5< R ~ , K ,- t p

t-' , 11 v yu. P uT) 2,","".~J2p~2.,S. 0 '1YCQ <;; T)!J." 0 V0 C;;

122,3 ~v 't'8 OL tv 'L0 A.6y~ 'La ~av'L(1 TI_Kuvw

68,6 ~OANt) X(1'LU~8P'LSPOL 170 ~OA.~/.lcr eyCvov't"o .

OL Aa)~OQLbL6vLO~

(6 ) 2,1 SL1l0aV 0' llv 't-
Kp/~'t'e<;OV1~O (,

~---~

186,t )((1, t 7 t eyw OO)(EW~ OXA.'llPOV rro'l:J't-QT)v~ W(;

(e) L15;;2 eC<; 6e , au '1:o15os 'La 15 xmwiJ a.'C'L" 0<;01> - /.lOL

(~) 195,2 a:1h'll lJ·8V oil ocp I, f.i,J~1~!1Q=~. ~epL '1:0 oG5lld COrL-t,

Statistics

equational subject precedes

equational subject follows

total

average

chi square

117 (80.14%)

29 (19.86%)

146

73

53.04
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Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the equational subject

normally precedes the equational complement in

main clauses.

5.65 The position of the equational subject in

relation to the equational complement in subordinate

clauses.

Examples

(a) 196,1 Ws av at, ~a~~~v~~ YLvoLa~o yd~wv wpaLuL

103, 2 o~s vUl; iLilt~cfJ?<n eyE vs'n5

(~) 96,3 Ws Q]~}(n~ sr~ QVnp ~o~vos xu~a ~O op0ov

OL){ci~wv

( y) 146,1 'l7WV v :!1ft.9~..~.:~.:§_S, 1.1,8 v 81; ED(30 ("qs s to L OVI~

8ACLX LO~1l ~orc po"

146,1

J ItllVWV

(s) 207,2 O~L livf)pW'71:oc;: :)(0, t OD eTc;:

(~) 196,3 s'C J ' lil·t')\.T1Poc;:
T

~ ~S~0, V~~~C£~, T)V
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Statistics

equational subject precedes

equational subject follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

11 (20,,75%)

53

26,,5

1B,,13

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the equational subject normally

precedes the equational complement in subordinate

clauses.

5.66 The position of the equational subject in

relation to the equational complement in participial

constructions.

Examples

() 31 4 + A~ P , R
a '.:.J ut; g,1]1:DQ 1C8pLXapYlS /:;01)00,

19,2 ~axpo1:ep~~ 08 OL YLVO~8V~e; Ji~~yo~QQ£

(~) 59,1 ~I1C1CoJcpd1:~L y~p t.6V1:L tOLw~~

129 1 1..' :I. P , ) ~

, ,. c; 0 V1: L 08 a to XIJ.0,A.W'(;"Cj) :~~_qL.-AQ.:..r.:.'.'?<2:X§1

(0) 185,1 athn 68 OUV81:WTSPTl Y8VOIJ.8VY) 'r,1/e; ?CPOT8PO'V

api;doT)C;

(c;:;) 129,3 PAo1:uaYT)e; 08 bt~eY, a?u:;<pa,l,w; '[;4> 'i\6yc!J O')W-I,(h'U'I;O'V

'-C8 XQ, t cio LJcoYtU1:0V t.6v't"u 1CcLV1:WV <1v8pW?Cw'Y



:1_:1_1

Statistics

equational subject precedes

equational subject follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

11 (11.46%)

96

48

57004

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the equational subject

normally follows the equational complement in

participial constructions.

5.67 The position of the equational subject in

relation to the equational complement in infinitival

constructions.

Examples

( C1 ) 6°9 5 7t 8 L 6 c5 i-L 8 VOL l1~1~,_~~(~,Y.o9:I]LCf> 8I V CL L O;(YC r-j)J 'rDV 6 80V

131,1 oux QvEl pu.rn:ocpvso,C;; t ve5~t L 00, V .:I2.:i'L£__.__2sQjL<;;. ){CL17a.

7tEp ot uE~~~vsC;; sIvCLL

(y) 1,1 <Do(~_}')l~ at17l.0'lJC;; cpao!' "(EVE;OElCLI, Tfic;; lha.cpopfi<;

210,2 87wCYjoac;; t'A.8'l)ClcpouC;; n~12.QQ~<;' sIva.l.

(8) 126j)6 )wt ~s~§a_c; llYTH·to,l. (l'v6pcl,(; tl'flbwv E:TvCLl. o·f)

cpav {correp (Yt) C;;
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(''1) 203,2 1d:,st't;l,)) 08 "T."mh·(J)v "T."WV O,'V6PW1CWV eIV(x,L 81l<pOJVc~oJ

209 9 3 Ws 08 0 L 806'}u;(:~ P,f:~Yc1,A:q eT 'VC1t, :r15j~,J.=~,

Statistics

equational subject precedes

equational subject follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

60 (82.19%)

13 (17.81%)

73

36.5

30.26

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the equational subject

normally precedes the equational complement in

infinitival constructions.

5.68 The position of the vocative 1n relation to

the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(a) 85,4 (.0))62W7:S, p:r, )(rmtvs Kpot'oov

117 ~ 5 0 i) 'tCD (; ~ 0 XS, sr;_~o(?~~S;~.t:2\:.~~., 1C 8 P t 1;01) 1C P'f)Yflo:t'0 s 'T; 0 V1,"0 1>

un 1:16 9 2 'Af?'L~~g1?~f'£, J:yCu 'l7cd5'ra 'lCOI,11C5W wene 08 JCat

1Cat'oa "T."5v abv 1l~6~v 81CLIl8fl<Peo6aL

90,3 xal 'tov't01> ~8v~£aL 1Cap· ~fl£1J,

d'A'Aou 1Cav't6~ 1,"(1) Uv txdO"T."O'tE 68~,
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(y) 60,5 'r , A6nvoX Q (, 9 0£:-:x8068 uyCL6{j) vc5c}l H8 (, (J LcnpCL'to'V' ,tLJ
,>,

(0)
\, - ,

'}cciv'"CO, eUIJ,lp
p

155,3 0U 1J.8V170t. IJ. 11 XP80

Statistics

vocative precedes

vocative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

39 (90.,7%)

4 (9030%)

43

21,,5

28.49

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the vocative normally precedes

the verb in main clauses.

5.69 The position of the directional phrase in

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

( a) 1 71 , 5 'X CL t 0 thwe;:; 8£,~'E.n~,,~C~,~~H29Y, <bc CXo V'I;0

42 l' :1. (iAAwe;:; IJ.8 v [:; ytoy8 (1v 0 -Ox '~YL CL f~- t:'l&,.~_~S)~Y-3~<L.LQ.Y~Q.f.

( B) 21, 1 6 p,8 v (1) Cl/JC c5 en;0 'Ie 0 e;:; .~.£._.:}Jl~~J'{LfAI112J!. -rye 8

70 l' 2 OU'LOr;; a xPY]TDP c)'ux a'll: (')CErro t_£__~2~,~.£

(y) :100,1

( 0) 30 2 :I ~ t> ... ~"p U
l' 2.clu::'~~~.~s' yO,p 'JcqH OE:~O 1\,0YO(; '}ct)('C'CL!, '}(OI\,AOC;

159,1 1111.68 1'=CL12' TIj.l8CLC; t.JCETIlC; HO;W(;VTjC; 0 Auooc;
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Statistics

directional phrase precedes

directional phrase follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

35 (22.44%)

121 (77.56%)

156

78

47.41

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the directional phrase

normally follows the verb in main clauses.

5.70 The position of the directional phrase in

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

(a) 176,1 Wt; 8£ rc-o EcivQ}'0Jl.2c8oJ21.llAo,08 () lI'Ap1Co,yos

'tOV o'I:parc-ov

65 , 2 wt; t. of) L 8 t. ~~2~.,".~" §.:C9-JLQJL

Statistics

directional phrase precedes

directional phrase follows

18 (31.03%)

40 (68.97%)



:U5

total 58

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the directional phrase

normally follows the verb in subordinate clauses.

5.71 The position of the directional phrase in

relation to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

(CL) 132, 1 ~·X~f2QLiS:.2:~~12,Q~, ayo,ywv rco ?crGf~vo<;:;

1,4 tal3a:tI.O~L8VOU(; 08 "~<;~r:hLJ!82;

(13) 167,3 EL'LO 'PrJY~~ xo,1:o,<pUYOVrc8<;:;

67 , 2 n81l ~rCLV 1:e (; e8 O1C PO/C 0 'l) (; .~fJ_,J)~~21:!lL9jZS;.

(y) 102,2 ~t 1:0V1:0~~ o~ 01:PCL1:8UOUIl8VO(;

208,~ oLCLI3~ooIl8vOU £1~~~f2S£f}~1~

25 (17,86%)

115 (82.14%)

140

70

57.86

s"tatistics

directional phrase precedes

directional phrase follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null hypothesis

is rejected; the directional phrase normally follows
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the verb in participial constructions.

5.72 The position of the directional phrase in

relation to the verb in infinitival constructions.

( a, ) 71 1 2 t 7l: 3~~~J:!--iJ~£<:L_(,,",:LQ~f:"g22JLQ:~~£, (ye p0,'1," 8 Vco(J a,!,

191,5 808'A.(JeI.V

,
2>, :l fu; A'C y'lJ7l:'t 0 1::' c1'JCL Jce o(Ja,,,

24 , 6 Xwp £6 8 L V l: C; .,",LQ£,~~1::'"ft"~2J!,

() 46 ,. n' ,y 9~~ 871:(, e::J2.gO,S;,oTpa:r:ev8o(Ja,t

77 , 3 O'tPC1't 8 VI:: L V E1!J.~~E9..:~{~"n ~l~.~.;~S;g;,.

Statistics

directional phrase precedes

directional phrase follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

22 (26.51%)

61 (73.49%)

83

41.5

18.33

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the directional phrase

normally follows the verb in infinitival constructions.

5.73 The position of the locative in relation to

the verb in main clauses.
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Examples

(a.) 194 ~ 3 t.v 8xao'ru) ,QL,"2~~g",~2l OV()~ (~())~ it veo'n

48 ~ 2 'il1jJee u u'c-os §~Y"~.~,f,f?,:[E}:,,,Xg:2~:?5£~~,

( f:3 ) 165 , 1 ~_~iL!~~2,Y's!l [; 'C x() (5 i, l:~ 'C' [; (5 l, 'JC P<5'1: ('; (J () \P

~o~'rwv 8X e80~pOXC()V &vco'r~aa~rro ~6~LV

o'CXSS tv rrCVt)W
c--=---=",~" ..-·.~."""_~,~"·.,.o·,,,,,,=.'e._",

yCvsrr;ul,

209,2 xut o~'ros XU'I7SI\BASL?C''GO ,~,~~lgp_~.

statistics

locative precedes

locative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

57 (48.72%)

60 (51.28%)

117

58.5

0.08

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the locative is equally

frequent before and after the verb in main clauses.

5.74 The position of the loc~tive in relation to the .

verb in subordinate clauses.
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Examples

(oJ 51,3

19O1'l

((3) 5jJ2

j,9!) 3

Statistics

locative precedes

locative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

18 (52.94%)

16 (47.06%)

34

17

0,,12

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the locative is equally

frequent before and after the verb in subordinate

clauses.

5.75 The position of the locative In relation to

the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

(OJ) 62,1 8V bt~~~lLc:;;"gLJ(,i2E(~ o<p!, OT.po/cQ?ccocllo!-lt5vot.OI,

13491 /:; vL 1) YXav0 vcr; C (; [)' 0,A'A'11AO t, 0 (, <f~)!o.~:£JJ.Q ..~.."..Q_Q.Q.I~u~

(f3) 151, 2 fJ~~.'l::JL.A~~~(?~c£ 0 f,j(COP,8VTjV

170,2 1-t8vovat, 08 a~v tv T.~ 'IwvC~
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statistics

locative precedes

locative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

54 (56,,84%)

41 (43016%)

95

4705

1.78

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the locative is equally

frequent before and after the verb in participial

constructions.

5.76 The position of the locative in relation to

the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples
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14 (48.28%)

15 (51072%)

29

14 • ~)

0,,03

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

Statistics

locative precedes

locative follows

total

hypothesis is sustained; the locative is equally

frequent before and after the verb in infinitival

constructions.

5.77 The position of the instrumental in relation

to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(a) 195,1

64,2

'L"o'C; XE: cpo,r-clc; gJ~}2_1LqJ= aVU080V't"o, {,

'Go..u't"T)V <:> ITE: l, 0 Co't"pa:coc: ')w,'t"E:O't"ps ,~o,rt:o 2Sg"~;.fl!~~

22 (46081%)

25 (53.19%)

47

23.5

0019

Statistics

instrumental precedes

instrumental follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the instrumental is equally

frequent before and after the verb in main clauses.
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The position of the instrumental ln relation

to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

(1) 205,2 we;, 0 L o~· 01) 'lCPOSX(OpSG

119 , 5 8 L 1106 8 C'~ '1: \, ~I.~L~.~c.~~o.~ ...1!Jl

Statistics

instrumental precedes 7 (53.85%)

instrumental follows 6 (46.15%)

total 13

average 6.5

chi square 0.00

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the instrumental is equally

frequent before and after the verb in subordinate

clauses.

5.79 The position of the instrumental ln relation

to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

200,=

(fj) 57,2 :E9Urr,OL.Q,':. '1:"sx!J-CLr,POp,8VOV

116 , 2 8X1C ';\o:y8 t (; 0[; :~.Q,~~EQ,~g=!~.
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Statistics

instrumental precedes 32 (50079%)

instrumental follows 31 (49021%)

total 63

average 31 0 5

chi square 0002

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant, the null

hypothesis is sustained; the instrumental is equally

frequent before and after the verb in participial

constructions.

5.80 The position of -the instrumental in relation

to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

(0,) 146, 3 ~t'l108 .ouvc51~_g,o::E_.~_ [3waa,t, 'tov siJ)'\)'l:flc; [vopa.

202, 2 ~86vox8a6o,L JjL""._Qfu~Jl

50,1

Statistics

instrumental precedes 11 (57.89%)

instrumental follows 8 (42.11%)

total 19

average 9.5

chi square 0.21
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the instrumental is equally

frequent before and after the verb in infinitival

constructions.

5.81 The position of the sociative ln relation

to the verb ln main clauses.

Examples

(<1)

( 13 )

(y)

(0)

61,2

214,1

138,1

171,6

171,5

~ou~o~o~ ~8V 6~ ~8~80~~

av.~8v~0 L a;in0' y 8 O!J-0 i\oy 80'1) CH :~~~§~:r::g<.~~C.L~o

at Kffp8(;

3 (27.27%)

8 (72.72%)

11

5.5

1. 45

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the sociative is equally frequent

before and after the verb in main clauses.

Statistics

sociative precedes

sociative follows

total



5.82
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The position of the sociative in relation to

the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

statistics

sociative precedes

sociative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

2 (:LOO%)

o (0%)

2

1.

The number of examples lS too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. No conclusion can be drawn.

5.83 The position of the sociative in relation to

the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

(a.) 86,3 puv_ 68<£ 8 t'PT1P_8VOV

76,1 oLa~as oU~=~~>=~~2~~~

statistics

sociative precedes

sociative follows

2 (33.33%)

4 (66.66%)



total

average

chi square

Conclusion

6

:3
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The number of examples 1.S too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. No conclusion can be drawn.

5,84 The position of the sociative in relation

to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

(0,) 27,3

1,4

Statistics

sociative precedes

sociative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclus'ion

3 (25%)

9 (75%)

12

6

2.08

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the sociative is equally

frequent before and after the verb in infinitival

constructions.

5.85 The position of the ablative in r~lation to

the verb in main clauses,
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Examples

( OJ) 31 , 2 0 LOS OqH f) c5 8 s §oo?£""<':EQ5!"J~X.f?2J~" 01) 'JC((, p ('; y CV 0 V 'c'0

t.v wPll'

81, - t1CSIJ.7C8 8')( :l~Q,S~~~"~<~:""~:C~,Q"~ {i'A.i\01)s uy"{{;'A.OU(;

(B) 173,1 ot 6~ A~XLOL

61,4 xat YO-P •ApYf;';OI, p,Lo6uY!;'OL U,)(C')wv'c'o

t.~lk2' Oil.0 V l:'~6ElQ}2,

Statistics

ablative precedes

ablative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

24 (47.06%)

27 (52.94%)

51

25.5

0.18

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the ablative is equally frequent

before and after the verb in main clauses.

5.86 The position of the ablative in relation

to the verb in subordinate clauses.
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Examples

(a) 50 9 2 we 08 8X=~ns eugiJl~ syivs~o

72,2 $C PES L sf, 'AQ~~':'"~(Q":~~"QJ2"sQS;. or.O:. :Kr. ALXWV

173,3

Statistics

'~we; 08 tr, , A8nvswv i\.'(hcoC 0 Davo Lovoc;

lI,1d'X.8~O 8t;, 'COVC TSPll LACLt;

(~t;, 08 a:JT:T(Ao,08 6 Ki3pot;, 8X 'TWV 2:C1Q6LWV

ablative precedes

ablative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

9 (47.37%)

10 (52.63%)

19

9.5

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained~ the ablative is equally

frequent before and after the verb in subordinate

clauses.

5,87 The position of the ablative in relation to

the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

165 9 3 ~8peiv~8' 8X 'TmV otvouoo~wv
- ==--=='"--=....~-=-===----=---=="'-==-=>-=.=-==-



(y) 131,3

156,1

128

~ , PeP
2S9':fl q,~~~~AQ"~~?J?c~.~g}!, ~w, () V'{; e (;

a'JCoO,[;a.V'r8C c1'Jco 'c-wv ff80G80JV
oJ' ."~._",,,,,,,v.,~~,._.=.•~.•.=-......,~,~r=""''''''=',,,,,"'~"·'~J"'_ """~'''''~~""._'''~=-P-_?

( 6) 4'7,1 a.'J\o._~O,.§TDi~ 11118 PO'A,OY80 Vrc-CL(;

124 , 3 a.'J\ 0arc-civ rc- s ~; 9:2S"~".J2S~;~.£)LQJ~,

Statistics

ablative precedes

ablative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

37 (57081%)

27 (42019%)

64

32

L56

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the ablative is equally

frequent before and after the verb in participial

constructions.

5.88 The position of the ablative ln relation to

the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

(u) 186, 1 ~_.~9~ 8rr:8Q.:2.~SQQ.l?_08_Q.£., C(; '{;OV'1:8POV oLu[31IVct.l,

24,5 Q,VCLxWpfjOCLL 0 ~il5.-2~j_l:':.~,DS Cs ~t8011V V8(l,

( y) 98,2 .8X _·)\<1~~1,~~i:' ...Jt6.2~2Y> )W:(;"O~A8l;(LOOO,1.

1215;1 3 o,'Jc Corr:cwOUI, u'J\o M:66w2!.
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Statistics

ablative precedes

ablative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

II. (55%)

9 (45%)

20

IO

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the ablative is equally frequent

before and after the verb in infinitival constructions.

5.89 The position of the referential in relation to

the verb in main clauses.

Examples

197~-

(~) 5, 2 ~l2J~o8~'i1s"~~~_I.Q"~:£' oux ol-LoAoysovot I1sP01)CH

o\5'];"w <IJOLVtXBC;;
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14 (56%)

11 (44%)

25

12,,5

0.36

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

Statistics

referential precedes

referential follows

total

hypothesis is sustained; the referential is equally

frequent before and after the verb in main clauses.

5.90 The position of the referential in relation

to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

( \k ) 91 9 2 oxw~ ev 2,CCL'\;cl 'T 0 ~,~.,_~~.Q:l.Q~<l~ '\;0'(5 KG!.0 ~Q9~ y 8v0 vt'0

'\;0 Zap6Cwv ~deos

24 ~ 7 [; 'C '\; L ASyO L8 v ~E?J?~L~,:.l\j2~C 0 V~

2 (33.33%)

4 (66.66%)

6

3

Stcltistics

referential precedes

referential follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The number of examples is too small for the

calculation of a valid chi square. No conclusion can be

drawn.
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The position of the referential in relation

to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

Statistics

referential precedes

referential follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

5 (45.45%)

6 (54.55%)

11

5.5

0.00

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the referential is equally

frequent before and after the verb in participial

constructions.

5.92 The position of the referential in relation

to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

't"o t:Jsov Colee r,pioao,t, ')(80 t '"fjc VQ"lYOOU
""=""'-<'~""''''.''.~=''~''".='''"''~"''''''"}''''","""""=-"","".;-,~",",,"-""""~,,,,,..",,,.,.,-....,,,,
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39,1

210,3

(0)

( y) 171 9 5 ,}(C1't"a J!8 v ,ftlS,£oC1£, 01)'t"w Kp7]'t"s C;; 1\.8"(OUO f,

YSyeOeC11.

Zl,sp L eu.1 (j)u"-CLX'rp' ~X8" Y

~CLrO(1 't"~Y t~~y vs~'t"spa

statistics

referential precedes

referential follows

4 (50%)

4 (50%)

total 8

average 4

chi square

Conclusion

The number of examples is too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. The raw figures appear to support

the null hypothesis.

5.93 The position of the temporal phrase in relation

to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(a,) 108,1 ~~~pw't"~ ~'t"s~ sLOs aA.A.DY O*~V

. 31,2 aL Oe O'L ~6e~ ex 't"oU &ypoU o~ ~ap8YCvoV't"o

tv WRn

«(3) 56 9 3 !-t~S~L_g_8 ~_~ Y.2J2~_Lls1))«L1_C(l)VQ{L.J?~~0J.2J~2~ 0 'C i{S 8 yf1v

't"Y) V <lJ Eh &n v

14,2 o~'t"o~ 68 6 r~y~~ ~prn't"o, (3a,p~dpoov 't"ffiv ~~st,

1. ., 1. 'A . , e P ,

t6~8V ~, Ll8A.~ov~ ~V8\J~X8 ava ~~o~a ~~'t"~

ru9~Ul?.Q 6C sw 1~'!2.X:C:o.S._...f?g>s~__':.~~Qc'·



( y) 134,3

133

vc/{pov

(c) 9,2 gS17Ct 0 ~}:~,,,,LQ~'~2\:,~~Q~~J:09:, 'JW,PSOT,O,t, xed YJ y'uv'~

°h el-tTl er:;, )(OL't'OV

111,4

S-t a tis tic s

temporal phrase precedes

temporal phrase follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

223 (86.77%)

34 (13.23%)

257

128.5

138.99

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the temporal phrase normally

precedes the verb in main clauses.
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5.94 The position of the temporal phrase ln

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

() 68 6 • R C'" t ~ ,a ,Xpov~ u w~ avcyvwoc

192,2 ~pyupCou ~~v XPOO~LC

un :11 9 2 COs o~ V 111) ')(d V 'L: CL '7C C " 6()!.t C )J 0 (~ Ka.hJ 6Q;l)'~ 'IJ :~~:1~~~"2~:o t, !S&~~
L0'IJs ~Q ~~ ac OCL,

(8) 77,4 ~~ XO~8 apa ~YW)J"Od~8)JOs ov~w ~ap~xA~aCws

Kupos 8AU0'IJ ext 1dp6"sc

( 11) 85,1 'tot5 xa t .?ll2,Q:I~~P_~Y 8'11: 8 l.t Vl10EhlV

120 , 1 8 L 87C E4.008 ')(0, t jJ:rl ~7\1::~ e CL )J C 1:uL9~,~j2.0)J.

Statistics

temporal phrase precedes

temporal phrase follows

total

average

chi square

52 (82.54%)

11 (17.46%)

63

3L5

26.68
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the temporal phrase normally

precedes the verb in subordinate clauses.

The position of the t~emporal phrase in

relation to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

79,1

(t3) 15,~ 2'Apovot; oe rl;OU r15Y8w !l8'Tel ruJ'_'!lY. (3Q,O~A.81JOCLV'T0<;

1.30,2 '(;-o't'l:: oe ,t1\.L '60,!1)i~C~_g..£. of, n8p0C1~ 't'E XC1t 0

KUpot; t1\.C1VC10~dv't'8' 't'oro~ M~OOLOL

(y) 84,2 1~}?~}_iJ, as 't'01h!2, '}(cr,prjOCL/J.8v", 't"11' O'j;PQ,'t"L·~c.;

82,8 ov 'Yelp XOl-LWV'l::Et; z::.po 'Tovrr.ov 0..1\.0 ,\;ou't'ov XO/J.C1V

('6) 156,1 UPPW08WV 08 I-lTJ xat u2EPOV XO't'8 ot Avooe,

1)v 't"o ?tC1PEOV u7C8xoPc1flwCH, U1\.oo't'c1v't"Et; U7CO

't'WV TIepo8wv 6:JCOAU)V'W,L

( e ) 83 ,~ XC1 C oqn f1Qn '}WP Emu::; VC1q.L8 VO L0 I.

6'7,5 1::;1;l.o\l't"I;;<; £X '\;(ijv L?t7l:8WV al,eL OL 7l:peo(3u't'C1'tO&'

Statistics

temporal phrase precedes

temporal phrase follows

111 (86.72%)

17 (13.28%)



total

average

chi square

Conclusion

136

128

64

69.03

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the temporal phrase normally

precedes the verb in participial constructions.

5.96 The position of the temporal phrase in relation

to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

191,6 xopeuE LV 't"e ~~Q"~~_Q.Y~~Q,)L~X£2.Vo..~ xat 8V

8~~Q,6eC~OL eLvaL

(~) 3~1 oev~ep~ os ASYOVOL yeve~ g§1Q ~UU~~.
'AA.8l;uvopov ~OV rIPLcL/-LOV uxypw6't"u 't"Q,'i:5~Q,

t6eA~OUC at 8X ~n, <EA.A.doo, 01,' ~p~uy~,

ye veo 60, L yv Vo, t:ICa

59 1 3 yevso6o,L at 1~':~_0~:.L0J!1:£~~ov lIeLoC01;po,'t"OV 't"oU~aV

(y) 146,3 xut ~o,p~oOOo,V 't"~OL 6uya~pcioL I-L~ xo't"e

O/-LoOL~~OaL ~aLoL QVOpaOL
.

32,7 /-LnOs XUA.88LV xoo 5A.~LOV UA.A~ 8~'t"vx6a

86,6 au ouvo,o6ClL

(0) 1 1
1
'" p1,2 I au~av 08

<I 1."' ~, , ')(._.Cl.... 0 U 'I~ W u/)'CQ eV i) Q)U:~ t. V 6 8 t

'wi> 'JCUpO, 87( t,Xpo.'{;'fjOo,L
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Statistics

temporal phrase precedes

temporal phrase follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

53 (76.81%)

16 (23 .. 19%)

69

34.5

19.84

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the temporal phrase normally

precedes the verb in infinitival constructions.

5.97 The position of the adverbial of manner in

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(a) 214,1 xat 6Yj o{)'T;'oS:; p,8'1 :~~Qg.z:.C}:_.:E.Q_~.g~~'t"qL .• 't"eA8u't"l[,

180,1 8't"8't8 eX 1,01;"0 IJ8'1 '1V'1 III Ba.f3uAw'1 :~~2.Q.zS.({)_..:Y~Q.l.0~Q~~.

()
') '" ~ " 1. p u , '"13 76,4 xa." 'tv. j.l.8V O'C pa't"O?c8 00, u!J.Cpo'tepo, 2~~f5go£. l1ywv(,Oo:1;0,

5,2 ~8pt 6s 't~~ "IoU~ o~x 6j.l.OAoytOVOL ntpo~aL

( ) 1 1 '"\ ) ~Y'Y 22, ~~~~ aO~~Jov~o

.167,2 xo,t yap f:;'1ayC~ouaC OCpl, h!~~.:f4.~~~
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Statistics

adverbial of manner precedes

adverbial of manner follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

84 (65 0 12%)

45 (34.88%)

129

11." 79

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the adverbial of manner normally

precedes the verb in main clauses"

5.98 The position of the adverbial of manner in

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

(a,)

(f3)

(y)

193,5

120,1

212,2

38,2

ott '1;0 8V157(VI,6v ot ~IELV::C-~(L SJePLVo,V

'T0 'Kep a:trr;oL 8~l7Cf,'JCA.cil-tsvo(, l-toJCvs?6S 9i5~c;.,

e'C xU2.£. ovvo,CWqv E7CL 'rf1(; 8WiJ(; 08 ~6TI(;

oLo,XfI.C\j!(l!, ,

({) 89 9 3 OJ(; ocpea 9:1!~~.Y?.c.9:i:~~~" £X8 L 08Xo,'l;su6ilVa.L '\7G) 6. f,'

31,4 OL I-tL\I !::'rrCp,T)OaV LL~.x~fA~~

Statistics

adverbial of manner precedes

adverbial of manner follows

24 (52.17%)

22 (47.83%)



total

average

chi square

Conclusion

46

23
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The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the adverbial of manner is

equally frequent before and after the verb in sub-

ordinate clauses. In this respect the word order of

subordinate clauses differs from that of other clause

"types 0

5.99 The position of the adverbial of manner in

relation to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

(eL) 200,-

(13) 68,3 rrij,,08 oU).l13oJI.·A.6~LeVO(;

64,2 xQ6~rQ' 6~ ~oe

(y) 76,1 xQrr& ~LV~~nV ~6~LV ~~v tv E~~e'v~ ~6v~~

!!Ci?c L~SL2S~11 J( 8 L!l8 VTj

191,4 U~OV8VOOT(P(6~o(; (WOP ~ lOs 8G 1.L800V ~tnpov

(6)
,

32,5 't 8 A.81)'TT1OC1, V'G~t
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Statistics

adverbial of manner precedes

adverbial of manner follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

62 (71026%)

25 (28.74%)

87

15.74

The value of chi square is significant; the null hypothesis

is rejected; the adverbial of manner normally precedes

the verb in participial constructions.

5.100 The position of the adverbial of manner In

relation to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

(CL) 94,4 :}"O.t9D174? 17p6;cq~ cH,aysl,v

194 9 5 oux ord 178 80'1;1, 7C7\S8LV OU08Vt '1;Qo~

(f3) 87$,.1 Q,7\7\o.'t'CLtl'17C1 OC1L!J..OyL 'XOV cpC7\OY ~v othw yev80GCLl,

94,4 ~OLE8LV 08 ~08 ~pos 'tov 7\L!J..QV

(y)
t? ~ '1

58 j - OUOC1!J..CL l:lf...Y.C1A.co<;; CLVt;Y1ef)Vo,l,

108,5 xpf) of) 'to "(8 ep.Ov 'u7cllpe't'E808CLI, ~~2So~.:I:!J9~,5:;.

Statistics

adverbial of manner precedes

adverbial of manner follows

'total

average

chi square

37 (68.52%)

17 (31.48%)

54

27

7.41
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Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the adverbial of manner normally

precedes the verb in infinitival constructions.

5.101 The position of the future participle 1n

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(0..) 210~3 llL8 8s nepao..c; !p"~~~S"(,9_v.. Kvp!.}l 'LO\l 1co..\;6a.

6C1p8t'OV.

statistics

future participle precedes

future participle follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

o (0%)

15 (100%)

15

7.5

13.07

The value of chi square is significant; the null hypothesis

is rejected; the future participle normally follows the

verb in main clauses.

Note

It is not without interest that other participial

constructions which are derived from final clauses also

normally follow the verb. Most COrill110n are the peri

phrases made up of 8CAWV + INFINITIVE.
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Statistics for these will not be quoted here.

5.102 The position of the future participle in

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

<U' p) () JI' " u
wa~E ••• ~O~E, e~8~~E ~xouaav, aa~EVOL

e~oC'rwv 'iWPeL ~OV L'lr)t,6x~Ea xat alnoL .Q}')L~Q,Q.g§~~qJ:"

Statistics

future participle precedes

future participle follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

1 (25%)

3 (75%)

4

2

The number of examples is too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. No conclusion can be drawn.

5.103 The position of the future participle in

relation to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

14-1 , 4 ~C1.l'JI: E [, V rLyy {, A. 0 1) c; t c; :l: 7~ 6,P'to T) V <~"I2I1Q~"~~§J!"g.~:;"

a~ COL 'C [, lLWPS E !, V,
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Statistics

future participle precedes

future participle follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

o (0 %)

4 (100%)

4

2

The number of examples ].stoo small for -the calculation

of a valid chi square. No conclusion can be drawn.

5.104 The position of the aorist participle 1n

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(0,) 102 9 1 II8P(}(1,(;;

136,2

Statistics

aorist participle precedes

aorist participle follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

362 (84.58%)

66 (15.42%)

428

214

204.71

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the aorist participle normally
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precedes the verb in main clauses.

5.105 The position of the aorist participle ln

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

(0.) :1.6 17} 1

, G 'eoow 8V1:8<;

statistics

aorist participle precedes

aorist participle follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

52 (80%)

13 (20%)

65

32.5

23.40

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the aorist participle normally

precedes the verb in subordinate clauses.

5.106 The position of the aorist participle in

relation to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

(0.) 119,? 8veeihev 08 tP,8A.A.8, we;; tyw OOX8l0~ .~~0-(S?"CL_~

ecL1}r8 I, V 'to. 'ICaV'I;(J,.

9,1 WO't8 lJ-TJ08 p,a,e8'C'V !J,LV ~G8t'a_~ {nco mdL



83 (96.51%)

3 (3.49%)

86

43

74.42

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the aorist participle normally

precedes the verb in infinitival constructions.

Statistics

aorist participle precedes

aorist participle follows

total

5.107 The position of the genitive absolute ln

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

( 0.. ) 98 , 3 1\. ~ ~ e~~~)<y<~q_t~,2S_g,_L<,:I(~:S~3 CL ..:EY},,~~}il12,~~ 0 t)(00op,8 I:; t.

1,""8 CX80.. jJ.8Ya.?\O,

111,1 1,""01;8 XWC;; x o,'C0, 00, (jJ,ova 'c- C)<.'f,8 (, .Q1Xgl;!:fY_Q}~,

J 0 ~-R0 1J ~_~5~~.SL~_t~~<zc q.0.,~J~.•

Statistics

genitive absolute precedes

genitive absolute follows

total

average

chi square

109 (82.58%)

23 (17.42%)

132

66

56.03
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the genitive absolute normally

precedes the verb in main clauses.

5.108 The position of the genitive absolute in

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

( a. ) 117 , 5 E7C 8 err8 6e 2l2..~~QQSl}! 'Ti?l;_.~,<~0 'Orr Q_l'_~1:2:-j{ S;,,?':,f_1',9J:l8 ~2:

8rr8A.8'O'CT)08 'co 7ca.LOCOV ..

109,4 8L 0) te8A.i]o8L 'L"ODTOD :Is~§_~nOo,VT().£. 8(, '17'?)v

evyu't"spu 1,"UUTflV a,Vo,~ilVa,L 'h 'TVpo,VVL(,

15 (93.75%)

1 (6.25%)

16

8

10.56

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null hypothesis

is rejected; the genitive absolute normally precedes the

statistics

genitive absolute precedes

genitive absolute follows

total

verb in subordinate clauses.

5.109 The position of the genitive absolute in

relation to the verb in participial constructions.
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~~ ~pC~ov OXfuv 'A6~vQ' tppc~wos ~~v ~upQvvC6a

97,1 ~~8UVO' 6~ atet YLVO~~vou ~oU t~L~OL~~OV~O~,

, p

8 OJ!.

Statistics

genitive absolute precedes

genitive absolute follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

24 (92.30%)

2 (7.69%)

26

13

18.62

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the genitive absolute normally

precedes the verb in participial constructions.

5.110 The position of the genitive absolute in

relation to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

. . ~

6QA.c.LOoa v S(JJ'\)~OV

81 P A" ~ • ~ • P

,~ ~O'lYCOUC;; uS ec;8~8!J:j(8 ~Y}V 'r;ctXLO~Y}V 088060.1.

f3 0116 88 L v 5Q£,~'ZSg~Q1( 8 O~!:L}!2~_Q~LQo_~.
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Statistics

genitive absolute precedes

genitive absolute follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

13 (72.22%)

5 (27.78%)

18

9

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained, the genitive absolute is

equally frequent before and after the verb in infin

itival constructions.

5.111 The position of the infinitive ln relation

to the verb ln main clauses.

Examples

(a,) 80,2

65,4

116,1

74,4

1;11 os xap~TiA~ f7c.~.g.~<;!~.!;,. 1;OV 'lcc(;;ov ACWV bceA8w~ 0

OL /lEV Otl 'CLves 'lCPOs 1:"OU't;oLCH ACyOUO(, xo,t

~Qa:o~ 0,-01;41 'L'TlV TIueLllv 1;OV v'I5v )W1;C01:"8W1;O,

x6o/lov Z~o,P1;L~1;~O('

xo,C oj, (S '[;E xapo,X,'c-'(]P '1;"0'15 1CPO(5WJtOU

~QQg:iEf~fl~.~~ 80l)}CCC 8s CWU'C"OV

5~vcu yap cl-VaYXo,L11s Loxupfis oUl-J13 ciCHc s

taXupat 0 'l»{ t~ e£ i\au (5 L, Q,'I2J:lJ:!:.?X.9~.LY.
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Statistics

infinitive precedes

infinitive follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

29 (9093%)

263 (90007%)

292

146

187,,52

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the infinitive normally follows

the verb in main clauses.

5.1l2 The position of the infinitive in relation

to the verb 1n subordinate clauses.

Examples

80,4 '];0 L7'i:7'i:('XOV, '];{~ 0'11 't"(, 'KO_L 8'JC8LX8 .t~Ail-l~lL£2"ea,.~

6 1\:v06e;

Statistics

infinitive precedes

infinitive follows

total

average

chi square

9 (10011%)

80 (89.89%)

89

4405

56.64
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the infinitive normally follows

the verb in subordinate clauses.

5.113 The position of the infinitive in relation

to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

(CL ) 63,2

116,5

6CLP..2ifJ:...~ '1:8 ){I::;·Ac~VOV'l;"8<; xat o.1Cl.8Val,

OUYYVWWI1V EWU'l;"(p XSA.8VWV h_~(, V. 03'Y(;";0\1

( f3 ) 123,1

103,2

'C"8 Loao~~_ ~ AO'l;"UO:Y8CL 87C L6u!J.8WV

'tYj V 7C c5 A. {, v r(; CL ll1;r] v 68 A.Wv f];o~1:§J:'.1..

Statistics

52.55

10 (11. 36%)

78 (88.64%)

88

44

infinitive precedes

infinitive follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the infinitive normally follows

the verb in participial constructions.

5.114 The position of the infinitive in relation

to the verb in infinitival constructions.
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Examples

( a,) 76,3 7I:p t)J 08 .~~ {t.Q'O v~J0'~ (I PIJ.1joo, (, 'l;0 V 0 'C-P04'l;O V

4 9 1 1CpO't'epovc;; yap (Lp(;a,~ cnpo,'t'.§;})sQ.5o,l. 8s 'tip!

, AOtrp'.

(f3) 59, ~:S
,

lov 't'o,iha
,

XC{t.(J)VOC;; 1CsC080EJo,l.ovx 1Capo,{, VSOQV't'oc;;
~.~. -"==

EJ~A.8l.V r/;()'v ' PI 7t7CQ'}{,PC1't'E 0,

24,1 811: t. 6UI):1100" t, 2~Cr-.WOO~
~ , I't'Q/cCI}V 't'8 XG, t L: t.X8A.Cr\V8e;

Statistics

infinitive precedes

infinitive follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

14 (28.57%)

35 (71.4'3%)

49

24.5

9,00

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the infinitive normally

follows the verb in infinitival constructions.

5.115 The position of the final clause in relation

to the -verb in main clauses.

Examples

(a,) 122 9 3 ot 08 'l;OX88s ~QPQ'A.Uf36V't'Ee; 'to O~)JO~U 't'oU.,;o,

~ va 6s t. orr:(E(DS:~C?J.~~]~ :r_o_~g...LJL(22..llQ~ ...~_S r~Vq.i

opt. 6 7CS1L~, XQ.,1:S{jU'A.ov <pcht.v we; bCxsCI18V0'l1

KUpov xuwv 8(;s8pswe



1~) 2

Statistics

final clause precedes 1 (6066%)

final clause follows 14 (93.33%)

total 15

average 7.5

chi square 9.60

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the final clause normally

follows the verb in main clauses.

5.116 The position of the final clause 1n relation

to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

Statistics

final clause precedes

final clause follows

total

average

chi square

o (0 %)

1 (100%)

1.

0.5
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Conclusion

The number of examples is too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. No conclusion can be drawn.

5.117 The position of the final clause ln relation

to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

(a) 152,1 6 6~ ~op~~ps6v ~s sr~a ~spL~ah6~svo,

JJ,aJ::., ']CD v8aVOlli VO I, 'lClcS r o~q L OD v 8A.eS;U~..f.:lL

~~ap~L~~8WV, xut xa~ao~a, ~~8YS ~OA.~~

~L~wpe8LV 8WD~Or0L xp~c~wv

o (0%)

5 (100%)

5

2.5

Statistics

final clause precedes

final clause follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The number of examples is too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. The raw figures appear to suggest

that the final clause normally follows the verb in

participial constructions.

5.118 The position of the final clause ln relation

to the verb in infinitival constructions.
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Examples

Statistics

final clause precedes

final clause follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

o (0 %)

9 (100%)

9

The number of examples is too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. The raw figures suggest that the

final clause normally follows the verb in infinitival

constructions.

5.119 The position of the conditional clause ln

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

\ a) 120 ~ 6 )Co, t v15 v .§J~~>"P~QJ2,2QS2,~~oo!"~ocj~}~~~psL,}LL~, p ~ {1 v tf. v

COL ~P08~P~~O~8V

89 ~ 2 v Dv 6jv ~a ell0 0 v (ljo8 9 .§J~-=E"QL~~12.~22io~L._~~<l_.J-y~

,,~:xw
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Statistics

conditional clause precedes

conditional clause follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

32 (86.49%)

5 (13.51%)

37

18.5

l9070

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the conditional clause normally

precedes the verb in main clauses.

5.120 The position of the conditional clause in

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

(0,) 136,2 1;"01:508 8tV8'XCL 1;01:5'1:"0 o15'"(;w 7C0l.88-C-C1L p ~VC1

j1Y.""~¢,1~8civIL -C-P8POflCVOC;;p ~'l108j..LCC1V iiO'llV 't'q>

')"CC1-C-p t 1Cpoo(3dA:~

164)11 ?CPO l. 0xoilEVOs f57C8C1 Ws 0 ~ XQ,TC1XPC! E_L_l2..Q.~M~-C-C1!:.

<PCJY)(Q, L88 C; 1C pO lJ:~I:2U~2i't\~~_J v CL lJ: 0 V V0 V rl:O !l~r 8.!:x.!£.~

t Q£JJg, L ;(Q, t 0 'C.2~:DEE~~JLY XQ,'H pWOC1l.

Statistics

conditional clause precedes

conditional clause follows

total

average

chi square

4 (80%)

1 (20%)

5

2.5
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Conclusion

The number of examples is too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. No conclusion can be drawn.

5.121 The position of the conditional clause in

relation to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

( a, ) 20? ~ '7 ~gJ2 8Y.~!L.YJLc[l~,11~~~_LlfL.>gJ:L~Q:l?3o~' )( s t' VOL

t66~sVOL ~yuea ~oXAa ~p~$OV~uC ~S ~p~~

O:lYT:a 'Kut l~l~L'CV 'l;~ 8v6s1hsv XSC~S~UL a1Cc56st;L~

Statistics

conditional clause precedes

conditional clause follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

3 (60%)

2 (40%)

5

2.5

The number of examples 1S too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. No conclusion can be drawn.

5.122 The position of the conditional clause in

relation to the verb in infinitival constructions.
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Examples

Statistics

conditional clause precedes

conditional clause follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

8 (80%)

2 (20%)

10

5

2.50

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the conditional clause comes

before and after the verb with equal frequency in

infinitival constructions.

5.123 The position of the causal clause in relation

to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(f3) 34,1
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Statistics

causal clause precedes

causal clause follows

total

o (0%)

13 (100%)

13

11,08

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significa.nt; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the causal clause normally

follows the verb in main clauses.

5.124 The position of the ~ausal clause in relation

to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

( CL ) 216 »3 ouIl <P 0 PY] V 11;0 t 8 VilE; V 0 to §:L~~,_,O ~2L.~~,:~~~.:~"Q<-ls;~ 't"Q

!uGmCL}=

statistics

o (0%)

4 (lOO%)

4

2

total

causal clause precedes

causal clause follows

average

chi square

Conclusion

The number of examples is too small for the calculation of

a valid chi square; the raw figures appear to suggest

that the causal clause normally follows the verb in

participial constructions.



5.125 The position of the causal clause ln relation

to the verb in infinitival constructions.

Examples

Statistics

causal clause precedes

causal clause follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

o (0%)

2 (100%)

2

1

The number of examples is too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square. No conclusion can be drawn.

5.126 The position of the circumstantial clause in

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Exampl~s

( a. ) 27 , 1 ~s 08 (L Rg,_~.gJ"_f V~J:::~L,,'.Ac;LfJJ_".:!~~~~nY e.t;;,

)( C1~o_'Iflj::P-q=LQ~"t~;."~"~flS~Qg.!L","£ZS a'YQ?Y.fL~ 9 "C0
1. ,p
t;Ve8'13"C8V 811:8)/088 vsas '/1:0 t.YjOCff.L8 voc: 871: t. Xi::~ (, pee" V

>. "

'roLot. vTjol.(fn;1Jot,

186,3 811: ('''C8 Cvsoxs 08 8'JI:' a;l)"C'~v y 9)S"(~~.c~""J~Ly~"":lJL~.~0.,n
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Statistics

circumstantial clause precedes 151 (96.18%)

circumstantial clause follows 6 (3.82%)

total 157

average 78., 5

chi square 131.92

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the circumstantial clause

normally precedes the verb in main clauses.

5.127 The position of the circumstantial clause in

relation to the verb in subordinate clauses.

Examples

( 0, ) 200 , - t Xe~ t;; J.l 0 '0 V0 v, '); 0 V t;; §'It C2._C rr, ~~~_~_TIfl~s:iS!.Q> v'{;£~

a;u11v (J) a L 'J1: (J_9_f,~ii.~~,gJ:l. ? 'lCO (, B U0 (, '{;cL6 B

Statistics

10 (100%)

o (0 %)

10

5

8.10

circumstantial clause precedes

circumstantial clause follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; -the circumstan-tial clause

normally precedes the verb in subordinate clauses.
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5.128 The position of the circumstantial clause in

relation to the verb in participial constructions.

Examples

,

( a. ) 50 , 2 4lS~".oQ~_~.~2L 'L"jJ~~2 uaiIL~JriJ! s ~2, 9 ){ arL"aXE QlJ- 8 v0 C;

Xpua5v [~X8~OV ~lJ-L~XCVeLa. ~~ a~~oU 6~~~a.UV8

160,5 ~V 6~ xp6voc; O~'L"OC; O~K 6XCyoC; ysv6l.L 8VO',

2~ , ... ' G • , " 0 ~
Q.~'It:; ou~~~~9.X:ygLV 8rll2.l{J~'L"O 8 (UV.

0,)9..8 Vt OlJ]:§__z:eUllO,"ra 87~i_SL08'L"O _?SQi2'lCo'l5.,:I2~Q.

Statistics

circumstantial clause precedes

circumstantial clause follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

45(95.74%)

2 (4.26%)

47

23.5

39.34

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the circumstantial clause

normally precedes the verb in participial constructions.

5.129 The position of the circumstantial clause in

relation to the verb in infinitival constructions;
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Examples

( OJ) 141 9 2 ~Llil)~q<~LQl:Q:_L,~EfjS;~,o~2~21~.2g,,£. 9 ACL13 8 'I: V

~~~C13A~a~poV xCLL ~8PL13CLA8tV ~8 ~A~eO~

~oA~6v ~mv Lxe~wv XCLt t~8LP~¢CLL

( f3 ) 8(-) 1} 4 IJJ IS 'T. c1 08 9 ~:~~;",:h}J.Q~:r2~,g,,{~~:~_9. 1} f.:~ L'Ie ('; Ie v

S"catistics

circumstantial clause precedes

circumstantial clause follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

16 (100%)

o (0%)

16

8

14.06

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; -the circumstantial clause

normally precedes the verb in infinitival constructions.

5.130 The position of the gapped verb in main clauses.

Examples

( CL) 173 1I4 vOJd:o La L_ ~~,~_:L<2~~l!-J"l:~J~Er:l::~~l:l~SL£Q""~"9 'rQ. 08

KUpLXO[OL XpiOOV~UL

131,3 xUAiouOL o~ 'Aaa~pLoL ~~v 'A~po6C~~v
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Statistics

gapped construction precedes

gapped construction follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

154 (96.86%)

159

139.63

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the gapped construction

normally follows the full construction in main clauses.

5.131 The position of the gapped verb in subordinate

clauses.

Examples

( C1 ) 215 , 1 QaC1 118Y_:L2:Q_J~Le;t:1xE,C2:oS_,?i,~1__2:Q{:U~_£_o,2.~o.:L~_C302:J§Q..~oS~,

XC1'AX~ ~a ~dV~C1 XP~WV~C1L,

139,- XC1t ~668 K'A'Ao a~L ~68 av~x~~~WX8 yCV80GC1L,

• " ,'" e t' P , 2')~O TIepoC1s ~8V C1V~OUs '\8i\11 8 $ lJE£Q:.<;_lt8,~:EO~_Q.Li

Statistics

gapped construction precedes

gapped construction follows

total

average

chi square

8 (9.76%)

74 (90.24%)

82

41

53.12
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Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the gapped construction

normally follows the full construction in subordinate

clauses.

5.132 The position of the gapped verb 1n partie

ipial constructions.

Examples

(<1) 113,3 oUvo~2-1~:g2.Qu,'::'L~ }c<1t ou Kt5pov 08f.l8V''1

142,2 ~a ~~v ~x~ ~oU'*UXpoU ~8 X<1t ~ypoU

7\ {, 8~cS!l8 va" ,:E2-:.._.2jt.~.?L_~Q.!LJ2.~.J?g..Q_·~_£.2~2~l.

51DXli (l)<? 8 0'<;•.

5 (8.33%)

55 (91.67%)

60

30

41. 67

average.

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

statistics

gapped construction precedes

gapped construction follows

total

hypothesis is rejected; the gapped construction

normally follows the full construction in participial

constructions.
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5.133 The position of the gapped verb in

infinitival constructions.

Examples

( (1)

statistics

gapped construction precedes

gapped construction follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

9 (13.04%)

60 (86.96%)

69

34.5

37.70

The value of chi square is significant~ the null

hypothesis is rejected; the gapped construction

normally follows the full construction in infinitival

constructions.
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II THE NOUN PHRASE

5.134 The position of the cardinal numeral in

relation to the noun.

Examples

14 9 2

16,,1

Statistics

-1R~ul}( o'y'~9; 'ro,'A (1, V'I;CX,

~'L8Q, OUW08J((),
"--~---"~~-.C""",",,,,,·.,,.,.,,,

cardinal numeral precedes

cardinal numeral follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

83 (66.94%)

41 (33.06%)

124

62

14.23

The value of chi square lS significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the cardinal numeral normally

precedes the noun.

5.135 The position of the ordinal numeral in

relation to the noun.

Examples
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Statistics

ordinal numeral precedes

ordinal numeral follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

18 (90%)

') (10%)/-

20

10

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the ordinal numeral normally

precedes the noun.

5.136 The position of the demonstrative in relation

to the noun.

Examples

(0.) 1,1 'LfuJS8. 'LY)V eu'AcwoCLv

9,1 'Aoyov 1," Q.1!,9_§~

(13) 'Lav
,

1,2 'Lo1'hov Xpovo'V----
14-,3 0 epovoC;

1"
.Q.:'2..~o£.

Statistics

demonstrative precedes

demonstrative follows

total

, average

chi square

77 (47.53%)

85 (52.47%)

162

81

0.40
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained, the demonstrative is equally

frequent before and after the noun.

5.137 The position of the ethnic adjective in

relation to the inanimate noun.

Examples

(a) 56,2

192,3

'~12~1l~12d)J~. ~evo<;;

!J. 8 0 CIJ. v 0 1) 'Arc'ty){~~

42 (85.71%)

7 (14.29%)

49

24.5

25.00

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

Statistics

ethnic adjective precedes

ethnic adjective follows

total

hypothesis is rejected; the ethnic adjective normally

precedes the inanimate noun.

5.138 The position of the ethnic adjective in

relation to the personal noun.

Examples

( (1) lic£s~ 0CP L u')J"C1P

civY)p 'A6
_--'~cc!c"'""",,;,,;"';0;;""'"
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statistics

ethnic adjective precedes

ethnic adjective follows

total

7 (2875)

18 (72%)

25

4,,84

12 ,,~)average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the ethnic adjective normally

follows the personal noun.

5.139 The position of the quantifier in relation

to the noun.

Examples

(a) 132,3 Q~CLOV Xpovov

9,2 ~ouxCnv ~~~~h~

33 (28.70%)

82 (71.30%)

115

57.5

20.88

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

statistics

quantifier precedes

quantifier follows

total

hypothesis is rejected; the quantifier normally follows

the noun.
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5.140 The position of the adjective of material

in relation to the noun.

Examples

(~) 71,2 ~1iY~, ~BV av~~upCou~

34, 2 ~ t Xll f,j PL",QIlf2"~~Jl

Statistics

adjective of material precedes

adjective of material follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

34 (80.95%)

42

21

16.10

The value of chi square lS significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the adjective of material

normally follows the noun.

5.141 The position of the negative adjective in

relation to the noun.

Examples

(~) 194,5 OU08Vl. 1:p o'Jcc.JJ

4,3 7I.c5yov OU08Vcr.,
--=."''''''''''''''''',,....,,...,.''',''"

([3) 112,1 ~}~Lfi
p

'1:sX V1J
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12 (46015%)

14 (53.85%)

26

13

0.15

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the negative adjective

precedes and follows the noun with equal frequency.

statistics

negative adjective precedes

negative adjective follows

total

5.142 The position of the indefinite adjective in

relation to the noun.

Examples

(CL) 37,2

59,4

:u va. 08 r.. ACTp'

cp UAax 11~ :E"~J!.Qs;.,

statistics

indefinite adjective precedes

indefinite adjective follows

total

7 (63.64%)

4 (36.36%)

11

5.5

0.36

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the indefinite adjective precedes

and follows the noun with equal frequency.
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5.143 The position of the adjectives 'lCUs, (bccts,

ouvd~ac; in relation to the noun.

Examples

(a)

c17m V17 8 C; I\:mhn,°Ii
~--=-~,,=~~~

Statistics

~UC; etc. precedes

~ac; etc. follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusions

54 (66.66%)

27 (33.33%)

81

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the adjectives ~ffs

normally precede the noun.

etc.

5.144 The position of the adjective [XXo, 1n

relation to the noun.

Examples

26,3
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50.58

59 (95.16%)

3 (4.84%)

62

31

Statistics

li'A.'A.o s precedes

li'A.Aos follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the adjective KAAO' normally

precedes the noun.

5.145 The position of the ~djectives ~XQO~O', ~~8PO'

txd~8po" ~~~6~8PO', ~oDvosJ AOL~6,

in relation to the noun.

Examples

( CL) 32,4

53,3

TiJ i~8221 11l18 Pll

~~V 0e p. CL V
r
{;11 CW v .Q;t-~~9.:~·"~J2EJ.D!,

Statistics

~xao~o, etc. precedes

~XCLO~Os etc. follows

total

average

chi square

20 (57.14%)

15 (42.86%)

35

17.5

0.71
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant~ the null

hypothesis is sustained; the adjectives ~xaa~oG

are equally frequent before and after the noun.

etc.

5.146 The position of the qualitative adjective in

relation to the noun.

Examples

() J4 2 11-.. e!.-·[,· ~, '\'0, :. -,.J il- :n ~~_ uS I\()Y(~)

17 ~ 1 xap7coc;; CtOE.9~~~

Statistics

qualitative adjective precedes 95 (41.67%)

qualitative adjective follows 133 (58.33%)

total 228

average 114

chi square 6 . 33

Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the qualitative adjective

normally follows the noun.

5.147 The position of the comparative and super-

lative adjectives in relation to the noun.
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Examples

«(3) 196,5
, 0

o flEV VUV

Statistics

comparative/superlative precedes

comparative/superlative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

18 (81. 82%)

22

11

8.90

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the comparative or superlative

adjective normally follows the noun.

5.l48 The position of the relative clause ln

relation to its "antecedent".

Examp1e.s

all LXpCL yEyO ve
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Statistics

relative precede$

relative follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

224 (91.8%)

244

122

244.00

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the relative clause normally

follows the "antecedent."

5.149 The position of the personal proper noun

genitive in relation to the noun.

Examples

(a,) 3,2

·6,1

Statistics

personal noun precedes

personal noun follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

65 (77.38%)

19 (22.62%)

84

42

25.19

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the personal proper noun genitive

normally precedes the noun.
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5.150 The position of the reflexive personal

pronoun genitive in relation to the noun.

Examples

(a) 75,1

35,3

• Cf P8 ()YlYr~ f.l 'll'l:"PO?ca1:"0 P0'4

Q08~~80V f~~~~I~~

Statistics

reflexive pronoun precedes

reflexive pronoun follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

44 (89.8%)

5 (10.20%)

49

24.5

31.04

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the reflexive personal pronoun

genitive normally precedes the noun.

5.151 The position of the geographic proper noun

genitive in relation to the noun.

Examples

(a) 14,4 lS.2.~O(pmvQ.£, '{;O aa'Lv

189 , 3 . 'l:"0 X8 r)... 0 r;; :£gJI.J:.}!~~Q?_C£

14,2

7,2

tlJp '~'y.f.lli;. i3cw {, A8 (1

~VpQVvor;; ~~RQf~~
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Statistics

geographic noun precedes

geographic noun follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

31 (68.88%)

14 (31.11%)

45

22.5

6.42

The value of chi square is significant; the Dull

hypothesis is rejected; the geographic proper nouD

genitive normally precedes the nOUD.

5.152 The position of the ethnic adjective genitive

In relation to the nOUD.

Examples

(a,) 36,2 't"wv_Jlu~ liYYBA.O,,"

83,- 't"~ 't"stxo, 't"ffiv Av6ffiv
_~"'U""'W=·"''''''''''=,",~=r-~=..., .."..,,",,~

Statistics

ethnic adjective precedes

ethnic adjective follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

65 (79.27'5)

17 (20.73%)

82

41

28.10

The value of chi square 1S significant; the Dull

hypothesis is rejected; the ethnic adjective genitive

normally precedes the noun.
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5.153 The position of the conunon noun geniti.ve Hi

relation to the noun.

Examples

(a) 1,3

1,4

rc-oU SCL0L A0?i;_~ (3uyo,'t;epa,

?C p 15~ \l 11 v .:Iflf;__~_}!_~_2_~;,

statistics

101 (42" 44%)

137 (57.56%)

238

119

5.45

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

common noun precedes

common noun follows

hypothesis is rejected; the common noun genitive

normally follows the noun.

5.154 The position of the genitive of CL6~6,

(non-articular) in relation to the noun.

Examples

(a) 54,1

31,2

a 1YL"WV. '];0 '7cAfjeoc;

rc-~v ~Y1,];8pa gi~0~
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statistics

o:urrc5<;; precedes

total

13 (43.33%)

17 (56.66%)

30

15

0.53

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the genitive of a~~c5, 1S

equally frequent before and after the noun.

5.155 The position of the demonstrative genitive in

relation to the noun.

Examples

(u) 185,1 rrav3~ ~aoCAeLa

statistics

12 (100%)

o (0%)

12

6

10.08

demonstrative precedes

demonstrative follows

to-tal

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the demonstrative genitive

normally precedes the noun.
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5.156 The position of the genitive ln relation to

the substantivised adjectival.

Examples

((1)

(y)

82,3

5,4

51,4

18.1'3

~mv xLdvwv al ~o~~a'
=~--=.~--~--=='.',~

• R 'OVuCll-LO L

(8) 1,1 n8~a8wv ~8V vuv 6t ~6YLOt

48 , 2 Tf] V X 1) p L11 V J:.9v~iud:!2Q~S2Y.

Statistics

genitive precedes

genitive follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

20 (20.20%)

79 (79.80%)

99

35.16

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the genitive normally follows

the substantivised adjectival.
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5.157 The posi tion of -the apposi -tional common

noun in relation to the proper noun.

Examples

(a)

(f3)

168,

103 9 2

103 9 3

105 9 1

~LJ! "M30l)pa

"AA1) 0 C; 75 o'IS!JLQS~,

B "\' 'q 0 ' ]\.~' ,
~:!22?f 0 '~1)(1) - EWV SIUOUYj<;;

\¥uy, I-t r)'l;" LXc5 C; (jcr f~.o, <;; Aty U?Vl;0 U t3.£5LU~;"~~S;"

Statistics

common noun precedes

common noun follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

17 (21.52%)

62 (78.48%)

79

39.5

25.63

The value of chi square is significant, the null

hypothesis is rejected, the common noun normally follows

the proper noun in apposition.
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III THE ADJECTIVE PHRASE

5.158 The position of the genitive standard in

relation to the comparative.

;Examples

(<1)

Statistics

standard precedes

standard follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

10 (40%)

15 (60%)

25

12.5

LOO

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the genitive standard is

equally frequent before and after the comparative.

5.159 The position of the genitive standard ln

relation to the superlative.

Examples
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Statistics

standard precedes

standard follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

35 (56,45%)

27 (43.55%)

62

31

L03

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the genitive standard is

equally frequent before and after the superlative.

5.160 The position of the instrumental of measure

in relation to the comparative and superlative.

Examples

(a.) 32, 3 ~ ~WXp6'C8POV

134,2

60,3

Statistics

measure precedes

measure follows

total

average

chi square

16 (80%)

4 (20%)

20

10

7.20
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the instrumental of measure

normally precedes the comparative and superlative.

5.161 The position of the genitive modifier in

relation to the adjective.

Examples

(0,) 133,2

98,2

107,2

212,2

l-_c5yoy. (il;t:.ov

[l; L0, :Eiis-.f?~Q:~Tlf.:!l£.

p,vopoC;; wpa,{rpJ

(l:Jl~AYJ 017e .2lL!:..~1::~

statistics

genitive precedes

genitive follows

total

6 (40%)

9 (60%)

15

7.5

0.60

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustiined; the genitive modifier

precedes and follows the adjective with equal frequency.

5.162 The position of the modal adverb in relation

to the adjective.
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~xamples

(a) 4,1

52,,1

~"((iA~. a..L'cCouc;;

XPUOEOV 1CUV <QfL2J~~fl,

Sta-tistics

modal adverb precedes 16 (80%)

modal adverb follows 4 (20%)

total 20

average 10

chi square 7.20

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the modal adverb normally

precedes the adjective.

5.163 The position of the accusative and dative of

respect in relation to the adjectival.

Examples

(a) 14,1

35,1

£p~egov 8t;

oU )(a.. ea.. p 0c;; :;~c~~J~:J22:_£

g8yae8~ MEyQAOUC;;

if) p <i) t; lJ· £v XfJ!gjl
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18 (69.23%)

8 (30.77%)

26

13

:L 85

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the accusative and dative of

respect normally precede the adjectival.

statistics

accusative/dative of respect precedes

accusative/dative of respect follows

total
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IV THE ADVERB PHRASE

5.164 The position of the genitive in relation to

the adverb and adverbialised adjective.

Examples

Statistics

genitive precedes

genitive follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

4 (11.43%)

31 (88.57?5)

35

17.5

20.83

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the genitive normally follows

the adverb and adverbialised adjective.

5.165 The position of the case word in relation

to the preposition or postposition.
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Examples

case word precedes

case word follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

3~) (2.25%)

1520 (97" 75%)

'1555

777.5

1418.15

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the case word normally follows

the preposition.

Note

The examples where the case word precedes include 28

instances of 8 LVE;XO/8 ~ V8X8V 0 The balance is made up

of postposed ~~PL; e.g. 32.1 ~vOpw~n'wv ~pny~6~oov ~~pL.
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V THE COMPOUND WORD

5.166 The statistics which have been presented so

far are based on tokens ( i.e. occurrences) of variable

patterns in Herodotus I. But for the study of the

compound word a different approach is required because

each individual compound presents its component elements

in an order which is invariable. Thus it is possible in

Greek to say

d.p-roq>aygw

oy]!lOXpa't"LY)

etc.

but not

*q>ayap't"£W

*XPU't"OO1lIJ. L'Y)

etc.

because the order of elements cannot be reversed. For

this reason the statistics which will be brought forward

for the compound word will be based not on tokens but on

types (i.e. lexical entries) drawn from Powellus

Lexicon. Examples and statistics follow.

5.167 The position of the subject in relation to

the verbal element in compound words"
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Examples

(a) oy]!J,oxpa't"80flat.

q:O L VC);CWPO v

(6~!J,o, XpU~88~aL)

( <p6 eve; t, O'lCtOPT)

S-tatistics

subject precedes

subject follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

9 (90%)

1 (10 %)

10

5

4.90

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the subject normally precedes

the verbal element in compound words.

5.168 The position of the direct object in relation

to the verbal element in compound words.

Examples

(oJ .Q"{aAflCL'L07COLOc;; (QYUA/-lCL'C-U ?WI,ei;'v).

owaC6LXOC;; (oLo6vUL 6Cx~v)

Statistics

direct object precedes

direct object follows

total

average

chi square

221 (9L7%)

20 (8.3%)

241

120.5

167.64
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; -the direct objec-t normally

precedes the verbal element in compound words.

Note

Due to problems of analysis proper names have not

been included in the statistics for compound words.

It must nevertheless be noted that sequences in which

-the object follows the verbal element are not uncommon

among proper nouns; e. g" nE~ LaC orr;pCLl;O(; 0

It would seem likely that the proper noun preserves

a sequence that is earlier than -that found in common

nouns. In general proper names tend to be conservative

and to preserve archaisms. Support for this view may

be found in Andriotis (1939: 104) who points out that

the av type developed at the expense of the va type

during the classical period. The significance of this

fact will be explained In a later chapter. Lehmann

(1969: 13) regards the va pattern in the proper noun

as presenting a sequence which is stylistically marked.

Stylistic marking is not uncommon in archaisms.

5.169 The position of the adverb in relation to

the verbal element in compound words.

Examples
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adverb precedes

adverb follows

total

193

45 (100%)

o (0%)

45

2205

4~)oOO

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the adverb normally precedes

the verbal element in compound words.

Note

Compounds which commence with a prepositional prefix

(e.g. 87CL-, 7C8pL-) have not been included in the

statistics because it is well known that their order

is invariably modifier + head in Greek.

5.170 The position of the numeral 1n relation to

the nominal element in compound words.

Examples

Statistics

numeral precedes

numeral follows

total

average

chi square

74 (100%)

o (0%)

74

37

74.00
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Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the numeral normally precedes

the nominal element in compound words.

5.171 The position of the adjective in relation to

the nominal element in compound words.

Examples

(a.) UXp07Wt.. LC;

a.vopa.yaecYj

((l,XP11 7C07\ tC;)

(aVY1P a.ya.e6<;)

127 (97.69%)

3 (2.31%)

130

65

118.28

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the adjective normally precedes

Statistics

adjective precedes

adjective follows

total

the nominal element in compound words.

5.172 The position of the genitive in relation to

the nominal element in compound words.

Examples
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Statistics

genitive precedes

genitive follows

<total

45 (:LOO%)

o (0 %)

45

22.5

45,.,00

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the genitive normally precedes

the nominal element in compound words.

5.173 The position of the adverb in relation to

the nominal element in compound words.

Examples

(a) 6uaeu~iw (6u, eu~6,)

(~) 8~SWVOs (c~ ~WV~)

42 (100%)

o (0%)

42

21

42.00

Statistics

adverb precedes

adverb follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the adverb normally precedes the

nominal element in compound words.
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5.174 Now that the evidence has been presented some

inferences may be made.

5.175 In the first place it is reasonably clear

from the Greek examples cited that most, if not all

Inodifier/head sequences are reversible. The only

signifjcant exception is the behaviour of compound words

which all exhibit fixed order. Admittedly there are some

gaps in the data; but these should not be given the status

of rules. In matters of word order, above all else,

the argument from silence is hazardous, for some of the

sequences have a very low frequency and the portion of

text used is relatively small. This conclusion may

appear llegative, but is nevertheless important.

5.17G But what positive conclusions can be

reached from the preceding data?

5.177 At the outset attention must be drawn to the

problem of order in the deep structure. This can best

be observed by inspecting the placement of heavy modifiers,

i.e. modifiers containing a verb; for heavy modifiers

are Jess mobile than others, and more liable to remain

in the original position which they occupied in the

base.

5.178 Now in the study of the verb phrase it was

established that the noun clause object normally follows

the verb in maln clauses, participial constructions

and infinitival constructions. (In subordinate clauses
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the number of examples was -too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square). To this may be added the

evidence of the nominative participial complement which

normally follows the verb in main clauses, whereas in

other clause types the number of examples was too small

for the calculation of a valid chi square, and also of

the accusative participial complement which normally

follows the verb in main clauses, subordinate clauses

and participial constructions, 1n infinitival constructions

examples were again too few to permit a conclusion.

Also relevant here is the treatment of gapping, which is

normally to the right in all clause types. In the light

of this evidence it is reasonable ~o conclude that the

structure is: head + modifier, i.e. the va type.

5.179 What of the noun phrase? Here the critical

modifier to inspect is the relative clause - which

normally follows its head: and this provides yet

further evidence for the head + modifier order in deep

structure.

5.180 The adjective phrase. This is seldom found to

incorpo~ate heavy modifiers. However it is possible to

quote the behaviour of the formula ~mv ~~8t, t6~8V

which is attached to superlatives. This formula invariably

follows its superlative head. Thus far·the evidence is

unanimous.

5.181 But there remains the adverb phrase which does

not occur with heavy modifiers. Nevertheless the modifiers

which are found with adverbs, i.e. their subordinate case

words, overwhelmingly prefer the postposed position.
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5.182 It would therefore seem reasonable to state

that the relevant evidence from the verb phrase, the noun

phrase, the adjective phrase and the adverb pllrase
. . .

supports a sj.ngle inference: modifi~rs follow their

heads in the deep structure. If this is correct it

follows that the deep stiucture of Greek 1S sequenced

from left to right. In other words Greek is a VSO

language in its deep structure, a conclusion which is

supported by the placement of the conjunction at or

near to the front of the sen~encb.

5~183 IIowever there is some counterevidence which

must be deal.t with. In the compound word the dominant

pattern is modifier + head. In the instance o~ the subject

land object with a verb the modifier + head sequence is

statistically preferred; so also in the adjective +

noul1 group; but in other compound word types there are

no· examples of postposed modifiers at all. How can this

situation be explained?

5.184 An answer can be framed in historical terms.

The compound word, as st~tcd previously, tends to be

conservative and often retains archaic sequences which

have been superseded elsewhere. Furthermore, from a

synchronic viewpoj.nt, the compound word is not so

much a syntactic, as a lexical phenomenon.

5.185 Accordingly evidence from this area is not

really admissible for the establishment of deep structure.

So the conclusion must stand. The deep structure order

is head + modifier.
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5.186 It would be tempting, 1n view of this

conclusion, to draw an inference about the stylistic

significance of modifier + head sequences. These run

counter to the deep structure. Are they not

stylistically marked? A positive answer to this

question would be plausible, but incorrect. There 1S 1n

fact no systematic marking of modifier + head sequences

in Greek. The problem of markedness must be raised, not

in connection with the deep structure of the language p

but at a more superficial level, i.e. the level of

surface structure, which now requires attention.

5.187 As far as the surface structure is concerned

it has been shown by the statistics, that there are three

possible manifestations of the head / modifier combination:

(1) The modifier normally precedes its head, but

sometimes follows; e.g. the temporal phrase in relation

to the verb.

(2) The modifier nOl~ally follows its head, but some

times precedes; e.g. the directional phrase in relation

to the verb.

(3) The modifier precedes and follows its head with

about equal frequency, i.e. at random; e.g. the

instrumental in relation to the verb.

5.188 When the question of markedness is raised here,

it will be clear that whatever their position, type

(3) modifiers are always unmarked. Modifiers of types

(1) and (2) on the other hand, are stylistically

marked when they violate the appropriate statistical

norm. This view is contrary to that of Dover (1960:5)
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who says: "It is easy, bu-t wrong, to equate

'statistically normal' with 'natural' and 'statistically

abnormal' with I distorted v, vinverted i e-tc." The truth

of the matter is that norms do exist and can be

identified statistically. After all, if an author uses

a marked form more often -tha n -the unmarked t:erm of the

same opposition, then the originally marked form will

lose its markedness and be felt as normal. The principle

of crying "wolf" applies in li-terature as well as in

life.

5.189 To proceed: three levels of word order

behaviour have now been identified:

(1) The word order of the deep structure

(2) The normal (unmarked) surface word orders

(3) The abnormal (marked) surface word orders.

5.190 With regard to the word order of the deep

structure more will be said later. The immediate concern

of chapter VI, which now follows, will be to interpret

the two levels of surface order within a theoretical

framework. It will be assumed, in accordance with the

theoretical stance adopted in chapter IIp

that transformations convert deep structure first of all

into normal surface orders, and that further

transformations convert normal surface orders into marked

surface orders.
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CHAPTER VI

A THEORY OF POLARITIES

6.1 It has been shown in the preceding chapter

that inflected modifiers may precede or follow their

heads, but many modifiers show a more or less

pronounced preference for either the preceding or the

following position. How is this information to be

interpreted?

6.2 A crucial point to consider is that the

tendency to precede or to follow varies in strength

from modifier to modifier. To take some examples from

the main clause, the subject of the verb shows, overall,

a tendency to precede of 71.31%, but the circumstantial

clause shows a tendency to precede of 96.18%. Similarly

the directional phrase shows a tendency to follow its

verb of 77.56%, whereas the infinitive shows a tendency

to follow its verb of 90.07%.

6.3. The result of such variations in strength of

tendency is that some elements are more likely to appear

at the front of the sentence than others; e.g. the

circumstantial clause is more likely to begin the

sentence than is the subject. Similarly some elements

are more likely to appear at the back of the sentence

than others; e.g. the infinitive is more likely to come

at the end of the sentence than is the directional phrase.
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6.4 In order to explain the data it is useful to

recognise that there is a polarity in the Greek sentence,

l.e. the Greek sentence has two fixed termini, the front

and the back. When words are deployed in the sentence it

is with reference to these termini or poles. Some

constructions are naturally drawn towards the back and

others towards the front, as if attracted by a magnet.

But not all constructions are attracted with equal

strength. In theoretical terms the situation may be

restated as follows.

6.5 The front of the Greek sentence carries a

positive charge. Some of the inflected elements are

negatively charged and' are, in consequence, drawn

towards the front of the sentence. The strength of the

attraction is determined by the strength or load of the

negative charge on the element in question. A auantitative

indication of the strength of the charge can be obtained

from the percentages quoted in the previous chapter.

6.6 Conversely, the back of the Greek sentence

carries. a negative charge. Some of the inflected elements

are positively charged and are accordingly attracted

towards the back of the sentence with a strength which

depends on the power of the positive charge on the

elements concerned.

6.7 But what of those elements which precede and

follow their heads with almost equal frequency? Elements

of this kind (e.g. the instrumental), can be described

as carrying two charges, one positive, the other negative,

which cancel each other out. Whether such elements
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precede or follow their heads 1S indeterminate and

depends upon a random factor.

6.8 As for the heads of the constructions, these

carry no charge at all, but float in the middle position

between positively and negatively charged elements.

6.9 To sum up, three kinds of modifier have

been identified;

type (1) negatively charged;

type (2 ) positively charged;

type ( 3 ) ambivalently charged.

6.10 To elaborate an analogy it might be said that

the various modifiers are in orbit, so to speak, about

their heads to which they are attracted by a kind of

centripetal force rather like gravity; but they are

also subject, according to their charge, to the

centrifugal attraction of the front of the sentence

(type 1), or of the back of the sentence (type 2), or of

both sentence poles simultaneously (type 3). Hence the

shape of the orbits in Figure 8.

6.11 It must be noticed also that in the diagrams

even modifiers of type (1) and type (2) have orbits which

carry them around both sides of their heads, although

one side of the orbit predominates. The reason for this

is that none of the modifiers obeys an absolute law,

which confines it entirely to one or other side of its

head. The modifiers are subject in their order behaviour

to what are merely statistical tendencies, or norms.

Sometimes they appear on the "wrong" side of their heads.
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An explanation for this phenomenon will be offered later

in the chapter.

6.12 To facilitate grammatical description it:

will be useful to append to each modifier a numerical

subscript in braces, which identifies its polarity

and the strength of the charge which it carries.

To take an example from type (1), the subject of a

main verb may be represented thus: SUBJ{-7l.3l}.

Similarly for a type (2) with a main verb, e.g. the

directional function: DIR{+77.56}. The values of the

subscripts appended here to types (1) and (2) are taken

from the percentage norms of chapter V. But type (3) v in

view of its special behaviour, must be allocated an

etiquette value of fl. Thus the direct"objecf--

function in main clauses will be shown as: DOBJ{±l}.

Both plus and minus signs are attached.

6.13 It remains to consider the weighting of

the construction head. This will be given a numeric

subscript of zero. E.g. V{O.OO}.

6.14 Once these conventions have been adopted it

becom~s possible for transformational rules to deal with

the problem of sequencing multiple modifiers, l.e.

constructions where two or more modifiers are attached to

the same head. This is achieved by placing the elements

of the construction ln ascending order of their nmnerical

subscripts. Before the appropriate rule can be applied

however an adjustment must be made to the sUbscript value

of any ariliivalent (type 3) modifier.
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The subscript of such modifiers is ambiguous and shows

both a positive and a negative sign. Before proceeding

further it is necessary to cancel one of the signs.

This can be done by a random deletion device of the

form

IF(MODSIGN I = ±) THEN

RANDELETE ( -I- OR' _. OF MODSIGN1 )

6.15 It is now possible to apply a shunting rule

to impose the appropriate order. A full account of this

rule will be provided in chapter XIL For the moment it

will be sufficient to look at the basic operation

involved which takes the form of comparison with

conditional reordering of adjacent construction

elements

IF(SUBS I > SUBS 1 -I- 1) THEN

FRONT(ELEMI -I- 1)

If applied the appropriate number of times under

appropriate conditions an operation of this kind will

produce sequences such as

SUBJ{-7l.3l} -I- DOBJ{-l} -I- V{O.OO} -I- DIR{-I-77.56}

SUBJ{-71.31} -I- V{O.OO} -I- DOBJ{-I-l} -I- DIR{-I-77.56}

6.16 It may be helpful at this point to turn

away from technicalities and pursue a more homely analogy.

In many respects the Greek sentence is comparable to a

rather disorderly queue of persons waiting to buy

tickets to a sporting event. Inevitably the more aggress

ive individuals shoulder themselves to the front of the

queue, the more docile go meekly to the back, while

various others are left in the middle. But the'

arrangement of persons in the queue is never entirely
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static. Likewise the Greek sentence is not static but

is best regarded as a dynamic system which is partially

unstable.

6.17 Attention must now be focussed on another

fundamental aspect of modifier behaviour. Although most

inflected modifiers show a polarity towards either the

front or the back of the sentence, it is also true that,

as has been demonstrated by the statistics in the previous

chapter, even the most strongly polarised elements

sometimes .occur on the "wrong" side of their heads.

In other words Greek word order. tendencies are, within

statistical limits, reversible. A diachronic explanation

of this phenomenon has already been suggested. But the

problem must now be handled in synchronic terms.

6.18 In proposing a synchronic explanation of the

reversibility of head/modifier relationships it becomes

necessary to invoke the intervention of the author.

The author who constructs a Greek sentence operates

with elements which have polarities which, for the most

part, h~ respects. However it must be recognised that,

at least in Greek, the author has much arbitrary control

over his instrument of expression. He can, at will,

reverse the polarities of syntactic elements. He can,

if he wishes, move negatively charged elements towards

the back of the sentence, or shift positively charged

elements to the front. In other words he can reverse

the signs on the subscripts before the shunting rule

which sequences subscripts is applied. The actual

weight of the charges remains the same but the
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polarity is reversed by a rule of the form

IF(MODSIGN I = + OR ~) THEN

REVERSE (MODSIGN I ).

A consequence of this procedure is that modifiers with

a strong tendency towards the front of the sentence

develop an equally strong tendency towards the back

and vice versa.

To return now to the analogy of the queue,

the author lS like a zealous official or policeman who

appears and makes some arbitrary adjustments. E.g. he

may move an aggressive individual from the front to

the back of the queue, or he may shift one of his

friends from the back to the front.

6.20 So the author, as we see him, is rather like

a deus ex machina who can intervene at any moment and

impose his will. There lS only one evident restriction

on the godlike freedom of the author, and that is

statistical not absolute. As has been demonstrated in

chapter V the reversal of head/modifier groups falls

within certain statistical limits. For each head/

modifier group the number of reversed sequences must

not exceed a certain percentage of the occurrences.

This does not limit the author's freedom to produce

inversion in any particular instance, but it does

limit his behaviour en masse. So his freedom is not

absolute.

6.21 It might be arriued that this proposal regarding

author intervention weakens the theory which has been
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advanced. Indeed it might be regarded as providing a

loophole for all examples which are not explained by the

theory in its basic form. But this is not really the

case. In ancient Greek the author or speaker does enjoy

an unusual freedom to manipulate the order of words, and

this freedom must be recognised. The theory, together

with the rider proposed, makes it possible to draw an

important distinction. It makes it possible to

discriminate between a normal or unmodified order, which

is conventional, and instances where the author has

intervened deliberately for effect.

6.22 In stylistic terms the normal order is to be

regarded as unmarked, whereas the inverted or modified

order is marked. The implication of this terminology is

that the marked sequences produce some special effect

over and above what is necessarily produced by the

unmarked sequences. The view proposed here is that the

effect of using the marked order is to heighten the

literary e~bellishment of the prose and to intensify the

style. From the viewpoint of the dynamic model the result

of invoking a marked order is to increase the tension

within the sentence as a system. For the element which

has thus been placed ln a marked position is felt to

belong in some other part of the sentence from that

which it has been forced to occupy. The source of such

tension in the text is to be found in the mind of the

author. As the author writes he becomes emotionally

involved with his subject matter and energy builds up in

his psyche. This accumulating energy is discharged into
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the text where some of it is used to produce inversions

of word order. When a reader scans the text he encounters

resistance due to the difficulty of decoding abnor~al

sequences and interprets this as a sign of elevated

style. Thus frOm marked word order and other stylistic

cues he is able to relive the emotional experience of

the author. (Cf. Wollheim 1971:45).

6.23 The adoption of a theory of this kind makes

it possible to formulate a prediction about Greek style.

If syntactic inversion is frequent in a passage of ancient

Greek, that passage will be written in a relatively

elaborate style. If inversion is absent or rare, the

style will be relatively plainer and simpler.

6.24 For the purpose of comparing passages in

different styles it will be useful to establish a

statistic which measures the degree of inversion in a

given passage of text. This statistic, which will be

referred to here as the 1- Index (Inversion-Index) can

be calculated by dividing the number of inversions in

the pas::>age chosen by the number of verbs in the same

passage. This procedure will produce a decimal fraction

which lies between one and zero. The use of this

statistic may be illustrated by comparing two passages

from Herodotus. The first passage is in the heightened

style of dramatic dialogue; the second is in simple

historical narrative. The inverted elements have been

underlined.
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6.25 The texts and statistics follow

Passage (1)

~1,1f~ 0 o~ ouotv ooxeoov au~~v ~~V ~pnXee~oov

£~CO~aOeaL ~Aee xaAe6~evo,. tweee yap xut ~p6oee,

axoo, ~ paoCAeLa xaAeOL, ~oL~dv. ~,o~ 0 rvyn, a~Cxe~o,

~Aeye t yuvh ~doe· vUv ~OL oumv o6mv ~apeouoeoov,

rvYn, OCOOO~L atpeoLv, oxo~epnv ~ovAeaL ~pa~eOeaL·

~ yap KavoauAea a~ox~eCva, e~e ~e xat ~~v ~aoLAnCnV

~xe ~~v Auomv, ~ au~6v oe au~Cxa o~~w a~oeV~oxeLv oet,

00' dv ~~ ~nv~a ~eLe6~evo, KavoavA~ ~oU AOL~OU to~s

't"a WI; oe 6e t.

Number of verbs

Number of inverted modifiers

I-Index

Passage (2)

21

5

0.24

, " , " ,
1 ~6 2P OL oe ~wxaLee, ~A~pwoav~e, xaL aU~OL ~ao , .1...

~Aota, e6v~a apLe~OV e~~xov~a, av~C~oV €s ~O ~apo6vLoV

xaA~6~evov ~eAayos. oU~~Loy6v~wv ot ~~ Yau~axC~

Kao~eC~ ~L<; YLXn ~OtOL ~w}(aLeUOL eyeYe~o. aL ~ev
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, yap ~8008pdxov~u O~L V88s OL8~G6pnoav, aL o~ 8tXOOL~

at ~epL8oUoaL ~oav [xpna~oLa u~8o~pd~a~o yap ~o~,

8j..lfj07\.ODc;° XCL'{;O,~7\.(00CLV~8(; 08 l;, ~l)v »A,\a',\CTlv uvs''\afjov '(;0:,

~~xva.xCLt ~a, yDVCLtXCLs XCLt ~~v a7\.A.nV W'~OLV 30nv oIa'
e-, "" 1. ,_ ,P, ," <:n.'1:8 8YLVOVrco CLL V~8~ a~i, (iyt:;!'Vj) ')w,t ~'1(8!,,\;OJ ll/JC8V'(;8' '1;'11))'

Number of verbs

Number of inverted modifiers

I-Index

16

1

0.06

6.26 In its present form the theory asserts solely

that marked word orders affect the general style of a

passage of text. It would nevertheless be possible to

make a stronger claim and to assert that whenever the

author uses a marked sequence, he does so with a

specific purpose in view; to assert, that is, that each

inverted sequence has its own motiviation and requires

its own explanation. To take this stand would be bold

but hazardous. In practice, it is seldom possible to

identify the author's intention at each step. There is

also a theoretical problem. For in the present state of

knowledge such explanations of individual examples would

tend to be ad hoc and therefore beyond the scope of the

scientific method.

In any case the above proposal regarding

author intervention makes it possible to draw a clear
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dividing line between traditional behaviour and individual

choice. For the relative frequency of marked sequences

is one of the significant determinants of idiolect,

i.e. of personal style.
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CHAPTER VII

THE SYNTACTIC IWrEGRITY CONSTRlUNT

7.1 An important feature of the syntax of natural

languages which limits the freedom of word order 1S what

will be referred to here as the syntactic integrity

constraint. For the purposes of the argument this

constraint may be formulated as follows:

Modifiers are united with their heads,or, alternatively:

Modifiers are not separated from their heads by material

which does not belong to the same construction.

7.2 Under the requirements of this constraint it

follows that given a sentence contalning a head A and

its modifier (a), and also containing an item (b) from

another construction, then one expects to find sequences

such as:

(a) + A + (b)

A + (a) + (b)

(b) + (a) + A

(b) + A + (a)

but one does not expect sequences such as:

(a) + (b) + A

and

A + (b) + (a)

7.3 To take some concrete instances, it may be said

that the article, for example, is not customarily

separated from its noun in natural languages, nor is the

object separated from its verb. Such paired elements are
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normally contiguous.

7.4 To avoid misunderstanding, however, one proviso

must be made. If a head carries multiple modifiers, two

or more of which are on the same side of their head, it

is obvious that only one of these modifiers can be

adjacent to its head. Thus where A is a head and (al),

(a2) are modifiers of A, sequences such as

(al) + (a2) + A

and

A + (al) + (a2)

are to be regarded as normal. It is nothing unusual

therefore for an article to be separated from its noun

by an adjective which qualifies that noun, or for an

object to be separated from its verb by an adverb which

is also taken with that verb. The interpolation of other

such modifiers at the same level does not violate the

constraint.

7.5 On the other hand if an article is separated

from its noun by e.g. a verb, or if an object is

separated from its verb by an adjective which does not

stand in direct functional subordination to that verb,

then a transgression against the syntactic integrity

constraint has occurred.

7.6 One of the consequences of violating the

syntactic integrity constraint is a complication in the

constituent structure of the sentences concerned. It is

normal in tree diagrams of constituent structure for the

branches not to cross or overlap. But whe~ the syntactic

integrity constraint has been violated the branches of
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the tree cross to produce what might well be referred

to as "tangled trees." (Cf. S-taal 1967:15)

To take an example:

o ~UOL~8Us opq, VEOV L~~OV

The normal tree diagram for this sentence can be seen

in Figure 9. But if the sentence is put through a

transformation designed to violate the integrity of

Np2 the result lS:

which is diagrammed in Figure 10. As can be seen the

branches cross at the point marked X. Such sentences

have a confusing structural complexity which must be

unscrambled or decoded before their meaning can be

understood.

7.7 How well is the syntactic integrity constraint

observed in Greek? Once again we find that Greek escapes

a restriction which operates In other languages. One of the

characteristic peculiarities of Greek is the phenomenon

of Spaltung or syntactic split, by which modifiers are

separated from their heads. Violations of the constraint

\
fall into several classes.

(1) In Greek any inflected modifier may be separated

from its head by the insertion of an uninflected post-

positive conjunction such as ~tv, 6t, 6~, ydp, ~v

etc. This is routine at the front of the sentence.

(2) Some temporal conj unctions such as f~'lC8 ,;'n::; ,
, , ,
C1CSUV, W( and oxws may be inserted between an

inflected modifier and its head. This occurs only at the

front of the clause.
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(3) Some prepositions, i.e. txt, xEpt and EtVEXQ

may be inserted between the modifier and head of a noun

phrase.

(4) Many (perhaps all) inflected modifiers may be

separated from their heads by the insertion of enclitic

pronouns, verbs and verb phrases etc.

7.8 Of these classes numbers (1) and (4) are less

distinct than might appear at first glance. For the

position of both postpositive particles and enclitics is

determined by their tendency to follow a word which carries

stress. In this matter the verb belongs with the

enclitics; for the Indo-European main verb often

behaved as an enclitic (Wackernagel 1892: 427). Insertion

of expanded verb phrases may be regarded as an

analogical extension on the model of the simple verb.

Type (2) on the other hand arises through the desire

to place an inflected word at the front of the

sentence for the sake of concatenation. Type (3) 1S

different again and is a symptom of the changeover from

a postpositional to a prepositional pattern. The

inserted preposition is an intermediate stage.

7.9 In view of the diversity of its forms a

unified explanation of Spaltung will not be attempted.

Instead some comments on the stylistic distribution

of certain varieties of the phenomenon can be

offered.

7.10 It is noteworthy, first of all, that the

practice of splitting compound verbs between adverbial
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prefix and root, a procedure traditionally known as

tmesis, is almost entirely confined to verse and is

most prevalent in the Homeric epics: e.g.:

Iliad I, 40
,. ., Jl

xa~a ~~ova ~np~ ~x~a

The inserted elements have been underlined. In Herodotus

this procedure is rare, and is best regarded as a

moribund poeticism. Also Homeric is the practice of

inserting subordinate conjunctions into their clauses: e.g.

Iliad I, 57:

ot 6' e~Et o~v ~YEpeev

Again the inserted element is underlined.

7.11 The insertion of prepositions into noun phrases

is likewise Homeric. E.g.:

Iliad r, 12:

7.12 Finally the interpolation of inflected words

such as verbs is most commo~ in the poets, especially

Homer. E.g.

Iliad I, 23:

ay~aa o8xea~ ~~o~va

Iliad I, 41:

~6oe ~OL xpnuvov €8~OWP

This last procedure is common in prose with stylistic

pretensions (Lindhamer 1908:73f.), rare in simpler

writers, and rarest of all in the language of prose

inscriptions.
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It would appear therefore from the surviving

documents that ln the early historical period at least

some varieties of syntactic split were already felt to

be archaic and artificial. Support for the view that in

Classical Greek the phenomenon was already on the wane

can be found in its subsequent disappearance in the

transition to Modern Greek. In any case the antiquity of

its origins can be seen from parallel usages in Latin

and Sanskrit.

7.14 In the next chapter the sundering of

head/modifier combinations by extraneous elements will

be given a statistical treatment with exemplification

from the text of Herodotus 1 0
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CHAP'rER VIII

STATISTICS FOR SYNTACTIC SPLIT

8.1 The purpose of this chapter is to present a

representative range of examples and sta-tis-tics to

illustrate syntactic split and to indicate its relative

frequency in relation to the corresponding unsplit

constructions. The statistical approach will be similar

to that adopted in chapter V 0 A null hypothesis will

again be tested, namely that split and unsplit

constructions are of equal frequency. Any chi square

of over 3.84 will again be an indication that the null

hypothesis can safely be rejected.

8.2 The collection of examples has been made as

complete as possible within the limits of the data. It

follows that constructions treated in chapter V but

omitted here do not occur with Spaltung in Herodotus I.

For the sake of clarity in interpreting the examples the

relevant wedge elements in each split construction have

been underlined.

8.3 Before proceeding to the examples and

statistics it is necessary to point out that this chapter

will not be concerned with banal occurrences of post-

positive particles such as 6~, ydp or Z)v between

inflected words. These can be found on every page of

every ancient author and scarcely require exemplification

here.
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8.4 Nevertheless the types of Spaltung which

remain are varied and numerous. They may be conveniently

classified into two groups:

(a) Spaltung with an uninflected wedge element or

conjunction equivalent.

(b) Spaltung with an inflected wedge element.

Of the two categories group (b) is the larger and more

widespread.

I SPLIT BY UNINFLECTED WEDGE ELEMENTS

8.5 First to be considered is the phenomenon of

tmesis, by which a postpositive particle separates a

prepositional prefix from the root of a finite verb in

a main clause.

Examples

(The reading cited is from ms. C. Other readings:

gm a~ov€x~PU~~v AB: U~LV€X~PU~~v;

dP a~€x~pu~~~ Cf. II,47,1: U~' ~v ~~~*€)

The rarity of this construction can be seen when its

frequency is compared with the frequency of finite verbs

in main clauses which contain a prepositional prefix in

Herodotus I.
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2 (0.34%)

590 (99.66%)

592

296

584.03

Statistics

examples with tmesis

examples without tmesis

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the finite verb with a

prepositional prefix is not normally split by tmesis.

Note

The number of examples without tmesis is not a count

but an estimate.

8.6 The splitting of the compound noun phrase by

the insertion of a preposition or postposition.

Examples

(a) 81,- xp6vov e~t ~rocpov

(~) 167,4 ~wxaC~s ~ev vuv ~€PL ~~s tv 'Iwv'~

(y) 4,3 AaxeoaL~ovC~s eLvexev yuvaLxo~

(0) 19,3 xwp~s ~~s ML~~O'~s tv 'AOO~o~

Statistics

split compound noun phrases

unsp1it compound noun phrases

total

average

chi square

15 (5.81%)

243 (94.19%)

258

129

201.49
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the compound noun phrase is

normally unsplit by the preposition.

8.7 The splitting of the circumstantial clause

by the insertion of the subordinate conjunction.

Examples

(a) 17 9 2 6 o~ ~~ ~8 6~v6pEa xat ~~v xap~~v ~~v

tv '1:1) Yll .Q2~~,£;, 6La<p6ECpELE j 0.1ca7l.7I.uooE'r;o

07(COoo

4 . L ?
3,1 '1:0LOU't"OLOL £lcs."f~I£ ou'roc; ujJ,ELljra't"o Kpot'oov,

T}LOaV jJ,E't-O" rr;a 'iJrt;0"

Statistics

split circumstantial clauses

unsplit circumstantial clauses

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

11 (4.78%)

219 (95.22%)

230

115

The value of chi square lS significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the circumstantial clause is

normally not split by the subordinate conjunction.

8.8 The splitting of the indirect question by

the insertion of the subordinate interrogative.
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Example

(n) 193,4 EX 08 xeyxpou xut a~oa~ou ~v ~L 08VOpOV

~8yaeo, yCvE~aL t~EXLO~d~8VO' ~v~~~v o~

7COLnOOl-ta t.

1 (1.61%)

61 (98.39%)

62

31

58 0 06

Statistics

split indirect questions

unsplit indirect questions

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square lS significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the splitting of the indirect

question by the insertion of the interrogative is not

normal.
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II SPLIT BY INFLECTED WEDGE ELEMENTS:

(A) THE VERB PHRASE

8.9 Before proceeding to specific examples it is

necessary to point out that main clauses and sub

ordinate clauses will be excluded from the data. The

reason for excluding main clauses is that it is not

theoretically sound to talk about splitting of the main

clause because all subordinate elements are part of it

and accordingly cannot be treated as wedges. This applies

not only to nominal constructions but also to verbal

constructions such as subordinate clauses and participial

groups which have been embedded into the main clause by

recursion. The only elements which exist at a high

enough level to split the main clause are the co

ordinating conjunctions. But, as has already been said,

the behaviour of these is well known and does not require

treatment here. Of course it might be said that

parenthesis also splits the main clause; but this

thesis is not concerned with parenthesis.

The subordinate clause has been excluded for a different

reason. The splitting of the subordinate clause by the

subordinate conjunction has already been dealt with

and is in fact the only kind of Spaltung to which

the subordinate clause is prone. So subordinate

clauses can be safely omitted. Examples and statistics for

participial and infinitival constructions now follow.
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8.10 The splitting of the subject from the verb in

participial constructions by the insertion of a verb or

verb phrase or noun phrase or prepositional phrase or

adverb.

Examples

(~) 62,4 Eveat5rro, eec'.) 1to111C~1 xpewlJ.evo(; Zilli?J'g'T;a'1:o,i,

rr8~oLarrQ~~l >A~~C~u'1:0(; 0 'Axo,pvuv

17,3 tv6etlrrev OPIJ,WlJ,8VOI, J::fly~_yflY 07{eLp8J'v .. :I§,

xo,t ePXQ,S,8oGaI, o~ l\tL~'l1Oi,OI,

(6) 14,2 oDrrOL tv '1:{~~~o~~o't-aGlJ,ov

~xovrre~ rrpL~XOV'1:a ~a~a.v'1:(J,

statistics

split subjects

unsplit subjects

total

average

chi square

97 (15.7%)

521 (84.3%)

618

309

290.90
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Conclusion

The vaLue of chi square is significant; the null hypothesis

is rejected; the combination of sUbject and verb in

participial constructions is normally unsplit.

8.11 The splitting of the subject from the verb

in infinitival constructions by the insertion of a verb

or verb phrase.

Examples

(a.) 76,3 ~ptv ot t~e~a.uveLv Op~nOa.L 'tov o'tpa.'tov

69,2 U~€a.~ yap ~vveavoga.L ~poeo'tdva.L 't~~ tEA~dbo~

(~) 90,2 et e~a.~a.'tay 'tov~ e~ ~oLeUv'ta.~ v6~o~ 80't' 0 t

195,2 ~Yev ya.p
, ,

ot) OcpL y6l-Lo~ eo'tt ~xel,ve7CLoT)~OV

oxi1~'tpov

Statistics

split subjects

unsplit subjects

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

54 (14.75%)

312 (85.25%)

366

183

181.87

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of subject and

verb in infinitival constructions is normally unsplit.
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The splitting of the direct object from the

verb in participial constructions by the insertion of

a verb or verb phrase or noun phrase.

Examples

(a) 44,2 ~oYea ~oU ~aL~O~ 8AUVeUV€ ~6oxooY

..
(~) 65,1 ~ov~ ~ev YVY 'Ae~YaCov~ ~oLa~a ~ov Xpovov

~oU~ov 8~VVeUV€~O 0 KPOLOO~ xa~exov~a

Statistics

split objects

unsplit objects

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

5 (0.99%)

502 (99.01%)

507

253.5

487.20

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of object and

verb in participial constructions is normally unsplit.

8.13 The splitting of the direct object from the

verb in infinitival constructions by the insertion of

a verb or verb phrase or other inflected element.

Examples

(a.) 29,1

32,9

~~ ~Lva ~wv v6~wv avuYXQOe~ AUoaL

OXO~e€LV 08 XQft ~av~o~ xp~~a~o~ ~~v ~8A8V~~V
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(~) 32,2 ~o~~a ~ev eo~~ tOetv

30,2 e~e~pgOea~ go~ t~TI~e8 oe

Statistics

split objects

unsplit objects

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

35 (14.4%)

208 (85.6%)

243

121.5

123.16

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of direct

object and verb in infinitival constructions is

normally unsplit.

8.14 The splitting of the noun clause object from

the verb in infinitival constructions by the insertion

of a verb or "verb" phrase.

Examples

(a.)
,

32,9 oxo~ee~v oe X2ll ~av~o, XPD~o.~O' ~~v ~e~eu~~v

xT.1 <i.~o~noe~af,

(~) 57,1 ~V~LVo. Oe y~wOOo.v teoo.v ot ne~o.oyo',

9VX ~Xoo <i.~pexgw, eL~etv
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(y) 146,1 Ws ye ~L ~a~AOV O~~OL ~IwvEs etoL ~mv ~AAWV

'Iwywv ~ Xd~AL6y ~L yeyovaot, gwpLn ~OAAn

Acyec.v

Statistics

split noun clause objects

unsplit noun clause objects

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

3 (15%)

17 (85%)

20

10

9.80

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of noun clause

object and verb in infinitival constructions is normally

unsplit.

8.15 The splitting of the passive "subject" from

the verb in participial constructions by the insertion of

a verb or verb phrase.

Examples

(a.) 98,6
~

xa~axexpvow~eYovs 8XWV ~oi>s ~po~axewYas

83,- Kpo'o~ Son6eeLv ~oALopxeo~Ev~

(13) 46,1 Kpotoo s 08 B7Ct ovo ~'t'ea BY ~8v6eL blexcL~W

xa't'f1o't'o ~oU ~aL6os eO't'epTJlJ.Evos
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Statistics

split passive "subjects"

~nsplit passive "subjects"

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

21 (26.25%)

80 (79.21%)

101

50.5

34.47

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of passive

'subjec~' and verb in participial constructions is

normally unsplit.

8.16 The splitting of the passive "subject" from

the verb in infinitival constructions by the insertion

of a verb or verb phrase.

Examples

(0.) 4,4

89,3

~~v os EVp~~v xa.t ~O cEAA~VLXOV ~YTIV~a.~

xexwpCo8o,r.

Statistics

split passive "subjects"

unsplit passive "subjects"

total

average

chi square

2 (13.33%)

13 (86.67%)

15

7.5

8.07



1.33

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypo-thesis is rejected; -the combination of passive

"subject" and verb in infinitival constructions is

normally unsplit.

8.17 The splitting of the personal dative from

the verb in participial constructions by the insertion

of a verb.

Example

( a) 59,2

Statistics

split personal datives

unsplit personal datives

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

2 (2.7 96)

72 (97.3%)

74

37

66.22

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of personal

dative and verb in participial constructions is

normally unsplit.

8.18 The splitting of the personal dative from

the verb in infinitival constructions by the insertion

of a verb or verb phrase or prepositional phrase.
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Examples

(y) ?9 "1 1. 11 '.... , 0l",E '(;01,

Statistics

split personal datives

unsplit personal datives

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

9 (4.55%)

189 (95.45%)

198

99

163.64

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; -the combination of personal

dative and verb in infinitival constructions is

normally unsplit.

8.19 The splitting of the equational subject from

the verb in participial constructions by the insertion

of a verb or verb phrase or noun or personal pronoun

or prepositional phrase.

Examples



(y)

(6 )

(8)

212~3

184~=

235

~ ~r 2J 0

'toth;ov o'r) wv 't"OV A01::Ua,yEa li!I£_<;L<;;;. lc5v'\;"a

£wu'to'O !-LTj'tp07Ca:topo.

Statistics

split equational subjects

unsplit equational subjects

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

18 (23008%)

60 (76092%)

78

39

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of equational

subject and verb in participial constructions is

normally unsplito

8.20 The splitting of the equational subject from

the verb in infinitival constructions by the insertion

of a verb or ethnic adjective.

Examples

(B) 51,3 ~HV ~~2J, 8800WPOU rr;oiJ ha!-LCoU ~~pyov eLvat,
.t
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10 (19.23%)

42 (80.77%)

52

26

19.69

Statistics

split equational subjects

unsplit equational subjects

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of

equational sUbject and verb in infinitival constructions

is normally unsplit.

8.21 The splitting of the equational complement from

the verb in participial constructions by the insertion

of a verb.

Examples

(a) 155,4 yuvarxa~ av~' avopmv oWeat yeyov6~a~

(~) 191,2 oLa~a~ov ~O pee6pov towv~aL yevo~evov

3 (3.16%)

92 (96.84%)

95

47.5

83.38

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of equational

Statistics

split equational complements

unsplit equational complements

total
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complement and verb in participial constructions ].s

normally unsplit.

8.22 The splitting of the equational complement

from the verb in infinitival constructions by the

insertion of a verb or verb phrase.

Examples

«(1 ) 207~2

99,2

Statistics

split equational complements

unsplit equational complements

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

10 (13.89%)

62 (86.11%)

72

36

37056

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of equational

complement and verb in infinitival constructions is

normally unsplit.

8.23 The splitting of the directional phrase from

the verb in participial constructions by the insertion

of a verb phrase.

Example

((1 ) l39 9 - e(, '[,0 15 't" 0 Q"~~S!JlL~YQ"~~"""§:.~i~_D.2:f L"~. 't" 8 i\81yeWV'tQ, 't;(\)V

D8POSWV 'co:' ouvop,Q,'t'(L
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1 (0.71%)

139 (99.29%)

140

70

136.03

Statistics

split d.irectional phrases

unsplit directional phrases

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of direc"tional

phrase and verb in participial constructions is

normally unsplit.

8.24 The splitting of the directional phrase from

the verb in infinitival constructions by the insertion of

a verb or verb phrase.·

Examples

(a) 119,2 tevaL ~e ~8~§V~~ t s »A0~udyco~

(~) 27,3 8s ~dPOLs ~8 xat txt 08 8V-Y~~~

o~pa't"8v806a,,

Statistics

split directional phrases

unsplit directional phrases

total

average

chi square

3 (3.61%)

80 (96.39%)

83

41.5

71. 43
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; t:.he combination of directional

phrase and verb in infinitival constructions is

normally unsplito

8 0 25 The splitting of the locative phrase from the

verb in participial constructions by the insertion of a

verb.

Examples

I (L05%)

94 (98.95%)

95

4705

9L04

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of locative

phrase and verb in participial constructions is

statistics

split locative phrases

unsplit locative phrases

total

normally unsplit.

8.26 The splitting of the locative phrase from the

verb in infinitival constructions by the insertion of

a verb phrase.
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Examples

(OJ) :t83 9 2 81C t yap 'Lof5 XPVOEOlJ PW1-L015

e~CLV ~'L~ ~h ya~aenva ~oUva

Statistics

split locative phrases

unsplit locative phrases

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

28 (96.55%)

29

14.5

25.14

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination ofloca,trive

phrase and verb in infinitival constructions is

normally unsplit.

8.27 The splitting of the ablative phrase from

the verb in infinitival constructions by the insertion

of a verb.

Examples

(a) 116,4 lr; EWV'L01J 'rc I9?lL~ YC''(ov8vaL



3 (15%)

17 (85%)

20

10

9.80

241

Statistics

split ablative phrases

unsplit ablative phrases

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of ablative

phrase and verb in infinitival constructions is

normally unsplit.

8.28 The splitting of the temporal phrase from

the verb in infinitival constructions by the insertion

of a verb or verb phrase.

Examples

(~) 87,1 8VeUU~U AEY~~UL u~o Auowv Kpotoov ~ue6v~~

~~v Kvpou ~e~dyvwoLV, w~ &pa ~dv~a ~ev

~vopa o~evvvv~a ~O ~Up, ouvu~evou~ oe
ovxe~L xa~uAu~etv, e~L~WOUOeaL ~ov 'A~6AAwva

Statistics

split temporal phrases

unsplit temporal phrases

total

5 (7.25%)

64 (92.75%)

69
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34.5

50.45

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected:the combination of temporal

phrase and verb in infinitival constructions is

normally unsplito

The splitting of the adverbial phrase of

manner from the verb in participial constructions by the

insertion of a verb.

Example

1 (L15%)

86 (98 0 85%)

87

43.5

83.05

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is.significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of adverbial

phrase of manner and verb in participial constructions

statistics

split adverbial phrases

unsplit adverbial phrases

total

is normally unsplit.

8030 The splitting of the adverbial phrase of

manner from the verb in infinitival constructions by the

insertion of a verb or verb phrase.
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Examples

(a) 21,1 ou~w AeYOva~ yevea6aL

(~) 122,3 6e~o~€pw~ ooxen ~otaL rrepO~aL ~epLetva'

Oq>L 0 ~at,

5 (9.26%)

49 (90.74%)

54

27

35.85

Statistics

split adverbial phrases

unsplit adverbial phrases

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of adverbial

phrase of manner and verb in infinitival constructions

is normally unsplit.

8.31 The splitting of the genitive absolute from

the verb in infinitival constructions by the insertion

of a verb.

Example

(a) 191,3 ~O apxatov pee8pov oLa~a~ov erva~ e~oCTIae

u~OvoO~Doav~o~ ~oU ~o~a~oO

Statistics

split genitive absolutes

unsplit genitive absolutes

total

1 (5.56%)

17 (94.44%)

18



average

chi square

Conclusion

244

9

14.22

The value of chi square is signific~nt; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of genitive

absolute and verb in infinitival constructions is

normally unsplito

(B) THE NOUN PHRASE

8.32 The splitting of the article- from the rioun

usually by the insertion of enclitic pronouns and verbs,

but also by an adverb.

Examples

(a) 85,3 'LWV :JJ..£. IT8P08W'V

«(3) OL • » 't"lls " 1Cat'o8s115,2 yap !:!£ l-::;')( ')(WlJ·Tl c;

80't" t "( y) 207,2 'L(jJv c1 V8pW7Cl) LtDV' 7C PTl'Y'l-1U't"WV

(0) 51,3 ou , • ovv't"vxov ~~~0;i..l!Ql. f:pyov sLVal,ya,p 'LO

(8) 111,1 n(,8 'Lll V » . » • OOOVCLV't"YJV 07C(,OW
--~-'-"

Statistics

split articular constructions

unsplit articular constructions

total

average

chi square

15 (0.79%)

1883 (99.21%)

1898

949

1838,,50
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of article and

noun is normally unsplit.

Note

The number of unsplit articular constructions is not a

count but an estimate.

8.33 The splitting of the cardinal numeral from

the noun by the insertion of a verb or enclitic or

adverb.

Examples

(a.) 68,4 OYO opc:wv cp15oa.~

,
erepeuXE't'a.1,

,
202,3 O't'O~a.OL of; 't'Eoaepa.xov't'o.

(f3) ouwoexo.
, ,

7C6A.1,a.~145,- oe ttOI, OOX80UOI.

(y) 145,- ouwoexa. nv a:trtwv ~epea.

( 0)
, , ' Oa.X't'VAWV193,3 't'eoaepwv 81)7C8't'8W~

Statistics

split cardinal numerals

unsplit cardinal numerals

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

9 (7.26%)

115 (92.74%)

124

62

90.61

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of cardinal

numeral and noun is normally unsplit.
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8.34 The splitting of the ordinal numeral from

the noun by the insertion of a verb or enclitic.

Examples

Statistics

split ordinal numerals

unsplit ordinal numerals

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

3 (15 %)

17 (85%)

20

10

9.80

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of ordinal

numeral and noun is normally unsplit.

8.35 The splitting of the demonstrative from the

noun by the insertion of verbs, verb phrases, enclitics,

noun phrases and prepositional phrases.

Examples

(a.)
..

19,1 't'ot.6voe xeveoElo,t.. ?tPTlYJ.Lo,

216,1 v6~ot.ot. oe xpewv't'o.t. 't'OLoLoCoe
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( (3) 153" 2 U 8 \,' v < CL p

'1: Q, 't C1 ~1g",lJS~<2S2~!!<:!:~<}c;~,"""""~1"~Il}!~~£"<~"2~~"flJ2"~"t!=2,~""""Q"."J~j2p"(Lt;"

'La ~7C8Q,

209 9 1 aIj! L V 8 {) ow V".""t~".,,":EQ)."}!~l\'~q:gS;LS~L~~E.~f~l!«~:IjJ ...·x~Q.Q~n

-rOLYlV08

o

38 9 2 '1:0V '1:8 YC1~OV

(6) 200,,-

114,1

Statistics

split demonstratives

unsplit demonstratives

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

18 (11.11%)

144 (88.89%)

162

81

98.00

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of demonstrative

and noun is normally unsplit.

8.36 The splitting of the ethnic adjective from

the noun by the insertion of a verb.

Examples
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Statistics

split ethnic adjectives

unsplit ethnic adjectives

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

2 (2.70%)

72 (97.30%)

74

37

66.22

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of ethnic

adjective and noun is normally unsplit.

8.37 The splitting of the quantifier from the noun

by the insertion of a verb, or verb phrase, or verb

phrase with enclitic or prepositonal phrase or adverb.

Examples

(a.) 61,3 lJ.e;yciAo.
, .

1C<lpUaXOV17wv XPTjlJ.a....t a.

27,3 t1C1COV avvOOViOV17<lL IJ.VpCTjV

(f3) 32,5 1COAAWV e;tvuL uvep~wv

181,5
..

~1Cea17L 1J.8Y<lf;VTJOf;

(e;) 171,5 XPov~ ~a17eoov 1COAA~
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Statistics

split quantifiers

unsplit quantifiers

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

24 (20.87%)

91 (79.13%)

115

57.5

39.03

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of quantifier

and noun is normally unsplit.

8.38 The splitting of the adjective of material

from the noun by the insertion of a verb or enclitic.

Examples

(a.)

(y)

181,5

183,2

14,1

Statistics

split adjectives of material

unsplit adjectives of material

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

5 (11.9%)

37 (88.1%)

42

21

24.38

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of adjective

of material and noun is normally unsplit.
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8.39 The splitting of the negative adjective from

the noun by the insertion of a verb, or verb with an

enclitic or verb phrase or prepositional phrase.

Examples

(a.) 32,4

115,3

216,2

:-
ouoev O~OLOV ~pOOdr8L ~P~Y~CL

~6yov 8Lx8 OUOeVCL

o~po~ oe ~~LXCD~ OpL ~p6X8L~aL ~hAO~ ~ev

oUOeC(.

(y) 181,5 ~YCLA~CL oe oux ~VL ouoev

Statistics

split negative adjectives

unsplit negative adjectives

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

7 (26.92%)

19 (73.08%)

26

13

5.54

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected the combination of negative

adjective and noun is normally unsplit.

8.40 The splitting of the indefinite from the noun

by the insertion of a verb or a verb phrase with an

enclitic or a prepositional phrase.
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(n) 19,1 ' " \115 (jOelL ,/CP"ilYP,o.·'[ (, ');0 t. 0 V08

>.

((3) 9~1 <J; I~ L f3'i\cLPO~;

(y) 41 s 2 <J; (, V8 C;; }Carr v x"'MY}ccC;; xaxot'5pyo t.

Stutis-tics

split indefinites

unsplit indefinites

t:.otal

average

chi square

Conclusion

11

1..45

'The value of c],1 square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the co~)ination of indefinite

and noun may be split or unsplit with equal frequency:

The splitting of xaC;;, [xac;; etc. from the

noun by the insertion of a verb or verb phrase or noun

phrase or demons~rative or adverb.

Examples

(y)
.

126,2 'Td <J;S aLx6~(,a xat 'TaC;; xoC~vac;; xat ~a
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(0) 193,2 XWpEWV uv~n ~uoewv

Statistics

spli t 7i.CLc; etc.

etc.

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

10 (12.35%)

71 (87.65%)

81

40.5

45.94

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of 7i.CLc; etc.

and the noun is normally unsplit.

8.42 The splitting of dAAOc; from the noun by the

insertion of a verb or verb phrase or verb with an

enclitic or an enclitic.

Examples

(a) 59,4 dAAU a7i.o6era~evoc; ~8ydAU ~pya

14,1 Xpvoov d7i.A8~OV aveenX8 dAAOV ~e xut

194,5

(y) 216,2 o~poc; oe ~ALXL~c; OpL 7i.p6XeL~dL dAAOc; ~ev

ouoeCt;
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Statistics

split ii'AAOe;;

unspli t (lAAoe;;

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

10 (16.13%)

52 (83.87%)

62

31

28.45

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of iiAAoe;;

and the noun is normally unsplit.

8.43 The splitting of the adjectivals ~xuo~oe;;, ~~epoe;;,

from the noun by the insertion of a verb or verb phrase

or noun phrase.

Examples

(a.) 48,1 1J.0'Ovov eLvuL IJ.Uv~i}LoV

82,3 'to 0E; 7t,,:ij80e;; 'toU 01:PU~o'O a:Jl:uAAciooe 08a.. L
c .-exa.'tepov

«(3) 38,2 lJ.oUVoe;; 'tvyxa.veLC;
, ,

']Ca.te;;ewv
..

(y) 54,1 xa.'t' livopa.. OVO o'ta..1:!1pOL ~xa.o'tov

Statistics

split adjectivals

unsplit adjectivals

total

average

chi square

4 (11.43%)

31 (88.57%)

35

17.5

20.83
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of the above

adjectivals and the noun is normally unsplit.

8.44 The splitting of the qualitative adjective

from the noun by the insertion of a verb or verb phrase

or an adjectival or prepositional phrase .

...Examples

( )
1.' ..,.,' • •a 5,4 ~~v uVep~~L~V wv 87.LO~a~8vo£ 8uoaL~ovL~V

53,1 o~pa~ov a.vopwv ~pOOe80L~O ~CAOV

(f3)
, . ..

~-rixeo<;178,3 ~oU ~8~PLOU .80~L

107,2 oLxC~s ~8V 86v~a a:'(ete fis

(y) 59,2 yuvaLxo, .. iiY8a6aL ~8XVO~OLOVgn

(b) 124,3 ~wv ~"s ooxC~wv l1AAos, Ml)oWV

(e) 202,1 Vl)OOVs 08 ' ,- A' ,.., '6 ~etpa~A~oCa<;8V etU~w eop~ ~eyet ea

statistics

split qualitative adjectives 25 (10.96%)

unsplit qualitative adjectives 203 (89.04%)

total 228

average 114

chi square 138.96



Conclusion

The value of chi squa~e is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of the

qualitative adjective and the noun is normally unsplit.

8.45 The splitting of the comparative and super-

lative adjectives from the noun by the insertion of a

verb or verb phrase or adverb.

Examples

(y) 117,1 'A.oyov 5i21l '){at 8'A.daow

Statistics

split comparatives and superlatives

unsplit comparatives and superlatives

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

6 (27.27%)

16 (72.73%)

22

11

4.55

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of

comparative or superlative adjective with the noun is

normally unsplit,
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8.46 The splitting of the relative from the

"antecedent" by the insertion of a verb or verb phrase

or nominal or adjectival, or prepositional phrase.

Examples

(a) 19,3 n~ov v~ov ~~~ 'Ae~vaC~~ uvop6WOWOL ~ov

eve~p~oav xwp~~ ~~~ MLA~OC~~ tv tAoo~o~

(1')

8,4 ?ta.Aal. oe ~a. xaAc1 uvepWTcoLoL tl;8uP!J~aL ,

ex ~li>v j.1aVea.V81.V 08t

25,2 r)"avxov ~oU xeov ?to Cm.La, ~k j.1oUvo~ OT} 7ta.v~oov

av6 P;''']twv OL 01lPOV X6AA~OLV el;8Upe "

..

Statistics

split relatives

unsplit relatives

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

60 (24.59%)

184 (75.41%)

244

122

63.02

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of relative and

antecedent is normally unsplit.
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8.47 The splitting of the personal proper noun

genitive from the noun by the insertion of a verb or

verb and enclitic, or verb phrase.

Examples

(a,)

(y) 59,5

I I 0 1:5 (; '1711 (; »Ap y £; C'r) C;; .~"9"Q.<;L<1:.y~.g=S?.~, 0 C}(a. C;; 'L"'ll(;

a. P7Co:yf1 (;

statistics

split personal proper nouns

unsplit personal proper nouns

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

4 (4.76%)

80 (95.24%)

84

42

68.76

The value of chi square 1S not'significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of personal

proper noun genitive and noun is normally unsplit.

8.48 The splitting of the reflexive pronoun genitive

from the noun by the insertion of a verb.

Example
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statistics

split reflexive pronoun

unsplit reflexive pronoun~

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

1 (2.04%)

48 (97096%)

49

240:)

45008

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; ·the combination of t.he reflexive

pronoun genitive and the noun is normally unsplit0

8.49 The splitting of the geographic proper

noun genitive from the noun by the insertion of a verb.

Examples

'"(0,) 7
9
2 [3Q.OLA8UC;; £Y8~8'r;Q~ L;UpOLOOV

(~) 184,- ~~C;; ot Ba0uAmVo, ~a~~n'~OAAot utv XOD xat

[AAOL~Y8YOV~O 0aOLA88s

statistics

split geographic proper nouns 3 (6.67%)

unsplit geographic proper nouns 42 (93.33%)

total 45

average 22.5

chi square 33.80

Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of geographic

proper noun genitive and noun is normally unsplit.
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The splitting of the ethnic adjective genitive

from the noun by the insertion of a verb or verb phrase.

Examples

( a)

(~)

• 1~ Po' ~ 0, •'1"71 v j 71 wv .QQ.~Q9:. PXllv

f3ao [, 11.8 Q, E '~V~H~ AllOWV

statistics

split ethnic adjective

unsplit ethnic adjective

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

6 (7.32%)

76 (92.68%)

82

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected i -the combination of ethnic

adjective genitive and noun is normally unsplit.

8.51 The splitting of the common noun genitive

from the common noun by the insertion of verbs, verb

phrases, nouns, demonstratives and adverbs.

Examples

(0,) 4,2

6,3

o'vopWV O,oC'){{JJv v01!:.L~~J~ ~pyov E'rVU{,

xa'1"ao'1"po~~ ~Yf~§~O ~wv ~a~Cwv

8~E0 P71 s b!jL"2I.~~£.!:~ 8pya v

1:0 !..t £: v VII V I.L 810,(:3 as :~gSIQ_.~:~S)_l'..~_ters.~~ ~0 U [O~C0 (;
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..
f\

(30,0 I, 7I.eec(y) 13,2 ,;o15't'ou 't'o'O ~7I:eot; AuooL 't'e XCLt 01,

CLV't'WV AOYOV OVOBVa. €7I:ol,e'Ov't'o

(0) 216,4 voos oe ,.
't'flt; 8uOL71f;;OU't'or;;

(e) 207,6 XP71't'~PCLt; apel,OBW~ otvou o.xPll-rO'l)

Statistics

split genitives

unsplit genitives

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

17 (7.14%)

221 (92.86%)

238

119

174.86

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of common noun

genitive and common noun is normally unsplit.

8.52 The splitting of the genitive word from the

substantivised adjectival by the insertion of a verb,

verb phrase or personal pronoun.

Examples

1Ce PL BOXa.'t'a.

48, 1 ~xa.o't'a. tiVCL7t't'15 oowv €?l:Wpa. 't'WV C:iUyypa.I-_t1.Lc1't'WY

(y) 120,3 't'wv 7I.OyLWV n~rv ~VLa.
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8 (8.08%)

91 (91.92%)

99

49.5

69.59

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of genitive

word and substantivised adjectival is normally unsplit.

statistics

split genitive words

unsplit genitive words

total

8.53 The splitting of the common noun from the

proper noun in apposition by the insertion of an enclitic

or verb phrase or noun.

Examples

(a) 105,1 ~a~~~~Lx6~ a~eaG Atyu~~ou ~aaLAev,

(~) 111,5 MaYody~, ~c etn ~atG ~~, tAa~udyeo, euya~po,

xat Ka~puacw ~oU Kupou,

Statistics

split appositions

unsplit appositions

total

average

chi square

4 (5%)

76 (95%)

80

40

64.80
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant~; the null

hypothesis is rejected; ·the apposition of common noun

and proper noun is normally unsplito

(C) THE ADJECTIVE PHRASE

8.54 The splitting of the genitive standard from

the comparative by the insertion of a verb or verb

phrase.

Examples

(a) 126,6

204,2

M~owy 8rV~i ov ~o,V~O~8pOU~

?\:A.80Y 't L ,8't~,o uvepcmcou

60,3 'toU ~o,p~apov ~eV80s ~~~ov

xat o8l;LW~8POV

6 (24%)

19 (76%)

25

12.5

6.76

statistics

split standard

unsplit standard

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected, the combination of genitive

standard and comparative is normally unsplit.
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The splitting of the genitive standard from

the superlative by the insertion of a verb or verb

phrase or proper noun or demonstrative and enclitic.

Examples

(0,) 30 9 2 7CcLV"CWV 8t08~ OAf3LUYCO/l:OV

:1:1.:1 9 3 fhlPLW0801;a:1:0V ill 1;WV OP~WV

o L 1CP80131ha:t·O L

20 1 I c 8 ~ "8Wt>~~<:3 9 • 8 'l) P'l)1:a '1:Yj _.~q:t. I, ~2:.~.::Bl ' I

Statistics

split standard

unsplit standard

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

12 (19.35%)

50 (80.65%)

62

31

23.29

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of genitive

standard and superlative is normally unsplit.

8,56 The splitting of the accusative or dative of

measure from the comparative or superlative by the

insertion of verbs or verb phrases.
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Examples

(fn 134,1 1COAAJI> ij o~~~L~"Qg£" a,ye:VV80cl;SPOC;;

(y) 143 9 2 1COAAqJ o'fl In/, o'o6SVSCyt'U'I:OV

4 (20%)

16 (80%)

20

10

7 0 20

S'tatistics

split accusative or dative of measure

unsplit accusative or dative of measure

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of the accusative

or dative of measure with the comparative or super

lative is normally unsplit0

8.57 The splitting of the genitive modifier from

the adjective by the insertion of a verb or verb phrase.

Examples

(<1) 192,4

187,5

't"wv (lAAWV f9.~9a.(,. Cl/I:SA8f;<;

ff:JC AT)0 17 6s er; £ .fLC!::f XPTlI1.0:1:WV
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Statistics

split g~nitive modifiers

unsplit genitive modifiers

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

5 (33.33%)

10 (66.66%)

15

7.5

1.67

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the combination of genitive

modifier and adjective may be split or unsplit with

equal frequency.

8.58 The splitting of the modal adverb from

the adjective by the insertion of a verb or enclitic.

Examples

(a.) 11,1 ~dALO~a. wpa. ~LO~OV' e6~a.,

185,2 o{S'tw 0'; 'tL e~oCnO€ OXOALOV

(f3) 189,2 oi5-rw 0'; ~ ao6€vea. ~oL,;oeLv

(y) 33,- xdp~a.
,

aIJ.a.6ea. e!va.c.oogue;;

Statistics

split modal adverb 5 (25%)

unsplit modal adverb 15 (75%)

total 20

a~erage 10

chi square 5.00
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of modal adverb

and adjective is normally unsplit.

8.59 The splitting of the accusative or dative

of respect from adjectivals by the insertion of a verb,

verb phrase, or noun.

Examples

(~) 60,3 ~otaL ~p~oLaL ~exo~EvoLOL e!vaL cE~~~YWV

oocpCT}Y

(y) 50,3 o~ae~OY ~a~aY~a oexa
Statistics

split accusative of respect

unsplit accusative or dative of respect

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

3 (11.54%)

23 (88.46%)

26

13

15.38

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the combination of accusative

or dative of respect with adjectivals is normally

unsplit.
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(D) THE ADVERB PHRASE

8.60 The splitting of the adverb phrase with the

genitive etc. by the insertion of verbs.

Examples

(~) 91,6 ~vepee ewv ~OLO~ a~aoL

Statistics

split phrases

unsplit phrases

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

4 (11.43%)

31 (88.57%)

35

17.5

20.83

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; the adverb phrase with the

genitive is normally unsplit.

8.61 The splitting of the prepositional or post-

positional phrase by the insertion of an enclitic pronoun

or verb phrase.

Examples

, 1';.' c v
exvnHnoa~ 0 Z6~wv e~YexeY
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2 (0.13%)

1552 (98.87%)

1554

777

1546.01

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the prepositional phrase is

normally unsplit.

Statistics

split phrases

unsplit phrases

total

8.62 Data have now been presented to illustrate

Spaltung in the verb phrase, the noun phrase, the

adjective phrase and the adverb phrase. Some rare examples

of tmesis (splitting of the compound word) have also

been brought forward. Syntactic split has been shown to be

so pervasive that it would seem reasonable to conclude

that most if not all modifier/head constructions are

liable to undergo it.

8.63 A striking feature of the examples is that

when an inflected element is inserted it is the verb,

especially the main verb, which is the preferred wedge.

This fact testifies to the great mobility of the verb in

surface syntax. It also supports the view that in Greek

the main verb is not stressed; for if it were its

intrusion into lower level constructions would be felt

as a rude interruption. A perceptible accent on the

verb would also tend to inhibit its mobility and drive

it towards the front of the sentence. (Cf. Chapter XI) .
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A careful scrut:iny of "the examples will show

that on~ significant restriction is normally upheld.

It may be formulated as follows:

Elements which carry the same inflectional categories

as either the modifier or the head of the construction

eligible for split are not permissible as wedges.

8.65 Unfortunately there are a few exceptions to

this rule. The exceptions all occur in noun phrases and

adjective phrases. The relevant material is quoted above

as follows~

8.51 (0) 178,2 (noun phrase)

8.51 (6 ) 216,4 (noun phrase)

8.54 (S) 60,3 (adjective phrase)

8.55 (y) 209,2 (adjective phrase)

8.56 ((3) 134,1 (adjec"tive phrase)

8.58 ((3) 189,2 (adjec"tive phrase)

8.59 (y) 50,3 (adjective phrase)

8.66 All the examples except the last are associa-

ted with equational constructions. The reasons for this

are not clear. Since no other special conditions can be

identified it becomes necessary to modify the rule to

accommodate the exceptions. This can be done by making

the restriction include not only inflectional categories

but also syntactic function c '1'he reformulated rule

follows:

8.67 Elements which carry the same inflectional

categories and syntactic funct:ion as ei"ther the modifier

or the head of the eligible construction are not permis

sible as wedges.
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Due to this modification of the rule the

abbreviation ICATS used in chapter XII may now be read

as: II inflectional categories and syntact:ic function 0"

It should be remembered nevertheless t.ha t in most. insJcances

of split it is the inflect.ional morphology which prevent.s

semantic confusion.

8.69 It is also probable that in general wedge

material becomes less accept.able as it increases in length.

But it is difficult to specify an upper limi·t because

of the parallelism with parentheses which are sometimes

remarkably long.

8.70 Finally, the statistics in this chapter have

a clear message to communicate. Almost without exception

the split form of each construction is much rarer than

its unsplit counterpart. Spaltung is clearly not normal.

It is best regarded as a stylistic alternative which can

be invoked, but only within certain statistical iimits.

How this situation may be interpreted will be shown in

the chapter which follows.
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CHAPTER IX

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS OF SYNTACTIC SPLIT

9.1 Under normal conditions in natural languages

modifiers are placed adjacent to their heads or are

separated from them only by other modifiers which are

attached to the same head. One might say that modifiers

are drawn towards their heads by a kind of centripetal

force. But in Greek, as has been shown, modifiers may, on

occasion, be separated from their heads. How is this

situation to be explained?

9.2 It has already been argued in chapter VI

that the Greek sentence exhibits a polarity with regard

to word order. The front of the sentence is positively

charged and the back of the sentence is charged negatively.

9.3 This theory, in the form proposed, is adequate

to account for syntactic split. One need only make the

supposition that modifiers are charged positively or

negatively with some independence of their heads. It will

then be clear that positively charged modifiers will be

attracted towards the back of the sentence with a

consequent tendency to separation from their heads.

Negatively charged modifiers, on the contrary, will be

drawn towards the front of the sentence with a tendency

to separation from their heads also.

9.4 The picture which emerges, therefore, lS that

of elements subject to conflicting forces. All modifiers

are drawn towards their heads, but they are also drawn
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away from their heads and towards the front or back

of the sentence.

9.5 A further question arises. Why does the

centrifugal tendency sometimes override the centripetal

tendency?

9.6 The answer to this auestion again requires the

invocation of author intervention. The normal order, the

unmarked order, is that in which modifiers are united

with their heads. But when the author wishes to introduce

additional stylistic colour he "floats" the modifier, and

frees it from its head. The result is a marked sequence

which produces heightened literary style. Here, as with

inversion, the use of a stylistically marked word order

produces a tension in the sentence. Again there is the

implicit feeling that the word-sequence has been

manipulated and that reversion to unmarked order would

release the tension of the prose. Again the author has

a degree of arbitrary control. As in chapter VI the

condition of a given passage of text can be statistically

described. By calculating the number of split modifiers

and dividing it by the number of verbs a decimal

fraction is obtained which quantifies the degree of

Spaltung.

9.7 The statistic so obtained, which will be

referred to here as the S-Index or'~paltung-Index,

may be used to compare the use of marked word order in

two passages of Herodotus, the first written in the

heightened emotional style which is found in dramatic
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passages of direct speech, the second in a simpler, more

straightforward narrative style. Inserted material has

been underlined.

Passage (1)

38,lf. ~ ~at, o~~e OeLA'~V o~~e ~AAO OVO€Y [xapL

~apLOWV ~OL ~OLeW ~aU~a, aAAU ~OL 5~L~ oyeCpov €y ~~

ti~y~ €~Lo~doa ~~~ oe OALYOXPOYLOY ~OeaeaL, ~~O yap

at~~~ oLo~pe~~ a~oAteaeaL. ~po, fuV ~~Y 5WLY ~av~nv

~6y ~e yd~oY 1Ql ~oU~OY ~a~evaa xat e~t ~a ~apUAa~~~

v6~eva oux a~OA€~~W, ~UAax~v ~Xwv, et xw, ovva'~~Y

~t ~~, e~n~ Q£ ~6~, OLaxAeWaL. er~ ydp ~ ~OUYO~

~uyxdveL' ewv Aat,· ~OY yup o~ ~~epoY OLe~eap~evov

(~~Y axo~Y) oux e!vaC ~OL AoyC~o~aL.

Number of verbs

Number of split modifiers

S-Index

Passage (2)

17

5

0.29

161,-xtoL ~ev VVY rrax~v~y e~eooaaY, M~up~~ oe
~e~a ~aU~a £a~pa~eve~o e~t ~ov, aV~AoALOpX~aaY~a,

Td~aAOY, xnt ~oU~o ~eY rrpL~Yea, e~nYOpnAOOCau~o, ~oU~o
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~

b~ Mn~dvopou ~ebCov ~uv €~eOpn~e AnCnV ~OLev~evo~ ~~

o~pn~~, MnyvnoLnv 08 wonv~w~· ~e~A 08 ~nU~n nu~'xn

vooo~ ~eAeu~~·

Number of verbs

Number of split modifiers

S-Index

7

o

0.00

9.8 The difference between the passages cited is

sufficiently clear. On a wider scale the S-Index, like

the 'I-Index, could be used to quantify word order

differences between different authors, i.e. as a

descriptor of idiolect.

9.9 An interesting consequence follows from the

finding that both inversion of modifier/head sequences

and syntactic split can be measured by indices such as

the I-Index and the S-Index. Whereas style has tradit-

ionally been regarded as a matter of varieties (poetic,

prosaic, solemn etc.) the use of stylistic indices

suggests not a qualitative but a quantitative concept

of style. In other words one need not describe a given

text as written in such and such a style; instead it is

possible to place the text on a sliding scale, and to

specify not what kind of style is being used, but

how much style is being used. Style thus becomes a

matter of degree of complexity and can be measured with

reference to the appropriate parameters.
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A quantitative concept of style lS

particu-larly appropriate in the era of the r1se of

transformational grammar; for most aspects of the

surface complexity of texts are describable in terms of

the application of optional transformational rules. Such

rules arc appJicd with different frequency in different

texts. In general the more applications of transform

ational rules the more corr~lex the style. Or, let it

be said, the more applications of transformational

rules the more "style" Jchere is in the passage <, In ot:her

words it is now possible to equctl::e "style" with

"comr,}exi ty of surface s Lructure". l\nd ~;uch cOlTlplc~xity

can now be measured.
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CIIlIP'rEJ<. x

"LEXICAL" DETE]{)v[INl\N'l'~;

1001 Dover (1960) followed by Morin (1961) has

To be prec~i~::;e r tllcc:,e scholars have made the claim i~hal

certa.in wordf:; referredlo by them as r preferent:ia 1 '

tend to occur at the front of their sentence or clause.

The list as it appears in Dover (1960: 20-23) is as

follows:

(ii) Neqat.ives

(iii) 'rhe demon;::;trative pronoun 6

(iv) Words which relate successive clauses as a whole

(vi) in the nominative case.

(vii)

(ix)

(x) ,. l~' ,.. N~,
U(';') p 0 9 C V TCVLl c;O.?

(xi) E;)(c1,'s' (;)(c'Coc, 8Kcf.OcV

(xii)

(xii i ) 'C' ()rc [;

(xi v)

(xv) , , .o 0, )) .-(: C S

'self'
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(xvi)

(xvii)

(xviii)

(xix)

(xx)

(xxi)

(xxii) '(;006

(xxiii)

10.2

'JUic;; and adverbs forrned with the stern '}tG,V'G'"

Before proceeding to a critical discussion

of Dover's list it will be useful to app]y the chi square

test to each word or word group in order to determine

whether it does show a t:endency towarcU; t,he front of t:he

clause or not. The null hypothesis will of eourse be

from main clauses in JJeroc1otus I. In t,he exarnplef3 the

words which are beinq tested will be underlined.

10.3 (i) The posit,ion of t:he inteccogative in

relation to the verb in main clauses.

St,ltistics

interrogative precedes

interrogative follows

to'tal

12 (lOO'G)

o (0'1;)

12
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chi square

Conclusion

6

10,OB

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the interrogative normally

precedes the verb in main clauses.

10.4

and 1):i~1

(ii) 'rho position of the ncqatL vc~; o'H)()

in relation to the verb in main clauses.

() l A 4 ' ,. F.. .. ' va , .L,. 0,\) ')( (l) V u ''I i~ 'i\ G t. 0 C

85,4

sta Li sties

negative precedes

neqative follows

total

average

chi squcu:e

Conclucdon

EO (lOO'!,)

a (0%)

80

40

80.00

The vulucc of chi square J_S si~JnificaJlt; the nuLL

hypothesis is rejected; the negative normally precedes

the verb in main clauses.

10.5 (iii) The position of the demonstrative

pronoun 6 in relation to the verb in main clauses.
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Examples

(a) 87,3 Q be eL~e

51,1 a~e~e~~e €~ beA~ov~ xat ~abe ~AAa ~~a ~oro~

statistics

demonstrative 6 precedes

demonstrative 6 follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

120 (97.56%)

3 (2.44%)

123

61.5

111.29

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the demonstrative 6 normally

precedes the verb in main clauses.

10.6 (iv) The position of words which relate

successive clauses as a whole to one another in relation

to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(a) 79,2 (J)~
c

~o.pci, bol;a.v ~oxe ~ci, 1Cpliy~a.~a t) w~O~

o.v~o~ xa~eOO):88 , lSJ.LwC;; ~ou~ A'Uoovc; €~f1ye

e~ ~dXllv

«(3) ~
~

~xovae o.v~oC;; ~po~ ~oU118,1 ~pGYt"a. ~ev, xa~a. ~ep

~OVX6AOV ~O 1CPf1Y!-La, ~aALv n~llyee~o ~m
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~ ~

Xa~~paLY~ A~YWY W, ~~pC~O~C ~~ 0 ~at, xat

~O yeyOYO' ~X~L XaA~'

Statistics

relator precedes

relator follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

47 (100%)

o (0%)

47

23.5

47.00

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; the relator normally precedes

the verb in main clauses.

10.7 (v) The position of eyw etc. in relation

to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

(a) 8,4 trw oe ~~'eO~aL exeCv~v ~rvaL ~aOEWv yuvuLxmV

xaAACo~~V

110,3 e~opav oe exx~C~~vov ~g~a~aL erw
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Statistics

etc. precec]es

etc. follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

32

16

18.00

The value of ehi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected;

verb in main clauses.

etc" normally precedes the

10.8 (vi) The position of O~ etc. ln relation

to the verb in maln clauses.

~ .
(a)" 124,1 o~ vvv 'Ao~uayea ~~v a8wu~oU ~ov8a ~EtaaL"

4;5,2 e l c:; ()[; ou, Q22. ~lO l. 170£00 8 ~oD )mxoD o:C ~ (. OC:;

Statistics

au

015

etc. precedes

etc. follows

12 (85.71%)

2 (14.29%)

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

14

7

5.79

The value of chi square is significant; the null hypothesis

is rejected; 015 etc. normally precedes the verb in main

clauses,
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10.9 (vii) The position of o~~OC

the verb in main clauses.

Examples

etc. ln relation to

(a) 5,3 ~aO~a ~~v vuv rr~poaL ~8 xaC ~OCVLX8C ~~YOUOL

Statistics
,

oV~os etc. precedes
,

OU~Os etc. follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

281 (82.65%)

59 (17.35%)

340

170

144.95

The value of chi sauare is significant; the null
,

hypothesis is rejected; ou~os etc. normally precedes

the verb in main clauses.

10.10 (viii) The position of OU~OOC etc. in

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

) • " P , ) p P,13,2 aV8t~8 ~E 6~ ~o xp~a~~pLov xaL 8~aaLA8uo8
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Stati::;tics

etc. precede~;

etc. follows

52 (89,.66%)

6 (10.34'6)

LoLul

avcraqe

chi f;quoTe

Conclu::3ion

58

29

36.48

The value of chi square 1S signJficant; the null

hypothesis is rejected;

the verb in main clauses.

o'I)T(I)( etc. normally precedes

10.11 (ix) '1'he pos i tion of !:;X8 t' )10(: in relation

to the verb in main clauses.

32~()

Stai.::istics

8)(C t\Joe;;

total

average

precedes

follows

7 (70't,)

3 (30~;)

10

5

chi square

Conclu,~;ion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustai.ned; z~ 'J (c.', '(',") r ..) ',., f 'I 1c L '\', may precede or _0., ow

the verb in main clauses with equal frequency.
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2 B4

(x) The position of {v~uDOa etc o in relation

to the verb in main clClllses" ((~)F:'UpO

Herodotus I) 0

does not occur in

Oct 6 Kpo r: Gas

Statistics

f; \!'1;Cl'0 ea.,

total

average

chi ~)quaTe

Conclu~~ion

etco precedes

etc. follows

24 (88.89%)

3 (1L11%)

27

13.5

16.33

The value of chi squarC?Ls sit}nificant;the null

hypothesis is rejected; E,)!'f,CC'lJOo, etc. normally

precedes the verb in main clauses.

10013 (xi) The position of tXB~ in relation

to the verb in main clauses" ([;JCC Lac

do not occur in main clauses in Herodotus I).
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(G, )

SI:aL i ,c; tics

precedes

follows

total

averaqe

chi ~.quare

Conclusion

2 (100',';)

o (0\';)

2

1

The number of examples 1S too small to permit the

calculation of a valid chi square. No conclusion can

be drclvlD,

10.14 (xii) The position of vDV etc. 1n relation

to the verb in main clauses.

(G,) 30
9
2 .}~_'Q~~ ~~v Lp,SpO(: bu:~ t, p~:ooa, (, p,O t f;/\:fj),Gc 08

81: '1;LVC1 J{lbTj /\:(J,vrl,"())V 81[)8(.~ ()'A!3tW'ra:l::ov

Statis-tics

\in)!

total

etc. precedes

etc. follows

22 (lOO~;)

o (O~,'»

22

average

chi square

11

22.00
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Conclusion

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected;

the verb in main clauses.

etc. normally precedes

10.15 (xiii) The position of ~6~8 in relati011

to the verb in main clauses.

(a) 11,1 ~~~8 ~~v 6~ oB~w, o~6tv 6~~~aaoa ~OUxC~~

8 Ixr::,

Statistics

precedes

follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

11 (lOO~))

o (O~,)

11

5.5

11. 00

The value of chi square is significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; ~6~8

verb in main clauses.

normally precedes the

10.16 (xiv) The position of
, .

CV\yto s "self" In

relation to the verb in main clauses.
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Statistics

, ,
O'l)'l:U(,

total

"self II prececles

"self" f0110\-lS

29 (82"B6'i;)

6 (17,,14~i)

35

1765

chi ~;quare

Conclusion

15,,11

The value of chi square 18 significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected;
, .. t'

CV()'Go(: "self" normally

precedes the verb in main clauses.

10.17 J-l1 re la tion

to the verb in main clauses"

( 0" ) 159~2

SLatisUcs
, , ,
o 0.1)'[ Os

, , 'o e.G 1)'(, () (;

total

average

precedes

foLlows

16 (66,,6G'!;)

n (33633'i»

24

12

chi square

Conclusion

2.67

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; may precede or follow

the verb in main clauses with approximately equal

frequency,
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2B8

(xvi) The posi1ion of dAAoG In relation to

the verb in main clauses.

46,3

Static:;tics

'[co.,pel XP'IJOOP,c~)I 0\)(;

follows 29 (44.62%)

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

65

32.5

0.75

'l'lle value of chi squd,re is not si~1nificant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; d~~o( may precede or follow

the verb in main clauses with approximately equal

frequency.

10.19 (xvii) The position of ~;rt:c poc; In relation

to the verb in main clauses.
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Statistics

~'t"Epoe;;

l::'t"Epoe;;

total

average

precedes

follows

4 (57.14%)

3 (42.86%)

7

3.5

chi square

Conclusion

The number of examples is too small for the calculation

of a valid chi square; no conclusion can be drawn.

10.20 (xviii) The position of a~~o't"EpOL in

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

()
1.' " t, 'Ya 31,2 uEe~O~OpOL ~8 ~O't"8PO~ O~OLWC;; ~aav·

5,4 e~1tL~ Vl10 qJUt. Qg,~O't".8QW~ 6~o ewe;;

Statistics

~~~6't"EPOL precedes

a~~6~cpOL follows

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

6 (60%)

4 (40%)

10

5

0.40

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; a~~O't"8pOL may precede or

follow the verb in main clauses with approximately

equal frequency.
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10.21 (xix) The position of ~OAVs

relation to the verb in main clauses.

Examples

etc. in

(a.) 5,4

14,1

~U ~oAAa av~wv o~Lxpa yeyove.

eO~L ot ~AerO~a 'Bv 6EA~OrOL.

etc. precedes

etc. follows

Statistics

?l:OAVs

1t:OAVs

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

31 (59.62%)

21 (40.38%)

52

26

1.92

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; ~OAVs etc. may precede or

follow the verb in main clauses with approximately

equal frequency.

10.22 (xx) The position of ~OAAdxLs

to the verb in main clauses.

No examples occur in Herodotus I.

in relation

10.23 (xxi) The position of eis

the verb in main clauses.

Example

in relation to

(a.) 142,4 n 6e ~Ca tv ~~ ~~ECpW topu~aL, 'Epu6paC.
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Stal~isl~ics

precedes

follows

totill

average

chi cc;quclre

Concl11~;:ion

lO (1()O~;)

o (0'6)

10

5

10000

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypofhesis is re~j ected;

verb in main clauses.

,
8LG normQ~J_ly precedes the

10.24 (xxii) The position of ~6G

to the verb in TClain claw3e~~ 0

eu) 30,2 EtP8~O 6 Kporoo~

etc. in relation

S tat:i:=; l:i cs

,
7CPO()'Gc0ct:o(, '[,Ol)'(;OI,01,

{j {oc,c

totc:d

etc. precedes

etc. follows

30 (27.03i,)

81 ('72. 9706 )

111

chi sqUill("

55.5

23,43
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Conclusion

The value of chi square 1S significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected; (SOC etc. nonnally follows

(not jYl':'ecec1c:=;) t.he verb in main clauses 0

10.25 (xxiii) The position of ~aC etc. 1n

relation -to the verb in main clauses.

Exc!mpJ cs
~-------_.-

'I'
6 v 3 7~,o~~:I~_r:;, "EA,I,,'qv8 C 'qOCl,V i-.:AS'l)0spol,,,

45~2 8XUJy 2) l;8'CV8 l1 1co,pC\ osU 2~s&'Q~,.~ 'G'hlJ o{x'qv

Sti:ctistics

?c{j(~

to ta 1

etc. precedes

etc. follows

31 (45.590,))

37 (54.41%)

6B

chi square

C()nclL~,~ion

34

0.53

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; ~ac etc. may precede or

follow the verb in main clauses with approximately

equal frequency.

10.26 Now that the data have been tested statistically

it is necessary to eliminate a number of the entries on

Dover's list. Thus (xi) t~){Cr etc" f (xvii) th8pOC,

and (xx) 'iCO'A t,e do not provide sufficient examples
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for a valid statistical test by chi square. More

signJficant is the elimination of (ix) txctvoG,

(xv) (xvi) lJ:lIf\O( 5' (xviii) 6~~6~8POL,

(xix) 'JCol\u(, etc. and (xxiii) ~U(, etc. all of which

appear to be equally frequent before or after the verb

and do not reveal any measurable tendency to move

towards the front, rather than the back of the sentence.

'J'be remaining it.ernE; tested. do favour the front posi tion

(with the exception of (xxii), (StiE: t 1 . 1 .e c., "rlJ. C1 1 S

evidently attracted towards the back of the sentence.)

The crucial question must now be put. Do the data

provide sufficient evidence to support a theory of

lex ica.l determinant.s?

10.27 Dover does not state very explicitly what

he means by a "lexical" detcrminvnt, but if his view is

to be taken seriously it presumably makes the claim

that individual words carry their own order properties

regardless of syntax. I.e. each word is a law unto

itself. In thcorctlcal terms the lexical determinant

hypothesis is less attractive than the syntactic

determinant hypothesis because it provides a lower level

of generalisation: for syntactic functions dominate a

great range of lexical material. It is therefore desirable

to undertake a critical review of the lexical items

which r8main in order to ascertain whether their

sequential behaviour can be explained in syntactical

terms. Needless to say if a syntactic explanation is

possible the theory of lexical determinants will be

abandoned.
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10.28 First of all it is convenient to examine

nos& (i) and (ii), the interrogative and negative. These

words arc not really normal lexical items but are better

regarded as syntactic markers. Viewed within the framework

of trallf~fonnation21 grammar they are grammatical elements

which are not taken from the lexicon but are introduced by

optional transformational rules which apply immediately

after the deep structure has been generated.

10.29 To convert a sentence or clause to the

interrogative mode it is necessary first of all to replace

the stem of a selected word in a verbal modifier by the

interrogative. This can be achieved by a rule of the form:

IF (CONDI'J'J()NI) THEN

INTERROCATIVISE(WORDJ OF VM00 1 )

The conditions under which the rule applies will be dealt

with in chapter XII (paragraphs 15 and 29. (4)). The

next step is the setting of the subscript with a view

to later sequencing. In the case of main clauses

the s1..1bf3cript will be set at a real number between

ze~co ancl-lO 0 ( symbolised here by ¢.

Sc' 'I' (. c; II L)J C' J: = _. c)l )~ l~ ~_ J I.) ~

In subordinate clauses, however, the subscript

must be set at -100:

SET(SUBS J = 100)

These preliminaries make it possible for the

interrogatives to be processed later by the

rule which sequences subscripts.
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10.30 The negative is produced by means of

transformations which insert

of the verb. E.g.

ONECATIVISE (CLAUSE)

,
ou or to the lef-t

inserl~s to the left of the verb and

MNEGATIVISE(CLAUSE)

Wf'1 to the left_ of the verb. When a clause

introduced by is required additional transformations

are needed to move p:fJ to the front of the sentence and

to delet~ethe ~~ubordinate conjunction:

IF (NO'lilf +- W1l ) THEN

DELETI<; (SCOl\LJ)

10.31 Since vocabulary is not normally introduced

In this vlay and at this leve:! by tran:::dorma-tional rules

it seems reasonable to regard both interrogative and

negative as syntactic rather than lexical entities.

10.32 The next category to be dealt with is that

of tht' re :La tors: "vlOrds which relate successive clauses

as a w!lole one to another,," Dover does not provide a

complete list i bujc the examples which he quotes

is not really a lexical category but a collection of

semantically heterogeneous material. What these words have

in COMnon lS not similarity of meaning but identical

syntactic function. To deal with the relators it is

necessary to set up an optional transformational rule

which can be activated if a suitable adverbial occurs
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in the clause, Take e, g, t~he rule:

IF(VM00 1 = IffiDVERBIAL) THEN

RELl\'rOlUSE (VMO])I) AND

SET(SUBS 1 = -99,99)

The effoct of this is to label the seJected adverbial

as a relator and to assign it a subscript of -99.99

which will ensure that it is placed near the front of

the sentence and immediately after any element with a

subscript of -100. These operations can hardly be termed

"lexical".

10.33 In revi8winsr Dover's "preferentials" the

relators are of special importance because it is probable

that some of his other items which appear further down

the list may also on occasion be assigned the RELT

function and appear at the front of the sentence for

this rca,;on, So for example the adverbs o'ih;wc; 9 [; VTCtl)OO:,

etc., \i'l) V etc, I and 1.;6(;(: also often perform the

function of relating successive sentences and marking

stages in the narrative.

10.34 It remains to consider the demonstratives

etc. I
. "etc, together wlth aUTOC;

"self" I 8 I C; and the personal pronouns cyt!) etc. and

o~ etc. The first point which must be made here is that

when nouns and other nominals are found naturally in a

text Uw majority' of occurrences derive from the SUBJ

function. Thus it is evident from an examination of the

statistics in chapter V that examples of SUBJ are more

frequent than OOBJ or IOBJ or any other syntactic
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function governed by the verb. In Herodotus I the

relevant figures are:

SUBJ

DOBJ

IOBJ

2299 occurrences

1444 occurrences

448 occurrences

10.35 It follows that for nominal words taken at

random the majority of occurrences will be as subject

of a verb, with the result that placement before the

verb will predominate. In this connection it will be

noticed that o~, ~~8t" ~~8t" item (vi) on

Dover's list, specifically excludes the oblique cases.

10.36 Another relevant consideration is that in

Greek it is not normal for a verb to appear at the front

of its sentence or clause in the surface structure. The

figures for all verbs with one or more modifiers are

as follows:

(1) Main clauses:

j nl t,ial vel-bs

non-initial verbs

total

average

chi square

246 (12.88%)

1644 (87.12%)

1910

955

1052.74

(2) Subordinate clauses:

initial verbs

non-initial verbs

total

average

chi square

251 (27.31%)

668 (72.69%)

919

459.5

189.22
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(3) Participial constructions:

initial verbs

non-initial verbs

total

average

chi square

458 (28.64%)

1141 (71.36%)

1599

799.5
,
291.74

(4) Infinitival constructions:

initial verbs

non-initial verbs

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

100 (12.11%)

726 (87.89%)

826

413

474.43

The values of chi square are significant for all four

clause types: the verb is normally preceded by one or

more modifiers (usually NPs) .

10.37 The implication of this conclusion is that

if a range of nominals was taken at random a majority

of them would probably show some preference for the

position preceding the verb. So the behaviour of

Dover's and Morin's "preferentials" does not on the

whole constitute good evidence for lexical determinants.

To make a plausible case for these it would be necessary

to demonstrate that a range of words showed a tendency,

not simply to appear near the front of the sentence,

but to occur normally in positions contrary to those

associated with their syntactic functions. E.g. if the

nominatives av, ~~€t, and V~€t, normally followed

the verb, in spite of being derived from a subject

function, this would be significant and might support a
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theory of lexical determinants. But nothing of this

kind has been demonstrated.

10.38 Some comments must now be made about the

behaviour of certain demonstratives. Particularly

aberrant:. is the placement of ()OC etc. y which shows

a strong propensity to follow the verb and move towards

the end of the sentenco. The reason for this is obvious.

For t-, ','. .
008 y 1S most 1nstances y refers forward to the

sentence which follows. In other words~08

Conversely the demonstratives
,
o and

1S prophoric.

etc. are

anaphoric; i.e. for the most part they refer back to

the preceding sentence. How can this phenomenon be

dealt with in a modern syntactic description of Greek?

The simplesJc solution is t.O posit txansformat.ional

rules which move anaphorics towards the front of the

sentence and move prophorics towards the back of the

sentence:

(a) IF(NOT # + ANAPHORIC) THEN

FRONT (I\NAPHOHJC)

(b) IF(NOT PROPHORIC + #) THEN

BACl\ (FHOPHORIC)

The same rules may operate one or more times depending

on circumstances.

10.39 Finally a peculiarity concerning o~~o,

't'
which deserves mention. Powell in his entry for OU~O(

AI2 lists 82 examples ~rllerc a~~o, is found with

asyndeton, i.e. deJction of the coordinate conjunction.

Of these no less that 80 show

sentence.

'('

ourea<;; at the front of the
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Stai:::Lstics

unfrontec1 o:~)rCOG

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

80 (97056~n

2 (2,,44~)

82

41

74,,20

The value of chi square J c',0 significant; the null

hypothesis is rejected;
T

OU~OG is normally fronted when

it occurs with asyndeton.

10.40 The appropriate explanation here appears to

bethat when 01S'1:0G reaches t.he front of its sentence

an optional rule may be used to delete the conjunction:
'/'

IF(# + OU~OG ) THEN

DELE:TE (MCONJ) ,

10.41 Before closing this chapter it is not without

interest to note that the list of words studied by Dover

and Morin is not in any way a random or representative

selection of lexical items. In fact the list 1S

dominated by words which may be grouped, for the most

part, under grlumna tical headings:

(1) demonstratives: e.go o1S~o~

(2) personal pronouns: e.g. ty~

(3) quasi-pronominals: e.g. [~~oG.

These are not "full" words but are bett,er regarded as

"empty" words which hover on th(~ boundary beb'Jeen

lexicon and syntax.
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10.42 The general conclusion of the chapter is that

a theory of lexical determinants is not. really necessary

to explain the order behaviour of Dover and Morin's

"preferentio.ls 0" The "cheory of synt:actic determinants

1, C'
• .::>

in

theoretically preferable and also more plausible

the light of the data.
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CHAPTEH XI

THE FEONT OF THE SENTENCE AND Fl\ON'rING

lL1 As has been stated already the Greek sentence

has two poles or termini, its beginning and its end. But

there is some reason to believe that of the two the

beginning is the more in~ortant.

11.2 From the viewpoint of information theory a

message consists of a sequence of units of information.

A consequence of linear temporal presentation is that the

first unit of the string is the most unpredictable and

has the highest information value while successive

elements as the message proceeds become increasingly more

predictable and redundant.

11.3 Obviously an author writing Greek may

intuitively exploit such a situation by placing more

important items before those that are less important.

In thL3 way he exploits the law of information theory.

Pn~ctice of thi s kind has led to the opinion tha t~ l.n

Greek t:hc more emphatic words come first and that the

Greek sentence "usually goes down···hill" (Bluck 1962: 119)

Similar views have been stated by scholars such as

Goodell (1890:27) Loepfe (1940:50f.) and Moorhouse

(1959: 70). An illustration of this kind of descending

arrangement may be seen in the first five words of the

preface of Herodotus:
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There are also other reasons for attributing

special. weight to the front of the Greek sentence, the

most important being the likelihood that the front of

the Greek sentence carried a sentence stress. The evidence

is as follows:

(1) Emphasising particles such as ~ev, o~, yap, fuV

etc. most often follow immediately on the front of the

sentence.

(2) There is a tendency for enclitics to occupy the

second position in the sentence (Delbruck 1893 - 1900:

III, 47). 'This tendency is known as "Wackernagel's Law."

Often both an enclitic or postpositive connective and

an enclitic pronoun come together in the second position.

When this occurs, the connective takes precedence and

comes before the enclitic pronoun (Delbruck 1893 - 1900:

III, 51).

11. 5 From facts (1) and (2) it follows that the

front of the Greek sentence carries a stress, for the

placement of both enclitics and postpositives implies

an expiratory accent on a preceding word: (Cf~Moorhouse

1959: l50t.).

11. 6 To these indications may be added the position

of the interrogative, which must have been stressed:

(3) The interrogative normally comes at the front of

the sentence in Greek (Thomson 1939: 147); likewise the

sentence negative, also presumably stressed:

(4) The sentence negative normally comes at the front

of the sentence in Greek (Moorhouse 1959:71) .
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11.7 Further evidence:

(5) The usually unaccented eL~' and ~n~' are

accented when they occur at the start of the sentence

(Moorhouse 1959:22);

(6) When two items are singled out for antithesis in

a ~€V ••• 58 construction, the items in question occur

at the fronts of their sentences (Cf.Thomson 1939:147).

11.8 In the light of this information it would be

reasonable to expect that material placed at the front of

the Greek sentence should be emphatic. However, since the

publication of Dover's book it is no longer possible to

uncritically use the word emphasis in talking about

Greek word order. For as Dover (1960:32f.) points out

the word emphatic is ambiguous and may refer to either

"words which are the focus of the speaker's emotion"

or "words which are essential to the clarity of his

argument." There are also other difficulties: "Emphasis

is necessarily a matter of degree" and "To a

remarkable extent, individuals may disagree about the

location of 'emphasis' in a given passage of Greek".

In the face of these problems Dover comes up with a new

criterion which he regards as more objective.

11.9 According to Dover (1960: 34f) the primary

determinant of Greek word order is that nuclei precede

concomitants. By a nucleus (or logical predicate) he

means that which is indispensable and unpredictable; by

a concomitant (or logical subject) he means that which is

dispensable or predictable.
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11,10 He illustratesl:hese distinctions by the

analogy of d teJegram. The logicdlpredicate (nucleus)

represents the words which would be expressed in sending

a telegrdm; the logical subject (concomitant) represents

wha t would be left: out. F'roIn Dover I s discussion ;Lt is

evident that he is not concerned with syntax. He does

not mean dispensablc or predictable in a cJrammat:ical

sense. The distinction he is making 1S based, not on

fonnal criteria, but on meaning" lIe also distinguishes

verbal fran, Inaterial context (Dover 1960: 35): "Words are

not dispensable or predictable solely by virtue of their

relation to the verbal context; their relation to their
-----~-----

matc~rial context is also relevant." By the material

context he means the situation and circumstances in which

a statement is made. In the case of continuous literary

documents, however, the material context, in so far as

it is given at all, is given by the ll1eaning of the

surrounding text. In fact it is reasonably clear from

lJovcr's telegram analogy that the essence of his dis-

tinction is semantic. Thus Dover's logical subject

(nucleus) refers to the core of meaning in a sentence

which is essential to the understanding of that sentence

and which cannot be predicted from the context, i.e.

from the meaning of the sentences which precede.

11.11 What Dover apparently does not realise, however,

lS that his views about "logical" determinants imply a

mechanism that is syntactic. For if essential items

are to appear at the front of the sentence and non-

essential items are to follow, this will require a
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transformational shunting rule of the form:

IF(X + Y) AND

n' (Y >> X) 'l'l-IEN

FRONT (Y) ;

where t:he sign » is read as "is more essent:ial-than".

ForUw rule too become fully opc,ra tional a defini t:ion of

semantic units within the framework of a theory of

semantics would also be req{lired. But is the rule

reaJly necessary?

11.12 Whether such a rule is in fact necessary

depends upon whether Dover's theory about "logical"

deterntinants is true or false. The theory i-tself is

attractive beCalJSe it achieves a high level of general··

isation, indeed a level of generalisation higher than

that achieved by the syntactic determinants discussed in

previous chapters. But is Dover's theory valid? In

order to find an answer to this question it will be

useful to consider some exaInples, and then to apply a

statistical test. First the exanwlcs.

(y)

The examples show that essential material may be placed

at thc' beginnincJ r middle or end of L_he sentence.
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Examples of redundant material

(a) 8,1 o~~o~ b~ fuV 0 Kavbav~~~ ~pdo6~ ~~~ gWU~oU

yuvaLxo~, tpao6stG be tvo~t~€ ot eLvuL

yuvatxa ~o~~ov ~aaewv xa~AL~~v.

(~) 23,- nep'uvopo~ b~ ~v Ku~e~ou ~ut~, o~~o~ 0

~~ epaou~ov~~ ~O xp~a~DPLov ~~vvaa,

e~updvveve b~ 0 llspCavopoG KopCveov

(y) 64,2 ~p6~ ~e ~~L ~ov~OLat ~~v v~aov 6~AOV

xae~pa~ ex ~mv ~OYLWV, xa6npaG be fuoe

The examples show that redundant material may be placed

at the beginning, middle or end of the sentence.

11.14 Another relevant consideration here is that

some sentences consist entirely of essential matter, e.g:

(a) 32,9 ~O~~OtOL yup o~ u~ooi~u~ ~A~OV 0 6eo,
~popp CS ou~ a.ve~pe~e

Others, on the contrary, are entirely redundant, e.g.

(~) 46,3 ~aU~u ~ev vvv ~a ·E~~DVtXu ~UV~DLU e~ ~a

a~e~e~*e.~av~evao~evo~Kporao~,

11.15 Furthermore, it is necessary to admit that it

is not always a straightforward matter to divide sentences

into essential and redundant parts. Essential matter, in
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particular, can be very difficult to identify. Since

redundant material is easier to isolate, the procedure

adopted here for the purpose of testing Dover's theory

statistically, has been to classify all clearly non

redundant material as essential. In this way the theory

is given more than a fair chance.

11.16 The data used for the test consisted of a

stratified sample of fifty sentences, one from each fourth

chapter in Herodotus I. The front of each sentence

was classified, wherever possible, according to the

criterion stated above, as either essential or redundant.

The statistical test applied was again the chi square.

The null hypothesis tested was that essential and

redundant material is equally frequent at the front of

the sentence. The statistics follow:

16 (37.21%)

27 (62.79%)

43

21.5

2.81

11.17 Statistics

essential material at front

redundant material at front

total

average

chi square

Conclusion

The value of chi square is not significant; the null

hypothesis is sustained; essential and redundant material

is equally frequent at the front of the sentence.
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In the light of this conclusion Dover's

theory of "logical" determinants must be rej ected, a't

least in so far as the Greek of Herodotus is concerned.

11.19 This result is not really as surprising as

at first sight it might seem. One need only consider the

results attained in chapter V. In sentences with a

transitive or intransi.tive verb the subject normally

precedes the verb. Yet it is the verb which most often

carries the essential meaning of the sen'tence. In

continuous narrative the subject often remains the same

in two or more successive sentences, i.e. the subject

becomes :ceclundant,. The Seune is true of equational

sentences where most of the meaning 1S carried by the

complemen t, which nonnall:)! follows Ule subj ect. Chap'ter

V also established that quite a range of syntactic

entities have claims on the front of the sentence. Once

again it must be said that the primary determinants of,

word order in the Greek sent.ence are syntactic.

11.20 While the front of the sentence is under

discus~;ion it wi:!.l be convenien't to deal with another

syntac tic phenoIrlc-?non associated with the front of the

sentence I namely t:,he mechanism of topicalisation. rrhe

topic of a sentence is that which the sentence is about -

often but not al''''lays identifiable with the grammatical

subj ect:. Some Innguages have distinct. grammatical forms

for both subject and topic. E.g. Japanese indicates the

subject by postposed ga and ,the t-:opic by postposed

wac But in Greek there is no special form for the topic.
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11.21 But when a speuker or writer of ancient

Greek wishes to indicate that some word other than the

subject is to be regarded as the topic of the sentence

he moves the topic-word to the front. (Cf. Arnmunn.
1924: ISO).

Examples

(~) 80,4 xagn~ov L~~Os ~O~88~~L xaL oux aVEX8~~~

OV~8 ~~v L08DV uU~~s opcwv ou~c ~nv oo~~v

t ,
oocppu LvOlLe VOs .

,
(f3) 93,1 §~llCL--ra 08 Yl1 AvoCD 8(, ovyypu<pl"jv OU /la~u l:';X8 (,.

,
(y) 133,2 OC--rOLOL 08 O~CYOLOL xpewv~u(,

(0) 135,- yaUtOVOL O~ ~xuo't'os uv't'mv ~o~~a, ~~v

XOVpLOCUs 'yvvarXCL(,

(e) 23,- t~VP~VV8U~ 08 0 TIepCuvOpo(, KopCveov

It can be seen from examples (0) and (c) that in Greek

even the verb may be topicalised. Verbs of ruling and

commanding are often so treated in Herodotus.

11.22 Before passing on to more general conclusions

it will be opportune to mention, that although the front

of the Greek sentence appears not to be llemphatic"

per se, there is one situation in which material at the

front of the sentence is foregrounded. This happens when

there is verbal anaphora, i.e. when two successive main

clauses begin with the same verb. It has already been

mentioned that the verb docs not normul1y appear at the
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front of the sentence. Consequently the repeated front

position for the same verb is striking.

Examples:

(a.)
i

76,2 xa.t eLAe ~gV ~wv n~epCwv ~nv ~6ALV xa.t

~vopa.~ooCoa.~o, erAe oe ~a~ ~epLOLxCoa.~

(y) 137,1 a.tvEW ~EV vvv ~6voe ~ov .v6~ov, a.tVEW

of; xa.t ~6voe

11.23 Although verbal anaphora is particularly bold

it is not the only kind of anaphora used by Herodotus:

(a.) 103,1 xa.t ~p~6~ ~e €AOXLOe xa.~a ~eAea. ~ov~ €V ~~

'AoC~ Xa.L ~£~~ OLe~o.~e xwp" txdo~ov~ e!Vo.L

(~) 155,3 ~a ~f;v yap ~po~epov €yw ~e ~~p~~a. xo.t

h.W.. xe<pa.A'\1 a.VCl~a.~a.C; <pepw

As example (~)shows movement right to the front of the

sentence is not always necessary.

11.24 Also relevant to the question of word order is

the use of identical words at the end of a preceding

sentence and the beginning of a following sentence

(anadiplosis) E.g.
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(a) 160,3 eY6e~~ev .oe e~ tpo~ 'A6~y~t~~ ~OA~OVXOU

a~oo~~o6et~ v~o XCWY eseod6n· estooo~Y

08 ot XLOL e~t ~~ 'A~~pytt ~Lo6~

(~) 199,3 e~LxaAew ~OL ~~v 6eov 1NA~~~a.

MVAL~~a 08 x~AeouoL ~~v 'A~pooC~~v 'AaovPLoL

11.25 A discussion of anaphora and anadiplosis

leads naturally to consideration of the use of juxtaposition

with the figura etymologica whereby two cognate words

are juxtaposed within their clause. E.g.

(~) 48,2 o~oU ~~ee ~u~o~ ev Ae~T~L X~Axe~ XQAX8QY

€~C6n~n e~L6eC~

When these rhetorical figures are required they can be

produced by fronting and backing rules operating under

appropriate conditions (12.30. (6».

11.26 The degree to which a text has been complicated

by rhetorical figures such as anaphora, anadiplosis and

juxtaposition of cognates may be quantified. Thus the

number of rhetorical order figures used may be divided

by the number of verbs in the passage to give the

R-Index, or Rhetorical Index. The use of the R-Index may

be illustrated by comparing its application to two

passages of text, the former in a solemn portentous

style, the latter in simple narrative. Rhetorical figures
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of word order have been underlined.

Passage (1)

114, 1 ~~aL~e ev ~~ XW~~ ~au~~ ev ~~ ~aGv xat a~

~ouxo~'aL u~~aL, ~~aL~e oe ~e~' ~~~wv ~~Cxwv ev oo~.

xat ot ~atoes ~aC~ov~es eL~ov~o ewu~mv ~aaLAga e!vaL

~o~~ov 6~ ~ov ~O~ ~OUX6AOU e~CxA~aLv ~atoa. 0 be au~mv

oLe~a~e ~ou~ ~EV otxCa~ otxooo~8eLv, ~ou~ oe oopu~6pou~

e!vaL, ~ov oe xou ~Lva au~wv 6~eaA~Ov ~aaLA8o, e!vaL,

~~ oe ~LVL ~a~ ayye~~a~ Ba~epeLv BoCbou yepa~, w~

exaa~~ ~pyov ~poa~uaawv.

Number of verbs

Number of rhetorical figures

R-Index

Passage (2)

13

3

0.23

84,4 0 fuV on cYpoLdo~, o~~o, 0 Mdpoo, towv ~~ ~po~epa'~

~wv ~Lva Auowv xa~a ~oU~o ~~, axpo~6ALO' xa~a~a~a k~t

XVVe~v uvw6ev xa~axu~Laeetaav xat ave~6~evov k~pdae~

xat k, eu~ov epa~e~o. ~o~e o~ on av~o, ~e av€~e~~xee
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, ,
xat xa~' av~oY ~AAOL llepaewv ~ye~aLYOV· ~poa~av~wv

6e OVXVWY o~~w on ~dpOL€' ~e ~AWXeaaY xat ~~y ~O

ll.o~v e·ltope€e~o.

Number of verbs

Number of rhetorical figures
.

R-Index

11

o

0.00

11.27 The same texts may be used also to

illustrate a Gapping Index or G -Index. This is obtained

by dividing the number of gapped words in the passage by

the number of verbs.

Passage (1)

Number of verbs

Number of gapped words

G-Index

Passage (2)

Number of verbs

Number of gapped words

G-Index

13

2

0.15

11

o

0.00

11.28 Students of Herodotean language will be aware

that the question of whether the author's style is subject

to variation has been under debate since the time of

Mure. Mure himself (1857: 516 - 517) saw no sign of

stylistic variation in Herodotus. "His style preserves,

amidst all the varieties of his subject, a consistent

and harmonious uniformity." But Aly (1929: 44 & 63),

who had a special interest in Herodotus and also in the

history of early Greek prose, took the view that
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Herodotus had two different styles, a scientific style

and a narrative style. Aly's view did not go

unchallenged, however. For Thomson (1935: 33) 1n his

book 'l'hc l\rt of th~:.._ Logo:~~ ret~urned to the position taken

by Mure: "1\n attempt ha~3 been made t~o show tha~t he

employs not one style but several: the attempt, I think,

is a failure ... Herodotus ... narrates fact and fable

in exactly or almost exactly the same f~tyle."

11.29 This thesis is not the appropriate place for

a full treatment of this difficult problem. However it

can be said that the four indices which have been proposed,

namely the I-Index, the S-lndex, tho R-Index and the

G-Index have a contribution to make in future research.

It has already been shown that some variation on these

parameters does occur and can be objectively quantified.

So the views of Mure and Thomson are no longer tenable.

11. 30 In general uniformity of word order behaviour

may be expected to increase with increasing sample Slze.

Significant variation will be most evident when a

comparison is made between passages which are relatively

short in length. This conclusion 1S somewhat different

from the view expressed by Dover (1960: 30-31) who argues

for variation on a wider scale. Some discussion and

further references may be fOUlld in Irmnerwahr (1966:

46~55)o
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CHAP'rEH. XII

'rHE TRl\NSFORMATlONAL I~ULES

12. 1 The argument of this thesis is now almost

complete. But before turning to the conclusion it will

be useful to review and amplify the discussion of the

transformational rules. A quotation from Andrews

(1971: 127) will serve as an appropriate starting point.

This is what he says: "Transformational grammarians have

in the past assumed that free word order is to be

accounted for by a "scramblinq rule" which follows the

transformations and permutes and breaks up the

constituents of the sentence randomly."

12,2 This would appear to sugqest that: the word

order of a language such as Greek is purely random -

a view that cannot be sustained in the face of the

arguinents and Gvidence presented in previous chapters.

Admittedly there is a degree of randomness in Greek word

ordGr, and this has been recognised. But that is only

part of thG picture, for the placement of most modifiers

conforms to statistical norms. The situation is complex

and cannot be dealt with by a mere "scrambling rule"

which operates at random. On the contrary it has been

shown that an ad~quate description of Greek word order

must incorporate a range of transformational rules

designed to produce marked and unmarked sGquences of

various kinds.
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But the suggestion that the rules which

manipula t_e word order apply af-ter the other "syntactic"

transformations requires serious consideration. In this

connection it will be helpful to reconsider some relevant

evidence from chapter V.

12.4 First of all evidence will be presented from

the word order behaviour of various clause types. Thus

it is not difficult to show that main clauses, sub

ordinate clauses, infinitival constructions and

participial constructions do not always agree 1n their

word order preferences. Some examples follow:

(1) In subordinate clauses the subject precedes or

follows the direct objec-t with equal frequency. But thi.s

is not true of the other clause types where the subject

normally precedes the object.

(2) In subordinate clauses and infinitival constructions

the passive "subject" precedes and follows the verb with

equal frequency. But this is not true of main clauses and

participial constructions where the passive "subject"

normally precedes the verb.

(3) In subordinate clauses the adverbial of manner

precedes and follows the verb with equal frequency.

But this is not true of other clause types where the

adverbial of manner normally precedes the verb.

(4) In participial and infinitival constructions the

subjectival object normally follows the verb. But in other

clause types the subjectival object precedes and follows

the verb with equal frequency.
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(5) In participial and infinitival constructions the

personal dative precedes and follows the verb with equal

frequency. But this is not true of main and subordinate

clauses where the personal dative nonnally precedes the

verb.

(6) In infinitival constructions the equational complement

normally precedes the verb. But in main clauses, sub

ordinate clauses and participial constructions the

equational complement normally follows the verb.

(7) In infinitival constructions the genitive absolute

precedes and follows the verb with equal frequency. But

this is not true of other clause types where the genitive

absoJute normally precedes the verb.

(8) In infinitival constructions the conditional clause

precedes and follows the verb with equal frequency. But

this is not true of main clauses where the conditional

clause normally precedes the verb.

(9) In participial and infini tival constructions the

diree l~ obj ect normally follows the verb. But~ this is

not true of other clause types where the direct object

precedes Clnd follows the verb with equal frequency.

(10) In the genitive absolute the subject normally

follows the verb. But this is not true of other clause

types where the subject normally precedes the verb.

12.5 It will be evident from the preceding state-

ments that the different clause types differ at times

in their word order behaviour. It follows that the

transformations which produce the different clause types

must be applied before the rules which determine word order.
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Apart from this t.bere is tlle fact that

subordinate clauses and other embedded verbal

constructions owe their placement within the matrix

sentence to syntacfic characteristic~ which are conferred

upon them by the syntactic transformational rules.
,

12.7 Thus it has again been shown in chapter V

that certain types of subordinate construction are

normally attracted towards the front of the sentence.

These include the following:

the circumstantial clause

the" geni tive absolute

the conditional clause

the aorist participle

certain others are normally attracted towards the back

of the sentence. These include:

the final clause

the future participle

the object clause

the causal clause

the completive participles

All these constructions cannoJc llave their placement

finalised unlil their syntactic identity has been

establi slled.

12.8 Another transformational rule which deserves

consJ.deration is that which produces the passive. Since

the passive "subject" differs in its placement from the

direct object from which it is derived in the deep

structure, the transformation must operate before the

passive "subject" receives its position in its clause.
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Evidence from the noun phrase is less abundant,

but points in the same direction. Thus the transformation

which changes the noun + adj ect:iva 1 group in-to a

con~-; trnction ccnu,,: isting of a substantivised adj ectival

wjth a noun in the genitive must be applied before the

word order is established because the word group concerned

tends to show the genitive in second place regardless

of how the adjectival is classified. The word order

behaviour of noun + adjectival groups which have not

undergone this transformation is different and much less

s tr aigh tforvwrd ,.

12,10 Another t:ransformation which must also operate

before the word order rules is the lexicalisation

transformation which produces cm~~ound words. As has

been shown in chapter V the order of elements within

compound words is fixed and must be taken from the lexicon.

Where the compounds are placed in their sentence will

depend, of course, upon their syntactic function.

12.11 In addition to the transformations considered

so far it is necessary to deal with a subgroup of

transformational rules which are particularly relevant

to rna_t-ters of word order" These are the logistic

transformations which prepare the ground for the rules

which establish word order.

12.12 First of all there are the rules which produce

gapping. These are deletion rules which must operate

before the subscripts are sequenced and before any other

adjustments are made to the order of words. If this were

not so an element might be sequenced only to be deleted
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later - an uneconomical use of the sequencing rules.

12.13 Next comes relatorisation which usually affects

main clauses and produces an element with a negative charge

of 99.99. Obviously this element cannot be sequenced

correctly until it has been labelled and charged.

12.14 Relatorisation is usually applied to major

components of main clauses. In subordinate clauses

relativisation is possible. This process produces an element

witll a negative charge of 100. Relatives in particular

preempt the front of their clauses and cannot be demoted

to any lower position. The same is true of other elements

with a charge of -100.

12.15 Interrogativisation can be applied both to main

and subordinate clauses. But its scope in subordinate

clauses is limited if one of the verbal Inodifiers in the

subordinate clause has been relativised. Interrogativisation

is also uncommon if one of the verbal modifiers has been

reJ.atorised.

12.16 Another relevant transformation is that of

topjcalisation. Like relativisation topicalisation also

produces an element with a negative charge of 100. In

theory, topicalisation can co-exist with both

relatorisation and interrogativisation. But in practice

such combinations are rare. There is no clash with

the relative because topicalisation occurs only in

main clauses.
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12.17 When a modifier appears with an ambivalent

+ charge on its subscript, it is necessary for a random

se]eetion rule to delete one or other of the signs. If

this operation has not been performed then the rule

which sequences subscripts in ascending order wi~l not be

able to process the modifier concerned.

12.18 Finally, if the author wishes to reverse the

polarity of a given modifier he must invoke the appropriate

rule to do this before, not after, the subscripts have

been sequenced.

12.19 So the conclusion is reasonably clear. The

syntactic transformations, including the logistic

transformations, must operate before the application of

the rules which establish surface word order. It is now

time to consider the word order rules themselves.

12.20 To produce grammatical Greek text only one

type of order transformation is absolutely necessary, i.e.

the iilversion rule. This must be used to invert the

sufflX + stern sequences and also to invert the sequences

of noun + article. It is also normal, if an interrogative

15 found following a nominal head, for the inversion rule

to appJ.y here also and to move the interrogative into

the position preceding its head. Once these modifications

have been made the result will be an acceptable Greek

sentence in which the surface order varies relatively

little from the order in the deep structure.
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12.21 The only complication here is the possible

presence of a relator or relative or interrogative or

tbpic. If any of these occurs in the sentence the

appJication of the rule to sequence subscripts becomes

obligatory. In any case the subscript sequencing rule

will usually be brought into operation to establish

normaJ surface order.

12.22 However, if two modifiers of the same head

have identical subscripts then a random sequencing rule

is brought into operation to arrange them in random order.

The raildom sequencing rule may also be applied to items

which do not have identicaJ_ subscripts. In this case it

sj_mply produces random departures from exact normal

order.

12.23 Another event which may become evident after

tIle application of the rule which se~uences subscripts, is

the presence of a modifier which has had its polarity

reversed. This only happens if the author has reversed

the polarity of a modifier before it has been processed

by the rule to sequence subscripts. The result is the

appearance of a modifier ln a reversed or marked position.

12.24 Fronting and backing rules may now be

applied to change the position of demonstrative pronoun~

which are anaphoric or prophoric. Anaphorics may be

fronted, whereas prophorics may be backed.

12.25 Next tlle author has the option of producing
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further markedness by splitting one or more head +

modifier groups. Split can only occur after the

sequencing of subscripts. The reason for this is that

syntactic split is produced either by moving a preposed

modifier towards the front of the sentence or by; moving

a postposed modifier towards the back. Until the position

of the modifier is established it will not be clear

whether it should be fronted or backed. NeedJess to say all

spJit sequences are stylisticalJy marked.

12.26 The ultimate weapons in the armoury of word

order are the rhetorical figures such as anaQh?ra,

anadiplosi sand j uxtaposi -tion of cogna t~es. Since anaJ.?hor~

does not necessarily require that the affected words

shouJ_d be moved all the way to the fronts of their

clauses it need not be precluded if relatorisation or

topiealisation has occurred. On the other hand

anc~g}pJ~sis involves the placement of a key element: at

the very front of the second sentence. So it cannot be

brought into play if the second sentence has a

topic.

12.27 Juxtaposition of cognates, on the other hand

may co-exist with both relatorisation and topicalisation.

The rhetorical figures mentioned may be regarded as

shallow embellishments which contribute strongly to the

stylistic markedness of the text.

12.28 It will now be useful to look at a low level

formalisation of the logistic and word order rules.

The rules are presented as far as possib1e in their
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order of application. In establishing this order the

assumption has been made that synt~actic split produces

greater markedness than inversion, and that rhetorical

word order produces greater markedness than syntactic

split. Rules which produce greater rnclrkedness are

considered to come into operation after rules which

produce lesser markedness, and to produce effects which

are more superficial. In general more strongly marked

sequences are less frequent than sequences with lesser

markedness. The lists follow:

12.29 ~'he I~ogist:i:5Ll~11e~

(1) S;apping

See paragraph 2.27.

(2) Relatorisation

IF (VMOD I = T{ADVERBIAL) THEN

RELATORISE(VMOD I ) AND

SET(SUBS I = -99.99): optional; applies once

(3) Relativisation

IF (SCLAUSE) 'THEN

RELATIVISE(VMODI) AND

SET(SUBS 1 = -100): optional; applies once

(4) Interrogativisation

IF (VMOD I NOrr = RELT) AND

IF(WORDJ OF VMODI NOT = RELATIVE) THEN

INTERROGATIVISE(WORDJ OF VMOD I ) AND

IF (MCLAUSE) THEN

SE'J'(SUBS = ~ ¢)

IF (SCLAUSE) THEN

SET(SUBSI = ~100) AND
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DELETE (SCONJ) : optional; applies once

(5) :TopicaJisa~i()2!:.

IF (MCLAUSE) AND

IF(ELEM I OF MCLAUSE = TOPIC) THEN

TOPICALISE(ELEMI OF MCLAUSE) AND

SET(SUBS I = -100): optional; applies once

(6) S~5F~ Deletio~l_

IF (MODSIGl\J ±) T.HEN

RANDELETE(+ OR -): obligatory if the condition 1S

f?lfilled; applies once.

(7) ~eversal of Polarity

IF (MODSIGN ~ + OR -) THEN

REVERSE (MODSIGN) : optional within statistical

limits; applies once

12.30 The Word Order Rules

(1) Inversion

a) IF(SUF + STEM) THEN

FRONT (STEM) : obligatory; applies once

b) IF (NOMINAL + X + DET) THEN

FRON'l' (DEl')

UNTIL (DE'r + NOMINAL -I- X): obligatory;

applies once; X may be null

c) IF(INT = MOD OF NOMINALI) AND

IF(NOMINAL I + INT) THEN

FRONT (INT) : a frequent option; applies once

(2) ~equencing of Subscri]:Jts

a) IF (INT/RELT/RELATIVE/T6PIC) THEN

DO N = l, I + 1

BEGIN
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DO ]\1 = N -+ 1, I

BE_GIN

IF(SUBSN > SUBSM) THEN

leHONT (ELEMM)

UNTIL (ELEMM -+ ELEMN)

END

END: obligntory if the condition is fulfilled;

applies once; I 1S the total number of subscripted

elements in the construction.

b) IF(NOT INT/HELT/HELATIVE/TOPIC) THEN

DO N = 1, 1 - 1

BEGIN

DO M = N + 1, I

BEGIN

IF(SUBSN > SUBSM) THEN

FHONT(ELEMM)

UNrrIL (ELEMM + ELEMN)

END

END: a frequent option within statistical limits;

applies once; 1 is the tolal number of subscripted

elements in the construction

(3) Random Sequencing of Modifiers

a) IF(SUBS I = SUBS J ) THEN

RANSEQ (MODI, MODLT): obligatory if the condition

is fulfilled; applies once

b) IF (SUBS 1 NOT = -100) AND

IF(SUBS l NOT SUBS I -+ J) THEN

RANSEQ (MODI, [-lODl -+ J):. optional within statistical

limits; applies once
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a) IF(NOT # + ANAPHORIC) THEN

FRONT (ANAPHORIC) ; optional; applies J times; J

is an integer which varies according to the

distance of the anaphoric from the front of the

sen·tence

b) IF (NO,]' PEOPHORIC + jf) THEN

BACK (PROPHORIC) : optional; applies J times; J

is an integer which varies according to the

distance of the anaphoric from the back of the

sentence

a). IF (MODSIGN = -) AND

IF (EXEL + MODN) AND

IF (ICATSN - 1 NOT = ICATSN/ICATS OF HEAD) AND

IF (NOT RELT/RELATIVE/TOPIC + MODN) THEN

FRONT (MODN) : optional within st~tistical limits;

applies J times; J is an integer which varies

according to the original distance of MODN from the

front of the sentence

b) IF(MODSIGNN = +) AND

IF (MODN + EXEL) AND

IF (ICATSN + 1 NOT = ICATSN/ICATS OF HEAD) THEN

BACK (MOD N) : optional within statistical limits;

applies J times; J is an integer which varies

according to the original distance of MODN from the

back of the sentence

(6) Rhetorical Figures

a) !\naphora.

IF (ELEi\1 1 OF MCLAUSEK = ELEMJ OF MCLAUSEK + 1) THEN



IF(NOT # + ELEM1 OF MCLAUSEK ) THEN

DQ L = 1, M

BEGIN

FRONT(ELEM I OF MCLAUSEK)

END

AND

IF (NO'l' it + ELEl\1'J OF MCLAUSEK -I- 1) 'I'HEN

DO L = 1, N

BEGIN

FRONT(ELEMJ OF MCLAUSEK + 1)

END: optional within statistical limits; applies

once; M is an integer which varies according to the

original distcmce of ELEM1 from t~he front of M

MCLAUSE K and N is an integer which varies according

to the original dist:ancc of ELEMJ from the front of

MCLAUSEI<: + 1.

b) Anad~pl£lsis_

IF (ELEM I OF j\1CLi,\USEK = ELEJvl.'J OF MCLAUSEK + 1) AND

IF (MCLl\USEK + 1 NUT TOPJCALISED) '['HEN

IF (NOT ELEM I OF MCLl"CrSE K + if) 'rEEN

BACK(ELEM I OF MCLAUSEK)

UNTIL(ELEMI OF MCLAUSEK -I- #)

AND

IF(NOT # + ELEMJ OF MCLAUSEK + 1) THEN

FRONT(ELEMJ OF MCLAUSEK + 1)

UNTIL(# + ELEWJ OF MCLAUSEK + 1): optional within

statistical limits; applies once

c) ~Juxta~~osi tion_~~~_g3J1ate~

IF(ELEM1 COGN ELEM1 + J) AND

IF(NOT ELEMI+ ELEMI + J) THEN
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FHONT(ELEIvII + IT)

UNTIL(ELEM I ~. ELEMI + J): optional within

statistical limits; applies once

12.31 It will have been noticed that some of the

rules have been lClbelled "optional within statistical

limi b3 0" This mea.nsthat before the rule comes int~o

operation a counter is checked to ensure that the

maximwn frequency of the phenomenon produced by the rule

is not exceeded in the text. Actual frequencies have not

been incorporated into the stat.ement of the rules

because the frequencies vary with varying input. The

relevant statistical information, in so far as it is

available here, may be found in chapters V and VIII, X, XI.

12 0 32 Given the appropriate conditions the logistic

rules require the following formal operations:

(1) deletion

(2) reolatorisation

(3) relativisation

(4) interrogativisation

(5) topicalis a tion

(6) subscript setting

(7) reversal of polarity

12.33 Given the appropriate conditions the word

order rules proper require the following formal operations:

(1) fronting

(2) backing

(3) random sequencing
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J2.34 It is not without interest that the operations

listed .for both the logistic and the word order rules

are comput:-able; that is t~o say they are sufficiently

formal to be coded into algorithms and processed by a

computer. Appropriate data and programmes would of course

be required.
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CIll\P'TER XIII

CONCLUSION

13,1 We must now offer an answer to the question

I~O~;cd in chapter III, Ie) Greek word order· free? 'The

anSitiCr is both :'yes" and "no",

13,2 Firstly, it is true to say that the order of

inflected words, apart from a few exceptions mentioned in

chapter III, is remarkably free. 'The two constraints

which usually apply to natural languages, i.e. the

typological constraint and the syntactic integrity

constraint, can be violated virtually at will by the

author. Thus head/modifier sequences can be reversed and

modifiers can be sundered from their heads. What is more

both these operations can be performed without any

essential change in tJ1e syntax or meaning of the·

sentence. The absence of any other general restriction

on the placernent of inflected words means tha-t Greek

closely approaches the behaviour of a hypothetical

language with absolute freedom of word order such as the

example discussed 1n chapter III, For the most part the

Greek author can, if he wishes, deal his words in random

sequence. Cf, 'itilatkins (1964: 1039): "Greek would appear

to have gone farther than any other I.E. language in the

elaboration of a 'free' word order".

13.3 But there is another sense in which Greek word

order is not free at all. The examination of a substantial

sample of text (in this case Herodotus I) shows that in
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practice the author is a creature of habit. In other

words he tends in his writing to adhere to certain

conventions of a primarily syntactic nature.

13,4 So it might be said that word order 1n

JIerodolean Gree], is free in the abstract, but

relatively restricted in the concrete. The distinction

Lhus drawn 1 C'L' similar to but not identical with the

famous distinction made by De Saussure (1960: 30f) between

langue and parole. But it is necessary to recall that

for De Saussure not only par_~le but la.!?-.Sfue. also was a

concret:e enti'ly. "La langue n' est pas't mains que la parole
,

un o~)jet de nature concrete ... ". The posi tion taken

here is that grammar is an abstrac't system. With a few

well-known exceptions Greek word order is not ultimately

determined by grammar, but by style, which can be seen

in act.ual utt.erances r \iJhich are concrete.

13,5 The degree to which Herodotus' writing is

conventional can be expressed by the statistical norms

established in chapters V and VIII. The frequency with

which he departs from the various norms 1S a measure of

the au·thor' s individuali ty. That is to say the level of

marked sequences is a characteristic or distinguishing

feature of his idiolect, and one which can be quantified.

His performance in actual passages of text can be

assessed by calculating the I-Index, S-Index, R-Index

and G--Index.

13.6 The norms themselves come from elsewhere,

from outside the individual. Their place of origin is the
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speech connnuni ty to which the author belongs. It follows

that the same norms will be observed by others and will

be found in a range of Greek authors.

13.7 In some cases the general picture has already

been est_ablished. Thus Demetriuc:, in De elocutione 199

appears to regard the placement of the subject before the

predicate as "natural". r['hi~:; view is supported by the

statistics compiled by Frisk (1933:16) which demonstrate

that the subject normally precedes the predicate. It is

of interest to compare the more general assertion of

verbs, which he justifies on the principle that in

nature thing precedes process. Sj.nce then Monteil

(1963: 250) has indicated that the noun clause object

shows a statistical tendency to follow the verb. The

normal placement of the infinitive; which usually follows

its head, was already known to Ebeling (1902: 230).

Another feature which has already been

researched is the position of the relative clause, which

normally follows its head, not only in Herodotus, as has

been seen in chapter VI, but also in Homer (Monteil

1963: 33; Friedrich 1975:19)" l\s for Spalt.ung, it is

doubtful whether anyone would wish to assert that it is

stylistically normal for any construction in any author.

Hesults of this kind inspire confidence that future work

on Greek word order will show that many of the syntactic

norms established for Herodotus apply to other Greek

authors also.
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Is this the limit of convention? Not at all;

for the Greek language 1S a member of the Indo-European

family and shares certain word-order characteristics with

other members of the group. Thus head/modifier reversal

and syntactic split are found not only in Greek, but also,

for example, in Latin and Sanskrit. The same is true of

Wackernagcl's Law, which describes an Indo-European rather

than a specifically Gree], phenomenon" So GreeTe must

bE' viewed in its Indo-European context.

13.10 Recent work on Indo-European word order includes

a book by Friedrich (1975) which, ,Lnter alia, surveys

the surface order of subject, verb and object in the

various languages and argues that SVO is the most

widespread and also the earliest order. This conclusion

runs against the findings of Lehmann (1973a; 1973b; 1974)

who believes that Proto-Indo-European was a SOV-language.

Also requiring consideration is the theory proposed by

Miller (1975) who argues for a development of Indo-

European from VSO to SOV to SVO.

13.11 A full investigation of the problem cannot be

attempted here. Nevertheless it may be possible to shed

some light on the matter by applying a principle from

the theory of dialect geography. The principle in question

is Bartoli's norm of the lateral areas which has been

reviewed and reformulated by Pisani.

Bartoli's Norm

Bertoni & Bartoli (1925: 68). "La fase anteriore si

conserva in aree LA'l'ERALI e la fase seriore si trova

invece nelle aree di mezzo."
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Pisani's Modification

Pisani (1940: 299). "La fase che appare in due 0 pi~

"-
aree isolate fra loro e che non e verisimile sia sorta

indipendentemente in ciascuna di esse, ha appartenuto

un tempo all' area che fungeva da intermediaria fra Ie

due."

13.12 If the norm is applied to the Indo-European

languages there are the following areas to be considered:

(1) The central or intermediate area, which includes

the majority of Indo-European languages where SVO

patterns predominate in the surface structure.

(2) Six lateral or isolated areas, namely Italic,

Baltic, Indic, Iranian, Tocharian and Hittite, where

SOV patterns predominate in the surface structure.

(3) Another three lateral or isolated areas, namely

Celtic, Slavonic and Old Armenian, where VSO patterns

predominate in the surface structure.

If the areal norm is correct then the lateral or

isolated areas may be expected to preserve a more archaic

linguistic character than the central areas. In other

words SOV and VSO should be more ancient than SVO. The

question remains as to whether VSO is older than SOV.

But since VSo has fewer representatives than SOV it is

probably nearer to extinction and accordingly may be

more ancient. This reasoning is supported by Bartoli's

norm of the fase sparita:

Bertoni & Bartoli (1925: 75): "Se di due fasi

linguistiche una e sopraffatta, cioe morta or moribonda,

e l'altra sopravvive, la fase sopraffatta e di norma la

fase anteriore."
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In most of the Indo-European languages VSO patterns are

relatively rare and appear to be vestigial.

13.13 If the argument is correct then Greek has

preserved three layers or strata of Indo-European word
"

order. Of these the most frequent is the most recent and

the least frequent is the oldest. If this conclusion is

provisionally accepted it may be used to explain the

fluctuation in Greek (not to mention various other

Indo European languages) between OV and VO typologies.

The sequence VSO > SOV > SVO implies a typological

movement from VO to OV and back to VO. Such a reversal

in the current of change might well be expected to

create ambivalence in head/modifier behaviour.

13.14 This interpretation is supported by the

chronology of compound words which tend to be conservative

in relation to the contemporary behaviour of the verb

phrase. In the classical period the normal compound word

presents OV, which is archaic as compared with the

classical surface pattern of Vo in the verb phrase. An

earlier stage, however, is represented by certain proper

noun compounds which show VO. The picture which emerges

may be tabulated as follows:

Archaic

Recent

Verb Phrase

VO

OV

VO

Compound Word

?

VO

OV

13.15 The view that recent SVO developed from a

preceding SOy is also consistent with the inflectional
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morphology which is so characteristic of the Indo

European languages. Inflectional syntax is associated

above all with OV patterns, i.e. patterns in which the

functional element is placed to the right of its

modifier(s). In general the Indo-European languages

also show a developed prepositional syntax. The prepos

itional phrase is more at home in SVO languages. But in

the Indo-European family, at least, the prepositional

phrase is known to be later than inflexional structures

and tends to replace them in the modern era. So it is

that the Latin case system has been eliminated in most

Romance languages. And a similar fate has befallen the

Latin inflectional passive.

13.16 As far as Greek itself is concerned there is

some support for an earlier OV phase in the syntax of

the clay tablets written in Linear B. These are the

earliest surviving evidence for Greek and show a clear

preference for OV patterns in the noun phrase. Thus the

genitive and th~ adjectives (with the exception of

patronymics) normally appear before the noun which they

modify (Vilborg 1960: 138 & 151). The direct object, on

the contrary, normally follows its verb (Vilborg 1960

137); but cf. Homer, where the object normally precedes.

13.17 To sum up, the evidence seems to favour the

development suggested by Miller (1975), i.e. that the

Indo-European languages have evolved from VSO to SOV

to SVO. Needless to say this statement applies only to

the surface structure of the languages concerned. The

next step is to consider what is happening in the deep

structure. In this connection it is noteworthy that the
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order which appears to be the oldest in the surface

structure is the same as the order which has been

posited for the deep structure of Greek. In other words
. .

the deep structure of Greek has remained unchanged in

spite of two radical modifications oflthe surface

structure. This may be regarded as a plausible result

because it appears likely that deep structure is more

resistant to change than is surface structure. We may

compare the views of Pullwn (1977: 274) and the findings

of Lakoff (1968:234), who concluded, after a study of

complementation in Latin and Spanish, that only the

"superficial syntax" had changed.

13.18 Finally it is necessary to consider Greek

as one of all the world's natural languages. Given that

human nature is the same everywhere, it seems likely

that at least some of the characteristics of Greek word

order should be observed world wide. An example may be

found in GreenbeIg (1966: 84) who observes that final

expressions come at the end of the sentence in a wide

range of languages. What is the explanation?

13.19 Perhaps the most general principle which

applies is the so-called "iconic" principle

(Friedrich 1975: 20). This has been formulated by

Greenberg (1966:103) as follows: "The order of elements

in language parallels that in physical experience or the

order of knowledge."

13.20 The effect of this principle may be seen in the

tendency for verbs representing successive actions
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to occur in natural temporal order, and for places

visited to be mentioned in the order of their geography.

R less concrete example would be the practice of

ordering conditional sentences so that the protasis precedes

U1fc: upodosis"

13.21 In conclusion, however, it should be

emphasised once aguin that word order is primurily a

matter of syntax. For this reason future progress in

the understanding of Greek word order may be expected

to depend upon the development of new concepts in

general syntactic theory.
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